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Wednesday, 21 May 2003
The SPEAKER (Hon. Judy Maddigan) took the chair at
9.35 a.m. and read the prayer.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Fire drill
The SPEAKER — Order! I wish to remind
members that the Parliament will be conducting an
emergency procedure fire drill later this afternoon
between the hours of 5.00 p.m. and 6.00 p.m. to comply
with the Australian standard 3745 that relates to
emergency control organisation and procedures for
buildings, structures and workplace. I ask members for
their cooperation and to follow the instructions of the
emergency procedure staff. I advise members that the
quicker they do that the less disruption there will be to
the business of the house.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Housing: East Geelong estate
Mr TREZISE (Geelong) — I take this brief
opportunity to note that last Thursday the Minister for
Housing in another place officially declared the
completion of all public dwellings in the Thomson
housing estate in the east of my electorate of Geelong.
This project, which was commenced in 1999, has seen
the demolition of numerous Office of Housing homes
that were built in the late 1940s and their replacement
with 70 public houses and units and more than
50 private dwellings. What was becoming a tired
suburb of Geelong in housing stock terms has now been
transformed into a vibrant and modern area, with the
original families being catered for and new families in
modern attractive homes.
As chairman of the community advisory committee I
had the pleasure of working with a number of
community and government agency people in ensuring
that the community of the Thomson estate was kept
informed and its issues addressed as the project
proceeded. I would like to thank past and present
committee members for their work. They include
Lynden Baxter, Jeanene Newell, Jane Wager, Kay
Darcy, Debra Herbertson, Trish Taylor, Janine Shelley,
Rob Bromley, Peter Sears and Lesley Wrzuszczak.
Thomson has always been a very proud and tight-knit
community built around its sporting clubs, schools and
senior citizens club. I look forward to working with and
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representing the best interests of the Thomson people
well and truly into the future.

Minister for Planning: conduct
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — Adherence to
proper parliamentary procedures is the hallmark of any
Westminster-style democracy. To treat proper
parliamentary procedures as trite or unimportant is to
put at risk the very manner in which our
long-established democratic institutions operate. To
treat proper parliamentary procedures as trite or
unimportant is also to view with contempt the trust that
the community we serve places in us as
parliamentarians to represent its interests without fear
or favour.
Unfortunately for the Parliament that we are supposed
to serve, the Parliament of Victoria, we have one in our
midst, a minister of the Crown no less, who constantly
chooses to thumb her nose at and treat with contempt
proper parliamentary procedures. Whether it be reading
from two stapled pieces of paper, then surreptitiously
ripping one sheet from the other down at the side of her
seat and declaring that she referred to only one sheet, or
whether it be earnestly informing Parliament that a
body supposedly at arm’s length from government,
Planning Panels Victoria, appointed a controversial
wind farms planning panel when in fact she knew it
was appointed at the behest of another minister yet
refusing to come into Parliament to correct her wrong,
the Minister for Planning has a track record of
thumbing her nose at proper parliamentary procedure.
We are all the poorer for tolerating this behaviour by a
minister who has a track record of treating us all with
contempt.

Women: Australian Education Union
conference
Ms MARSHALL (Forest Hill) — I had the great
pleasure on Saturday, 17 May, of being one of the
keynote speakers, along with the Minister for Education
Services, who is also the Minister for Employment and
Youth Affairs, at the Australian Education Union’s
(AEU) women’s conference. This year’s theme was the
different stages in women’s lives and the different
workplace needs over their lifetime. Many members of
the AEU are from a variety of fields, including
teachers, school service officers, integration aides and
adult migrant and disability sector educators in the
public sector.
The minister spoke about the Bracks government’s
commitment to women and specifically to how it has
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listened to the concerns of Victorian women and acted
to improve not only services but their ability to access
them as well.
The minister highlighted some of the initiatives the
government will implement over the next four years by
responding in a practical way, including the
$1000 return-to-work grant to assist parents with
training after they have been caring full-time for
children and supporting paid maternity leave by
funding payroll deductions for employers who provide
this leave for their employees. The government has
improved women’s safety by establishing a domestic
violence division of the Magistrates Court. It has also
focused on improving women’s health by committing
$190 million to rebuilding the Royal Women’s Hospital
on a new site next to the Royal Melbourne Hospital.
All of these initiatives will make a difference in the
lives of Victorian women, helping them manage the
many challenges they face today. I spoke of my
personal experience of balancing work and family life
and the difficulties that can pose at times. With
workshops during the remainder of the day this was a
fantastic event organised by Barbara Jennings from
which everyone, myself included, gained a great deal.

Murchison: supermarket and bakery
Dr SYKES (Benalla) — I want to recognise the
resilience and spirit of Murchison businesspeople,
Glenys and Derek Pearson and Janene and Trevor Burt.
Two weeks ago their businesses were burnt out
completely in spite of the efforts of the local Murchison
Country Fire Authority brigade and surrounding
brigades.
I visited them last Saturday and there was Glenys,
daughter Tracy and worker Michelle operating the
supermarket from four temporary food vans that you
normally see at country shows. They were making
available papers, groceries, milk and juices, and fish
and chips, which were outstanding. The bakery will
open in one weeks time. The supermarket was open
only three of four hours after the last flames were put
out on Sunday morning. Why was it open then? It was
open because of the commitment of the Pearson’s to
providing a service to the local community; a desire to
protect their business; and most importantly, a desire to
protect the jobs of their 16 employees.
There is some irony in that. Earlier Derek had written to
me regarding the impact of penalty rates on his
employees, resulting in a cutback in jobs and a
reduction in trading hours. I say to the government,
well done, for being able to do what the fire could not
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do. The Murchison people are continuing to work there,
jobs are being provided and the Pearsons have knocked
back offers of assistance of voluntary help to ensure
jobs for their people. Well done to the Pearsons, who
are tremendously resilient and truly committed.

Sunshine International Women’s Committee:
forum
Mr LANGUILLER (Derrimut) — Today I take the
opportunity to commend the Sunshine International
Women’s Committee. I particularly wish to commend
Joyce Malusa, Margaret Kelly and Gwenyth Goedecke
and their organisation’s commitment to equality,
development and peace.
I recently attended a forum with Professor Joseph
Camilleri, Bill Hartley, Anne Fahey and the federal
member for Calwell, Maria Vamvakinou. The meeting
was well attended by some 200 people, and they called
on the Howard government to get Australia and the
occupying forces in Iraq to adhere to the Geneva
convention, particularly as it relates to making
provision for water, hospital services and food.
In addition, the 200-strong attendees at the forum called
on the Howard government to return to bipartisanship
in demonstrating a strong commitment to having
Australia function under the United Nations. At the
same time there should be a commitment to our
neighbours in the region, particularly in relation to
developing public policy on foreign affairs as it relates
to the two major parties in Australia — namely, a return
to bipartisanship. I commend the Sunshine International
Women’s Committee.

Point Nepean Road, Rosebud: speed limit
Mr DIXON (Nepean) — Without any consultation
with the local community, Vicroads has imposed a
50-kilometre-an-hour limit on Point Nepean Road in
Rosebud. Point Nepean Road in Rosebud is a four-lane
and in some areas a six-lane divided highway, and it is
probably the only 50-kilometre-an-hour zone I know
about on such a busy and wide road. As I said, this was
done with absolutely no consultation with the
community, and Vicroads used the excuse that it was
for pedestrian safety. There are actually two pedestrian
crossings from the shops to the beach and the facilities
on the foreshore. In fact, next month a third pedestrian
crossing is about to be built to cater for pedestrians. I do
not think that excuse holds water at all.
A lot of local businesses have been affected very badly
by the loss of passing trade, as everyone is keeping
away from that road because of the
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50 kilometre-an-hour zone and the confusion it has
caused. About three weeks after the signs went up out
came the speed cameras, and it is no exaggeration to
say that thousands of people have been fined on this
road. I call on Vicroads to take away that
50 kilometre-an-hour zone. It is not needed there, but it
is needed down in West Rosebud, where we have a
two-lane road with parallel parking right through a very
busy shopping centre. That is where it should be, that is
where the community wants it and that is where it is
logically going to enhance pedestrian safety — not in
the middle of Rosebud.

Israel: suicide bombings
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) — I rise to put on the public
record my sympathy for the people of Israel over the
suicide bombings taking place as Israeli people in
Victoria and Australia prepare to next week celebrate
the foundation of the modern state of Israel. I express
my sympathy to the people of Israel and to people in
Melbourne who have relatives caught up in this
situation. I fully appreciate the agony the Israeli
community is going through in what should be a week
of celebration of the establishment of its own state. The
catastrophe that is taking place in Israel is a disaster.
I equally express my sympathy to the relatives of the
suicide bombers, especially the parents whose offspring
are so misguided and brainwashed that they commit
suicide attacks based on racial and religious hatred.
In expressing my sympathy to people on both sides of
this issue I hope the world leaders and the leaders of
Israel and Palestine can get together and resolve this
problem and have peace in that area and stop these
terrible attacks. Australia had the experience in Bali,
and we were shocked as one nation.

Eildon Reservoir
Mr PLOWMAN (Benambra) — The Eildon
Reservoir has been providing irrigation water to the
Goulburn Valley for the past 90 years. It has now been
found that the dam wall does not meet Australian safety
standards as recommended by the National Council on
Large Dams, and Goulburn-Murray Water has
estimated that it will cost $30 million for this essential
upgrade to be completed. An expert panel has
recommended that Eildon should not exceed 65 per
cent of capacity until this safety requirement is met.
This is despite the fact that the dam is as safe now as
when it was completed.
The government has a responsibility to the people of
Victoria to ensure that the public safety of the dam wall
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meets national safety standards. However, the budget
did not include any funds for this work to go ahead or
even for planning and feasibility studies to be initiated.
Further to this, at a Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee hearing on Wednesday, 14 May, the
Treasurer refused to acknowledge the need to repair
Eildon Reservoir, saying that Labor did not make an
election promise about it. Despite the fact that this too
indicates that the state is broke, surely public safety
should come first. This should not be put back on the
users of the water — the irrigators from Eildon —
because it is a public safety issue and not an increase in
the capacity of that storage.

Mount Waverley: waterway grants
Ms MORAND (Mount Waverley) — Last week the
Minister for Water and Minister for Environment
announced the awarding of grants totalling $100 000 to
30 community groups to protect and improve local
waterways across Melbourne. The grants have been
made under Melbourne Water’s annual community
grants scheme to improve the health of our waterways.
I am very pleased to acknowledge the great efforts of
two groups in my electorate who do wonderful work in
protecting, improving and maintaining two waterways
in Mount Waverley. I would also like to acknowledge
the commitment of the many volunteers who participate
in those groups and do all the work to ensure continued
enjoyment of the waterways both now and into the
future. The Friends of Damper Creek Reserve, Mount
Waverley, received a grant of $7500 to restore and
revegetate the Bellbird Corner of the Damper Creek
Reserve. I commend the president of the Friends of
Damper Creek Reserve, Mr Frank Palmer.
The Friends of Scotchmans Creek and Valley Reserve,
Mount Waverley, received $7500 towards the Fairway
Reserve revegetation project. This reserve is where my
daughter and I spent Clean Up Australia Day earlier
this year. The Friends of Scotchmans Creek also
received $4600 towards the Regent Street reserve
rehabilitation. I commend the effort of the president of
the Friends of Scotchmans Creek and Valley Reserve,
Ted Mason, and all the volunteers who participate in
this Mount Waverley community group.

Janette Osborne
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — I place on the
record an acknowledgement of the outstanding service
of a teacher from my electorate, Janette Osborne, who
last week won the award for outstanding secondary
teacher of the year. Janette Osborne has put in 41 years
of service and for the last 20 years has been the music
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teacher at the Orbost Secondary College. I would like
to place on record the extreme gratitude the people of
Gippsland East feel towards Janette for her service. She
has been extremely passionate and dedicated to her art
and to the East Gippsland music program.

Schools: East Gippsland music program
MrINGRAM(GippslandEast)—

I also place on the record an acknowledgement of the
incredible music program we have in East Gippsland
schools, which include the schools in Bairnsdale, Lakes
Entrance, Swifts Creek and Orbost. I was fortunate to
be at the annual concert last Friday night where those
schools got together and put on an enormous program. I
saw how important that program is to the students.
They gain so much out of that program: it improves
their cultural awareness and improves the academic
ability within the schools.

Medicare: reform
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) — This Friday I will
attend a Medicare forum convened by the City of
Darebin. As well as local MPs a number of community
groups, including the Darebin Ethnic Communities
Council, Darebin Community Health and the
Preston-Reservoir Progress Association, will be in
attendance.
The Darebin City Council surveyed 50 GPs in Darebin
and found that only eight offer bulk-billing to all
patients. Howard’s Medicare changes do nothing to
support the sustainability of GPs in areas of work force
shortage or disadvantaged areas. The federal
government will artificially keep down the price of
clinical services for pensioners and card holders while
telling doctors to make up their costs by charging ever
higher co-payments to the employed.
Just who are these employed? As the council itself
points out, a working family with two kids in Darebin
on $35 000 a year will not have access to bulk-billed
medical services, while a retired couple on $80 000 a
year may have. These working families will be slugged
an additional $10 to $35 per consultation. Mr Howard
said we will no longer be required to queue up at the
Medicare office; instead we will now be queuing up at
emergency departments. Medicare needs to be
supported by lifting the rebate, not by destroying it
through a two-tiered system.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member’s time has
expired.
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Hospitals: rural and regional
Mr MULDER (Polwarth) — I bring to the attention
of the house the disgraceful behaviour of the Bracks
Labor government in bludgeoning country hospitals to
hand over moneys they hold in their bank accounts.
Bequests, moneys earned by hospital auxiliaries,
moneys raised by staff fundraisers, moneys donated and
raised by the community must all be forwarded to
Melbourne for safe keeping by the Bracks Labor
government and a Bracks Labor government minister.
Country hospitals support community banks and at-risk
country banking agencies, and to force country
hospitals to withdraw funds and forward them to
Melbourne will be another nail in the coffin of small
country town banks. Given the appalling record of
financial mismanagement of this Labor government,
country communities and hospital boards have every
right to fear for the safety of their funds. The Bracks
Labor government claims that the moneys will be better
utilised in Melbourne and a better rate of interest will
be earned, but as history shows, it is a government for
spending, not saving and managing money.
Country hospital boards will have to go cap in hand for
their own money. They are rightly suspicious of this
grab for country hospital cash by the Bracks Labor
government. We already have an Ombudsman’s report
detailing how two Labor ministers attempted to grab
funds that were not theirs to access. The ministers were
attempting to direct those funds to unrelated programs.
Country hospital boards and communities have every
reason to be suspicious of the funny-money deal of the
Bracks Labor government.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member’s time has
expired.

Schools: South Barwon
Mr CRUTCHFIELD (South Barwon) — My
theme is also educational, and I would like to
congratulate Sandra Cowan, the principal of Moriac
Primary School. I also congratulate John Findlay and
Neil Henderson from Belmont High School on their
40 years of service to education. During Education
Week a number of teachers have been awarded for 40
and 45 years of service, and I congratulate them on
their commitment to providing students in South
Barwon with the best education possible.
Every school aims to create a secure and nurturing
learning environment, and it is people like these who
become outstanding service award recipients.
Education Week was a chance to thank parents,
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teachers and school communities who have made
outstanding contributions to education by not only
providing our students with the skills and knowledge
they need but also encouraging our students to unleash
their passions.

State Schools Spectacular
MrCRUTCHFIELD(SouthBarwon)—

Passion aptly describes the second item I bring to the
attention of the house, and that is the gala artistic
spectacle for which some 3500 students from across
Victorian state government schools will train so that
they can participate in a 2-hour music and dance
spectacular. This is the largest event in the 2003 arts
calendar for state schools, and it will take place on
13 September at Rod Laver Arena.
I want to thank two participants in particular. They are
vocalist Casey Burrill from Belmont High School and
the Oberon High School grand scale choir, who will be
taking part in that event.

Drought: government assistance
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — I bring to the
attention of the house the serious consequences of the
drought in northern Victoria. Farmers in the Goulburn
and Murray valleys have experienced a long period of
some of the driest weather recorded since official
rainfall records commenced in 1910. Irrigation storages
are at record lows for this time of year, with Eildon
Weir at 9 per cent; Hume Weir at 8 per cent; Waranga
Basin at 5 per cent; and Dartmouth Reservoir at 29 per
cent.
Some estimates suggest that up to 30 per cent of the
dairy herd has been slaughtered, and significant
numbers of female cattle reared for replacements have
been sold for export. Whilst there have been some
encouraging rains in recent weeks, there has been
virtually no run-off into reservoirs. Even if we have
good winter rains, it will take many years for farmers
and the towns and industries that depend on them to get
back to where they were.
I have attended drought recovery meetings at
Lockington, Colbinabbin, Corop and Tongala and have
spoken to literally hundreds of farmers and small
business people, all of whom are doing it hard.
Unfortunately some of these people will not survive
economically. The personal and economic
consequences of this drought will be felt for many years
to come.
I implore the government to provide whatever
assistance it can to enable farmers and the communities
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that depend on them to get back on their feet as quickly
as possible.

Ballarat: home show volunteers
Ms OVERINGTON (Ballarat West) — Over the
weekend the eighth Ballarat Home Show was held in
beautiful Ballarat, home of the begonias. The home
show is an amazing community and business
partnership, with the show being organised by United
Way and the Ballarat Courier. The major sponsors are
the ANZ Bank, Haymes Paints and the G. Gay and Co.
home centre.
Over 12 000 people attended, which is 2000 more than
last year. The show has been run for the last eight years
and all of the proceeds go to the Breezeway program,
which is Ballarat’s only meals program for homeless
people, and Lifeline, the crisis counselling program.
I acknowledge the hard work of Ros Alexander, Chris
Dennis and Ann Krause of Uniting Care for their work
in putting together the home show. I also acknowledge
the numerous volunteers who assist in organising the
show. Most of these volunteers are elderly, retired men
who give freely of their time because they realise that
all of the proceeds go to worthy causes.
I would like to also acknowledge Keith Hucker, a
retired baker from Learmonth who works in the
Breezeway program. He baked for two days to supply
scones for the Devonshire teas. If you tasted Keith’s
scones, you would appreciate them.

Transport Accident Commission:
advertisement
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I call on the
government to instruct the Transport Accident
Commission to immediately withdraw the current
television advertisement which shows Mick Malthouse
flattening Nathan Buckley with his raised forearm and
elbow.
While I understand the intent of this graphic
advertisement, it is totally wrong to use violence on the
football field to promote road safety. As Tim Watson
said in the Age of 7 May:
The new TAC ad featuring Mick Malthouse and Nathan
Buckley is more violent and should concern the AFL more.

Similar concerns were raised by Peter Everitt on the
Footy Show when the ad was first aired. His immediate
concern was about the use of violence to promote
another message. In recent weeks I have had many
local football officials and many parents of young
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people who play football raise concerns about this ad
which seemingly promotes a light-hearted approach to
violence on the football field. It does not matter that the
ad is fundamentally contrived. We all want to see our
roads safer but this will not be achieved by making light
of violence in football. Clearly something must be done
to curb violence on the football field just as much as
something must be done to curb the loss of life and
other tragedies on our roads, but we cannot promote
violence on the football field to achieve the other
objective.

Jenny Bower
Ms BEARD (Kilsyth) — Last Sunday I was invited
to the dedication of a memorial plaque for the late
Jenny Bower at Croydon Central Kindergarten. Jenny
was the director of the kindergarten for 10 years from
1991 to 2001. Jenny’s family were present, as were a
large number of past and present committee members,
directors, assistants and families.
Croydon Central has been part of the community for
over 60 years and is possibly the longest running
preschool in Victoria. It has occupied its current
premises for 50 years. The chairman of the committee
of management at the preschool is John Ritchie. I thank
him for keeping me informed of what is happening
there. The preschool is a happy and vibrant place,
which I have visited previously. John joined the
committee in 2001 when his grand-daughter was
attending the kindergarten. He has enjoyed the
challenge so much that he has continued as chairman,
although no-one from his family is currently attending
the kindergarten. What a grandfather!
Jenny Bower’s life was devoted to her family, friends
and students. She was well known and loved
throughout the area and the memorial plaque will be a
constant reminder to all of her devotion to Croydon
Central. These beautiful words of Ralph Waldo
Emerson engraved on her memorial plaque encapsulate
her life. Emerson wrote:
To laugh often and love much; to win the respect of
intelligent persons and the affection of children … To find the
best in others; to give of one’s self … to have played and
laughed with enthusiasm … to know that even one life has
breathed easier because you have lived — this is to have
succeeded.

Wyndham fashion awards
Ms GILLETT (Tarneit) — It is my pleasure to
congratulate the organisers and participants of the 2003
Wyndham fashion awards. I would like to pay special
tribute to Heather Marcus, our citizen of the year, and
her wonderful crew, who organise this event annually.
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I congratulate the participants, the winners in the school
awards. In the calico category the winners were Amy
Guy and Annabel Everett from Sacred Heart College,
Geelong, and Christine Rowlands from Galvin Park
Secondary College. In the street smart category awards
went to Celena Javni from Sacred Heart, Geelong; Dani
Lloyd from Galvin Park; and Monika Czajka from
Heathdale Christian College. In the recycled wearable
art category awards went to Megan Sharp from Ballarat
High School; Celena Javni from Sacred Heart,
Geelong; and Sophie Hannan from Galvin Park. In the
long gown category awards went to Hana Shash from
Galvin Park; Sarah Schofield from Geelong College;
and Lora Waghorne from Mary MacKillop College;
and our young achiever was Celena Javni. The most
outstanding garment was also won by Celena. And not
surprisingly — and I know you will be impressed,
Deputy Speaker — the school cup was won by Sacred
Heart, Geelong.
TAFE colleges were also represented and did very well.
The Gordon Institute of TAFE at Geelong and the
Kangan Batman Institute of TAFE also did very well,
as did the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology;
and we went as far afield as Box Hill Institute of TAFE.
Congratulations to the organisers in particular, and to
the winners especially.

Moorabbin Brass Band
Mr HUDSON (Bentleigh) — I acknowledge the
achievements of the Moorabbin Brass Band. Founded
in 1878, the band originally consisted of a group of men
who were mostly self-taught. The band has existed in
various forms since then, through to this very day. It is
currently housed in the old Moorabbin railway station
building, which was relocated to the Linton Street
reserve after the war.
In recent years the band’s record in national
championships has been enviable. In 1999 the band
won second place in C grade at the national brass band
championships. The band repeated the feat in 2000,
thus establishing Moorabbin’s name in brass band
history. The year 2001 was one of unparalleled
achievements for the band. For the first time the band
won C grade at the national brass band championships,
along with a number of other competitions.
After a year of outstanding achievement the band was
presented with the Merv Simpson memorial trophy as
the most successful Victorian brass band for the year
across all grades. This year the band came fifth in the
national championships that were held over Easter.
Special congratulations are due to the musical director,
Jason Mears, and the band members. The members of
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the band are: Andrew Power, Paul Anderson, Rob
Ridgeway, Dave Vine, Linda Wallis, Alan Fancourt,
Nick Manuelpillai, Jared Moore, Kathryn Ridgeway,
Adrian de Bruyn, Sandra Martin, Daniel Jenkinson,
Antony Braakhuis, Russ Boon, Sharon Warwick, Leo
Fernandez, Chris Lee, Emily Furneaux, David Martin,
Guy Le Mar, Michael Warwick, Renee Cooley, Derek
Stokes, Wayne Preusker, Bob Horton, Ed Fernandez,
Erol Boyunegmez, Paul Confait, Ian Vergini, Tom
Anderson, Isabel Fernandez, Karen Majman and Sarah
Wortley-Mears.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The member
for Ivanhoe has 1 minute.

Banyule Community Health Centre
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Community business employment program:
funding
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — I grieve
today for the decimation of any state government
commitment to genuine employment programs for
those in most need. I also grieve for the manner in
which certain ministers in this government have
deliberately contrived in the recent state budget to
recycle funding announcements from other ministers’
portfolios, packaging them up into so-called new
program initiatives that are designed simply to con the
press and the wider Victorian community that there is
new money when in fact there is less of the old money
being applied to these programs.

Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) — I wish to comment on
the Banyule Community Health Centre and this
government’s commitment to rebuild it. The
government went to the last election committed to
rebuilding the centre, and it will do so in the life of this
Parliament. In the recent press, including today’s local
paper, a failed councillor for the local ward, Michael
Peacock, has gone on the attack, saying that the Labor
heartland has been forgotten by this government and by
me in particular.

Whether it be in the portfolio of employment or even in
the housing portfolio, we are finding that this
government has now begun a procedure the like of
which we last saw under the previous Cain and Kirner
governments — that is, the funny-money deals, the
recycling of funding announcements and the deliberate
contrivance, even before the parliamentary Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee, to gild the lily and
try to put across the appearance of there being new
money and new initiatives when in fact nothing could
be further from the truth.

I wish to comment on the government’s commitment.
We will go ahead with it, unlike Michael Peacock, who
was a councillor for six years and is on the record as not
attending to things and not putting out one newsletter
for his entire ward. He is also on the record as stating
that he spent his ward allowance to pay off his home
mortgage. This is the sort of person who is now
criticising this government. He did very little for the
West Heidelberg area and now wants to attack the
Bracks government, which has spent more money from
the health budget in the Ivanhoe electorate than in any
other electorate. I challenge anyone in my local area to
prove that this government has not done the right thing
by the Ivanhoe electorate.

When we look at this government’s so-called
commitment to helping those most in need we should
examine the community business employment (CBE)
program. That program was commenced in the most
difficult economic circumstances by the previous
Liberal government. It is a program that even back in
1994 dedicated $10 million per annum to help
approximately 10 000 clients gain genuine
pre-employment assistance with their curriculum vitaes,
their interview techniques and their presentation style
and by placing them with employers to whose work
their skills were suited and to follow that up with
backup advice and support.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The time for
members statements has concluded.

GRIEVANCES
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The question
is:
That grievances be noted.

We can look for testimony of the importance of that
hands-on program in an interview the Herald Sun
conducted when the government cuts to the CBE
program were revealed. Mrs Sensakrak is a 28-year-old
who moved from Yugoslavia seven years ago as a
refugee. Her husband is in employment, and his salary
means she cannot access those commonwealth
employment placement programs. That is why this state
government and the previous state government had a
safeguard or a safety net for those who did not qualify
for commonwealth programs.
Mrs Sensakrak said her case manager at the community
employment program had helped her to build her
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confidence and self-esteem. She said her case manager
had also helped her email job applications. The case
manager, particularly in an ethno-specific agency
situation as one of 44 providers, albeit a more
geographic-based employment provider, was able to
look after her particular needs and skilling requirements
and to give her hands-on assistance. That is gone. That
goes from 12 August. A unilateral announcement: this
government has washed its hands of those in most need.
Of course in doing so it has ensured that there is
nothing to replace it with.
Yet we had the audacious new Minister for
Employment and Youth Affairs present herself last
Friday before the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee and claim that, far from reducing
employment programs, the government was providing
$155 million of new money to employment programs.
The minister should tell that to the 25 agencies we met
yesterday that are planning major protest actions across
Victoria about her decision to decimate this valued
employment program. If we look at the breakdown of
the minister’s so-called $155 million of new money,
what do we find? We find that most of it, the bulk of it,
is not her money. In fact it is recycled money from
another department. It is the Minister for Education and
Training’s money. It has nothing to do with the
Minister for Employment and Youth Affairs. She has
repackaged and reannounced old, existing money and
claimed it was new money for employment programs,
when nothing could be further from the case.
Whether it be the decimation of the
$40 million-over-four-years community business
employment program, which has been totally
abolished; whether it be the cutting in half of the
community jobs program for the disabled and those
most in need, an appalling act by a Labor government,
with funding being reduced by half down to
$38.8 million over four years from the previous
$80 million-odd allocation; whether it be the Minister
for Employment and Youth Affairs trying to claim that
$28.5 million over four years in the budget for the
youth employment scheme, which places young people
in government agencies, is new money, when in fact
this program was put in place by the previous Liberal
government and had barely been kept going by the
current government; or whether it be the youth
employment link or skilled and business migration or
money for Skill Up, what we find is that to get to her
$155 million the minister has had to cut across three
separate departments, recycle announcements from two
other ministers and then rely upon at least $51 million
from the Department of Education and Training — the
training component of its annual budget. We find the
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usual funny-money tricks and practices that are
endemic in any Labor state government.
When we cut to the chase, when the opposition
members on the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee grilled this minister, this new minister who
obviously has no clout round the cabinet table to
advocate on behalf of those most in need of
employment programs, what did we find? We found
that her total responsibilities — and she admitted this,
and outputs from the employment programs division in
budget paper 3 confirm it — amount to $36.2 million
over four years. What an outrageous disgrace from a
Labor government supposedly looking after those in
need! I am sure the member for Coburg, who is in the
chamber today, would agree that this is far from
compassionate. This is the cruellest cut of all.
When we come down to the $36.2 million she is
actually responsible for, out of the $155 million she
claimed she had managed to make as new money that is
in fact old money, we find that $6.1 million will be cut
even from that as savings expected from her portfolio.
So in fact all the poor Minister for Employment and
Youth Affairs is actually responsible for over a
four-year period is $30 million to look after those in
most need, be they refugees, mature-age unemployed or
young people 15 to 24 years of age who cannot qualify
for other forms of assistance. What an indictment!
There are savings of $6.1 million from even that
miserly program, and that accounts for 90 per cent of
the total savings required from the new Department for
Victorian Communities, which comprises four different
ministers at least. The Minister for Employment and
Youth Affairs could not even advocate for her share of
cuts. She finished up with a 90 per cent share of the cuts
in the Department for Victorian Communities. So much
for a new minister who is on the up and up!
To look for the justification for these cuts you have
only to go to the meeting held yesterday by 25 of the
44 reduced and diminished community business
employment program providers across Victoria,
whether they be in Swan Hill or Traralgon or be
ethno-specific agencies. When the previous Liberal
government created this program, for the first time we
were provided with full-time employment placement
officers who were able to speak the languages and
understand the cultures of and advise on skills —
reskilling and upskilling — for clients who were in
desperate need and in many cases came as refugees
from other countries.
The member for Sandringham will address the house
using his greater knowledge of the details in this area,
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including the cuts to the ethno-specific area affecting
those most in need who do not qualify for other forms
of job placement assistance. But the feedback from
yesterday’s meeting of 25 of these CBE providers was
that they are going to fight the state government on this
cruel decision. What they have discovered is that in
talking to ALP members of the state Parliament they
have found little sympathy or support. Clearly they are
locked into the cuts — the cruellest cuts of all.
The chairman of the meeting spoke to the minister’s
office yesterday. He spoke to one of her advisers,
Bronwyn Downton, who appeared to know little about
the program. The points that she made were that there
will be no reversal of the decision; that the new state
programs will provide assistance to jobseekers; that the
Job Network will cover everybody, she claimed; and
that the minister will speak to each program on an
individual basis — fat chance they have got of that —
across regional Victoria.
What these 25 CBE providers said in response to
Bronwyn Downton dismissing their concerns was that
these so-called new programs, which as I have just
exposed are recycled programs, are not programs under
which people can receive assistance to find
employment — for example, help with applications,
help with interview skills, résumés and counselling, as
well as being put forward for positions and given
one-on-one case management. These programs are
specifically not designed to do what the CBE program
has done successfully for over a decade and what the
community jobs program for disabled people did until it
was slashed in half.
The 25 job providers also noted that the Job Network
assists only people on benefits but that between 75 per
cent and 80 per cent of CBE clients are not on benefits;
therefore, the government is only going to look after
20 per cent of the previous clients in need that it used to
look after. Again this is a state Labor government
washing its hands of refugees, people in need, young
unemployed people and mature-age unemployed. It is
washing its hands and throwing them into the gutter
saying, ‘We do not care for you because you do not
count. You are not in a marginal seat or in one of our
little policy discussion groups. You are not a well-paid
consultant who is going to help us with campaign
advertising next time around. You are not part of the
Labor fraternity. You do not count, therefore we
dismiss you’.
It appears that the minister and her staff have no grasp
of the program. That is the feedback we are getting.
What we are finding is that — in the 2 minutes I have
left under this slashing of the time available to
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opposition members in the various forms of debate in
Parliament — this state government, despite its election
promise of jobs for tomorrow in which it said only five
months ago that the CBE program was a most
successful program and that the community jobs
program for disabled people was a very successful
program and one it was going to retain, is breaking its
election promises. This is yet another broken election
promise coming on the back of the backflip on the
Mitcham–Frankston freeway, which is now to be a
tollway.
The government set terms of reference for an
evaluation of the CBE program. For a bit of objectivity
the Victorian Department of Education, Employment
and Training, as it then was, commissioned the South
Australian Centre for Economic Studies to undertake a
review of the CBE program. The overview report
outlined the centre’s recommendations from the review,
and the consultants and the Victorian department
acknowledged that the first terms of reference were
critical to the review.
The South Australian centre determined, in consultation
with the Victorian government: firstly, that there was
justification for the Victorian government’s continued
provision of the CBE program on efficiency and equity
grounds; secondly, that targeting the allocation of CBE
providers in regions with high unemployment rates and
low school retention rates was supported; thirdly, that
the labour market is not a sector exclusively reserved
for the commonwealth government and thus it was not
a matter of whether but of how state government
intervention was determined; fourthly, that the CBE
client group was not duplicated within the Job Network
system; fifthly, that there were gaps within the current
range of commonwealth services; and sixthly, that the
voluntary nature of the CBE program combined with
the fact that if the program were discontinued many
clients would be further disadvantaged supported
continuation of the program.
That is the advice that the state government received
from an independent centre for economic studies
following a review the Victorian government
commissioned at a high cost to Victorian taxpayers
only a year ago. It was the centre’s advice that led
Labor to put this into its their election platform only
five months ago, so why has it deserted those in most
need? The opposition grieves for them. It can grieve for
them because it introduced this program involving
$10 million a year that the government has reduced
down to — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
member’s time has expired.
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Federal budget: impact
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — I grieve today for
all Victorians — the families, men, women and
children of Victoria — for the impact on them of the
federal budget brought down just recently.
The federal budget was a test for a Victorian, Peter
Costello. The test was how the Treasurer of Australia,
being a Victorian, would look after Victorians, how he
would look after Melbourne, and indeed how he would
look after his own people in the seat of Higgins, which
covers the state electorates of Prahran, Malvern and
Burwood. Let me tell you, it is a failure. It has failed in
the key areas of education, health, transport and the
environment. It has failed families, it has failed
students, and it has failed the many, many people who
work on making a better environment here in Victoria.
It is the failure of the Goldilocks Treasurer — we all
know that was his nickname because he had long locks.
He is trying to bear gifts as Goldilocks with his three
bears, Abbott, Patterson and Nelson, but he has not
delivered for Victorians. The impact of the federal
budget on Victoria is that we are taxed more and paid
less. Victoria only gets back 83 cents in the dollar for
the taxes that are paid by Victorians. We are
short-changed in many key sectors.
I want to talk about the impact on families. This federal
budget is putting pressures on families. Families are
being squeezed by this budget. Families will pay more
for a trip to the doctor. Families will pay more to
educate their children. As I will say again later, this
so-called Goldilocks gift of tax cuts is not a gift at all.
Victorian families work very hard, but unfortunately
they have been forgotten in this agenda.
The Prime Minister not so long ago — in November in
a speech to the Committee for Economic Development
of Australia — said:
Our key policy goal in this area is to facilitate choice for
families and not to mandate particular behaviour. We need to
respect the different priorities that individual families have
and the different choices they want to make.

So much for his interest in families! Families in
Victoria will now have to pay more to go to the doctor,
and they will have to pay more to send students to
university. What did the federal budget deliver for
people who want to send their kids to TAFE?
Absolutely nothing. It does nothing in those areas for
families, and it does nothing in other key areas like
child care.
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One of the areas I want to talk about is health. The
Victorian government looks after hospitals. There is no
doubt what the Victorian government is doing with
respect to hospitals with the extra nurses and the extra
hospital services it has provided. There is an additional
hospital demand strategy of $890 million with an extra
900 nurses and 35 000 extra patients are being treated
each year. In Victoria last year we treated
57 000 additional patients in our hospitals. But what
have the federal government and Goldilocks Treasurer
Costello provided? A cut of $1 billion that will be
ripped out of Australian public hospitals over the next
five years, $300 million of which will come from
Victoria. That is the great contribution of the
supposedly great Victorian federal Treasurer.
If you are not too sure where I am getting this from,
look at page 179 of federal budget paper 2 for this year.
In explaining the changes to the hospital system the
federal Treasurer — how bright is he? — said about the
agreements on hospitals, ‘They have varied from
previous estimates. There is going to be a reduction in
public hospital usage growth resulting from
demographic change’. Where has he been? Has he
never been to the hospitals in Victoria? Has he never
been to Cabrini hospital or the Alfred hospital? Does he
not know what is going on in hospitals? We had
57 000 additional patients treated this year, and we
expect a further 35 000 a year in the future. He just does
not know what is going on, but he is trying to tell us
that our hospitals are treating fewer people. He says that
is because more services are being provided in private
hospitals. We all know the private hospitals tend to
provide the more minor services rather than the major
ones, which are provided by the public hospitals.
Where is the money going? Where is the $1 billion
going? I can tell you where it is going: $916 million
will go on the infamous Medicare package of the
federal government put out by Goldilocks Costello. He
has taken $918 million from hospitals and has put
$916 million into this Medicare package. Because of
the policies of the federal government fewer nurses will
be employed, fewer operations will be performed and
there will be longer waiting lists.
He is also going to turn Medicare into Nocare in terms
of bulk-billing. Where has bulk-billing been going in
Victoria and in Australia? It has been going down. You
can see that it has gone down from 80 per cent to below
70 per cent. Who will suffer? The families with kids
who are earning around $32 000 and are not eligible for
a health card. They will have to pay more visit by visit
to the doctor.
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What else is the federal Treasurer doing in terms of
health? What has happened with the pharmaceutical
benefits scheme? That increase was sort of stopped last
year, but it is back again. Goldilocks has it back again.
He wants to increase the price of essential medicines
from $23.10 to $28.60 — an increase of $5.50. He
wants to whack the pensioners as well, and not just with
a small increase. Will it be a 2.5 per cent increase
similar to the cost of living increase? No, it will be a
25 per cent increase in the price of essential medicines
for pensioners. We have quite a lot of them in Victoria,
and he wants an increase from $3.70 per item to
$4.60 — an increase of 90 cents. He just does not
understand what is happening with Victorian families,
ordinary Victorians, whether they are on pensions or
whether they are children.
What is the federal Treasurer doing — this is something
we have discussed many times before in this place —
about the number of nursing homes places? Is there
anything in the budget to help remedy the shortage of
5400 nursing homes places in Victoria? No, there is
not. The Treasurer wants to force people to stay in and
clog up hospitals. He wants to force the people visiting
emergency wards to be bulk-billed and to get services
they would normally expect to receive from their doctor
and so force them into hospitals because he thinks our
hospitals treat fewer people. The Treasurer does not
understand what is going on.
What is the federal Treasurer doing for Victoria’s
children? He has failed Victoria’s children once again.
Indeed, he has failed the children in his own electorate
of Higgins. There is a shortage of around
4000 child-care places in Victoria, and by my estimates
that is about 120 long-term and day-care places in the
City of Boroondara, which is in the federal electorate of
Higgins.
The Boroondara council has been looking at child care,
occasional care, community and private long day-care,
and family day-care places. It has said that there are
around 1121 long-day places and family day-care
places in Boroondara. That is 50 per cent less pro rata
than in some of the surrounding municipalities. In the
federal Treasurer’s own electorate the issue of family
child care is an important issue, and the council is
looking into it. What is the shortfall in the number of
places that the council has been talking about? It is
close to 400! The council has said there are 283 on the
waiting list for long day-care and 85 on the waiting list
for family day-care. It has also said that 45 per cent of
people who are on the waiting list identified long
waiting times and the lack of affordable child care as
important issues, because under the federal Treasurer
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the cost has increased from around $180 to $270 a
week for childcare.
What did the federal Treasurer do in the budget for
child care? Absolutely nothing. It demonstrates that he
has no care for child care even in his own electorate,
which clearly has a crying need for long day-care
places. That is in strong contrast to what the Victorian
government is doing with the great boost it is giving to
children’s services by allocating an extra $88 million to
the area.
The federal Treasurer does not understand the crisis and
the needs people face, even in his own electorate. It
costs more for people to have child care. The
Productivity Commission published figures in 2002
which indicate that a family earning $27 000 a year
with two children in care would spend 15.2 per cent of
their disposable income on child care — an increase
from the previous year. Families earning $65 000 a year
would have to spend 18.8 per cent of their weekly
disposable income on the cost of child care — this is
taking into account various subsidies. There is no relief
for people or families of Victoria in terms of additional
child care places.
Goldilocks has offered a tax cut! But what does the tax
cut do? It does not offer very much at all. In fact it will
have only a minor impact on bracket creep, which will
continue to the extent of about $1 billion this year. A
worker earning $40 000 today will, after 12 months,
pay $480 more in tax. What does that person get back
in terms of the tax cut — $208! This is an example of
the Treasurer giving with one hand and taking with the
other. This taxation cut does not offset the effects of
bracket creep.
This federal government is addicted to Victorian taxes.
Victorian taxpayers are paying record levels of income
tax, amounting to 17 per cent of national income. The
big figures at the end — the dark ones — are the
federal Treasurer’s. He has been taking the money.
What is the federal government doing for Victorian
families through its fiscal and economic policies?
Household debt has more than doubled under the
tutelage of Peter Costello, the Goldilocks Treasurer,
since 1996. Under this famous Treasurer mortgage
payments have gone up in a steep curve in the last few
years, with families struggling under household debt.
Foreign debt is up, and Peter Costello is the highest
taxing Treasurer in Australia.
The federal Treasurer is up to his old tricks by not
including the GST in the budget papers, claiming it is a
state tax. This is the duplicity of the federal Treasurer!
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Once again it demonstrates how he is harming
Victorians.
What is the federal Treasurer doing on the important
issue of the environment? What is he doing with water?
The Prime Minister said on 20 November last year:
There are few issues more important to our nation than water
reform … There is still much to do on the salinity problem …
We believe that clearly defined and nationally recognised
property rights for water are fundamental …

The Prime Minister escalated his rhetoric when he went
on to say:
There are few issues more important to our nation than water
reform.

In May this year he said he had not forgotten about the
water reform proposals. The federal Treasurer
completely forgot about Victorians in terms of water.
Where was the money for the Wimmera–Mallee
pipeline? No, the federal government has done nothing
to address water reform. What did the federal
government do about the River Murray? Nothing. It
supposedly says it is looking after Victorians, and Peter
Costello claims to be a great Treasurer, but he has
forgotten Victorians on water, he has forgotten
Victorian families, he has forgotten the fact that we
need to go to the doctor, and he has forgotten the fact
that the children of Victoria need to be properly looked
after. It is a budget that has forgotten Victorians,
Victorian families and Victorian workers. It has
forgotten Victorian mothers with no maternity leave
and forgotten the children of Victoria.

Water: upper catchment storages
Dr SYKES (Benalla) — I raise the issue of water
management, particularly from the upper catchment
perspective. I will follow on from the member for
Burwood in discussing water issues, but I will attempt
to remain constructive, because I have yet to learn the
rules about full frontal assaults in this house.
The principles I want to focus on are increasing storage
capacity in the upper catchments to enable increased
management flexibility, and security of supply for the
use of downstream irrigators and also for environmental
purposes and the community good. I want to
concentrate on a couple of aspects — the first being
on-farm storages and dams, and the second being major
storages such as Eildon, Mokoan, Little Buffalo and
Lake William Hovell.
From the on-farm storage point of view, the farm dam
legislation has proved controversial and created some
heartache. There are two issues — one being the
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principle of the legislation, which is being challenged in
the High Court; and the second being the
implementation of the legislation. The challenge of
implementation is to ensure that it is carried out
practically, fairly and in good faith, based on the
original negotiations that took place between the
Victorian Farmers Federation, other representatives and
the legislators. There is a need to guard against its
overzealous application or administration by overly
enthusiastic operators. To that end the member for
Benambra, the member for Murray Valley and I have
worked with the Victorian Farmers Federation to
ensure that occurs. We are pleased that the Minister for
Water has put in place an appeals process to deal with
those situations where there appear to be anomalies.
In relation to the larger storages — Eildon, Mokoan,
Little Buffalo and William Hovell — Lake Eildon
stands out as the major issue we are dealing with at the
moment. It is the jewel in the crown of water storages
in the Goulburn Valley, and it is absolutely critical to
the Goulburn Valley irrigation district and the
associated communities. There are eight municipalities
that depend heavily on the proper functioning of
Lake Eildon, and they are working together to persuade
this government to make a contribution of $30 million
towards upgrading the dam wall so that we may
continue to produce $8 billion worth of income from
that water.
Ms Beattie — On a point of order, Deputy Speaker,
it is my understanding that the member should tell the
chamber whom or what he is grieving for. I do not
think I have heard the member say yet whom or what
he is grieving for.
Mr Honeywood — On the point of order, Deputy
Speaker, we have just had a 15-minute contribution
from the member for Burwood in which he did not
once touch on state government administration. It was a
blatant, contrived political attack on federal government
programs. Who was the member for Burwood grieving
for? We were not informed of that, other than his
referring to the federal Treasurer. I suggest that we have
consistency in determinations. The honourable member
for Benalla is clearly grieving for the Goulburn Valley
situation.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I have heard
enough on the point of order. There is a requirement in
the forms of the house for members to address the
house on who the grievance is on behalf of. I am sure
the member will advise the house of that.
Mr Stensholt — On a further point of order, Deputy
Speaker, my point of order is that the member for
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Warrandyte claimed that I did not grieve for anyone. In
fact I clearly grieved for the people of Victoria because
of the federal budget.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! There is no
point of order. That was a personal explanation.
Dr SYKES — I am grieving for the people in the
upper catchment and the Goulburn Valley irrigation
district in general.
An Honourable Member — Name them!
Dr SYKES — There is the drover’s dog.
As I indicated, Eildon is critical to the wellbeing of the
Goulburn Valley area. It is critical to the health of the
Murray River, and at a local level a full Lake Eildon is
critical to the economy of the immediate Eildon area,
including the township of Eildon and the townships of
Mansfield, Bonnie Doon, Goughs Bay and Jamieson —
all of which rely heavily on tourism and people coming
to enjoy the wonderful asset we have when the lake is
full.
As outlined by previous speakers, while the Eildon
Reservoir dam wall is currently safe, it needs to be
upgraded to comply with international standards. If that
is not done the lake will not be filled beyond 65 per
cent, which would be catastrophic. We must get on and
do what is necessary to get that dam wall upgraded. In
simple terms it requires the commitment of about
$30 million by this government.
The importance of this issue to local people has been
highlighted, and I would like to outline an example. I
previously offered to shout the Attorney-General and
the Treasurer a seafood lunch at the Bridge Inn Hotel at
Maindample. That has now been upgraded to an offer
to shout not only the Treasurer and the
Attorney-General but all of the frontbench of the Labor
Party if they come along with a cheque for $30 million.
I seek leave of the Chair to incorporate the invitation in
Hansard.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! Has the
member sought the advice of the Speaker?
Dr SYKES — I have.
Leave granted; see document page 1820.
Dr SYKES — I should say that the new publican at
the Bonnie Doon hotel will provide a pretty handy
lunch for the rest of the Labor Party — those in the
house, not the whole bang lot.
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The other issue in relation to water and particularly
Lake Eildon is recognition of the wider community
benefits of water — it is not just for irrigation purposes.
I suggest we need to look at the diversity of skills in the
management structure of Goulburn-Murray Water and
other responsible authorities. At the end of the day a
full Lake Eildon will provide flexibility and security of
water supply. It will provide flexibility to deliver
environmental flows when most appropriate. It will
deliver flexibility and security to irrigators and
communities.
Lake Mokoan involves a different set of issues. The
bottom line there is that the efficiency of Lake Mokoan
must be increased. There is a review in progress at the
moment, and that has stimulated a lot of input from a
large number of people, quite a lot of lateral thinking
and the revelation of local knowledge. I think at times
this has challenged Goulburn-Murray Water’s mindset,
as it tends to have been more focused on the issue of
delivering water to irrigators rather than necessarily
looking at the broader impact of water, particularly on
local communities such as those in Benalla and the
immediate Benalla area.
Interestingly, option 4 put up by the Save Lake Mokoan
Committee stacks up well from the point of view of
providing water security, assuring water quality and
providing the opportunity to deliver environmental
flows at the times most suited to meeting the needs of
the environment downstream. This option stacks up
well in all those regards but unfortunately it does not
deliver obvious water savings and therefore does not
qualify for the available funding. I suggest that option 4
be further considered and considered on its merits as to
what it can do for the local community and the
management of water in the Goulburn–Murray
irrigation district in the foreseeable future.
At a local level a project initiated by the government
has demonstrated that for a $30 million investment a
new irrigation area can be set up utilising efficient
high-technology delivery systems and irrigating
high-value crops such as vines, cherries and olives.
That would deliver an income of about $14 million a
year to the local economy and generate 300 jobs. It
seems like a pretty good idea to explore that option on
its merits alone as part of the investment in the future of
Victoria and the electorate of Benalla.
Another of the storages that is of significance to my
area is Little Buffalo Dam, a particular dam on the
upper Buffalo River. There have long been calls to
convert the Little Buffalo Dam into a big Buffalo dam.
By doing that we would create greater security of
supply of water and have the flexibility to deliver
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environmental and other flows. On the issue of security,
people in those river valleys — the Buffalo and the
King — currently need to buy double their water right
to ensure supply of water when they most need it at the
end of autumn to finish their grapes or tobacco crops. In
doubling the size of this facility we are not talking
about delivering more water or taking more water from
the system, we are talking about improving
management flexibility to enable us to be in control of
the situation, particularly in years such as this when the
drought and the fires have put our water systems under
pressure.
The water system of Wangaratta was put under great
pressure this year by the drought and the management
of the water. At one stage it looked like we had only
one or two weeks supply left for irrigators, which
would have been devastating to the finishing of the
grape and hops crops. Wangaratta was under serious
pressure from both the drought and the flooding rains
that came after the fires and created serious water
quality problems. There is a need to manage that, and
one way of doing it is to increase the capacity of Little
Buffalo Dam and look at upgrading and increasing the
capacity of the William Hovell storage.
The other water supply of great community importance
to my area is Bright. Currently the Bright water supply
is drawn directly from the Ovens River, and there is
very little capacity to protect against deterioration of
water quality in the river should there be a major
downpour. After the fires the rain caused ashes and
rubble to get into the water supply. The water supply of
a major tourist attraction was under threat as a result of
pumping directly from the river rather than having an
off-stream reservoir. Again I think we need to think
outside the square and look at increasing water storage
in that upper catchment area to give flexibility and
security of supply without compromising the overall
desire to manage the Murray-Darling Basin responsibly
and ensure adequate environmental flows.
In conclusion, I would say that the issue of water
management is complex. It will take us a decade or
more to resolve, and it will require us to think laterally.
I suggest we should think very hard about increasing
the capacity of our upper catchment storages as a
management tool. I recognise that tough decisions will
need to be made because of the competition for the
water. However, in making those tough decisions I ask
that there be equitable treatment of all interest
groups — that is, the upper catchment people I have the
greatest interest in representing but also Victorians as a
whole in comparison with the people of other states.
We should not be sold down the drain if other states are
failing to meet their commitments. We also need to
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look after the interests of the irrigators, the community
and of course the environment. To put it in a nutshell, I
am asking for none of those groups to be left up the
proverbial creek in a barbed wire canoe without a
paddle.

Federal budget: road funding
Mr CARLI (Brunswick) — I grieve for the people
of Victoria. I grieve as a result of the failure of the
Howard government to deliver a fair share of road
funding to the state of Victoria. At the moment the road
funding from the Howard government to Victoria is
17.6 per cent whereas Victorians contribute 26 per cent
of federal fuel taxes and 30 per cent of the nation’s
freight. Victoria is the freight and manufacturing centre
for the country, yet its share of road funding from the
Howard government continues to decline.
We saw the farce in the Howard government’s budget,
which allocated $445 million of funding to the
Mitcham–Frankston freeway. That is an absolute farce
given that it will be a toll road. We do not need the
federal government to spend $445 million.
Mr Mulder interjected.
Mr CARLI — We want the money, though. The
federal government knows this, and the Minister for
Transport has written to the federal government. We
want $100 million of federal funding to assist in the
preparation and accumulation of land for the
Mitcham–Frankston freeway, and we want the rest of
the money, the other $345 million, to be given for roads
in Victoria — important roads for commuters,
communities, freight and industry.
Mr Mulder interjected.
Mr CARLI — The member for Polwarth can go on
and criticise, harp and carp, and do all of that, but he
will not stand up for Victorians.
If the Howard government continues with this farce the
share of road funding for Victoria will drop from
17.6 per cent to 14.6 per cent.
Mr Nardella — How much?
Mr CARLI — To 14.6 per cent! If the Howard
government continues to refuse to reallocate that money
because it feels it is no longer needed for the
Mitcham–Frankston freeway because of the toll road,
we will drop to a 14.6 per cent share of road funding.
It is a disgrace; it is highway robbery. We in Victoria
are being treated with total contempt by the Howard
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government. The member for Polwarth, who is in the
house at the moment, is part of this. He basically calls
on the Howard government not to redistribute this
money. We have a raft of roads that are either roads of
national importance or national highways, all of which
are supposed to get federal funding. There was no
allocation in the federal budget, yet $445 million was
allocated needlessly in a farcical, stupid game that the
Howard government continues to play over the
Mitcham–Frankston freeway.
Members were interjecting about the Deer Park bypass,
which is an absolutely essential road as part of the
national highway system and which should be 100 per
cent funded by the federal government. Was there an
allocation for it? No, there was not. There was no
allocation for a road that would save at least 15 minutes
of travel time and is essential not only to residents of
the western suburbs, Ballarat and the western areas of
Victoria but also to industry in the western suburbs. The
Pakenham bypass, the Calder Highway and the
Geelong bypass are all crucial roads. They are all either
roads of national importance or national highways, and
all could do with an extra allocation and could use the
$345 million federal government allocation.
How are Victorians being robbed? Not only do we get
only 17.6 per cent of national road funding from the
federal government regardless of the fact that we are
the freight centre and pay 26 per cent of road and fuel
taxes, but that will drop considerably if we do not get
this reallocation of $345 million into other roads and
the $100 million that we need as part of the
Mitcham–Frankston freeway.
Mr Mulder interjected.
Mr CARLI — The member for Polwarth needs to
stop playing games!
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The member
for Polwarth! The member for Brunswick, without
assistance.
Mr CARLI — We have a situation where the
opposition spokesperson for transport continues to want
to play games with Victorians and with money that
should be available for Victorian roads. He continues to
play this farce, he continues to ensure that Victoria gets
a tiny proportion of what it really should be getting in
terms of road funding.
Mr Mulder interjected.
Mr CARLI — Stand up for Victoria! You need to
stand up for Victoria.
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We have, as I said, numerous proposals. For example
we have proposals in Geelong such as the Geelong
Western bypass. The government has already allocated
$4.1 million into the planning works for it and has
committed $190 million to the project in forward
estimates, but it needs federal funding. It is a
$380 million project and we need federal funding. We
have a situation where, regardless of the importance of
the road and of what it means to motorists, to the
Victorian community or to industry, we have all these
missing links which according to the agreement
between the states and the federal government are
supposed to be funded either fifty-fifty with the federal
government or 100 per cent by the federal government,
and it is not happening. That is where the tragedy and
the highway robbery is.
We in Victoria are being done by badly on roads. As I
said, the Victorian share of federal road funding will
drop to 14.6 per cent. This state has 30 per cent of all
freight; it is the freight centre of the country, the
manufacturing centre of the country and has the most
livable city — Melbourne; it is a state where the
government is committed to its regions and to building
the infrastructure in its regions, yet the opposition
spokesperson for transport just urges the Howard
government to continue the farce and to continue the
game to ensure that the state does not get its proper
allocation of money.
Mr Mulder — You want $445 million of federal
government funding — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! If the member
for Polwarth wishes to enter this debate he can have the
call at the appropriate time; otherwise, he should
contain himself in the house in the appropriate manner.
Mr CARLI — We have in this house the member
for Melton, who knows perfectly well the importance
of the Deer Park bypass. The Deer Park bypass is the
missing link in the freeway network between Ballarat
and Melbourne. It is part of the national highway
system, and it should be 100 per cent funded by the
federal government. The agreement is that the national
highway system is federally funded. The cost of this
road is $250 million. There is $345 million that could
be allocated tomorrow if the member for Polwarth were
to ring up his federal colleagues and say, ‘Forget the
farce, forget the game, let’s reallocate the money’. He
could do it — he could reallocate it tomorrow for the
Deer Park bypass.
Mr Mulder interjected.
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Mr CARLI — What is the advantage of the Deer
Park bypass? It will reduce travelling time by at least
15 minutes. It will be safer. It will bypass 10 kilometres
of commercial residential developments. It will
eliminate the need for six sets of traffic lights so there
will not be those interruptions for people. The principal
road between Melbourne and Ballarat, in fact between
Melbourne and Adelaide, is a critical and vital road that
should be 100 per cent funded by the federal
government. Where is the Howard government? Where
is Peter Costello on this issue?
Mr Nardella — Missing in action.
Mr CARLI — — Absolutely missing! There is not
a cent for this critical road. The Goulburn Valley
Highway is another extremely important road. It has
been upgraded; there is not doubt that it has been
massively improved. Historically it has been one of the
worst roads in the state for accidents. It carries an
enormous proportion of the fresh fruit and other
produce that comes from the north-east. It is 100 per
cent a federal highway and therefore should be funded
100 per cent by the federal government.
What we are looking for now is the completion of the
Arcadia section, which is a $37 million project to accord
the Goulburn Valley Highway the importance that it
deserves and to ensure that it is a safer and better road for
primary producers and commuters. Again, $345 million
is waiting to be reallocated in the federal budget, and
what is happening? There is a bizarre game going on in
which the federal government and the opposition are
saying, ‘Use it all for the Mitcham–Frankston freeway,
that is what it is there for’. That is an absurd proposition.
It is going to be a toll road; we do not need that amount
of money, we only need $100 million. An amount of
$345 million has been allocated.
The reason I grieve for Victoria is that not only do we
get a disproportionately small amount of federal road
funding — 17.6 per cent — regardless of the fact that
we are the freight and manufacturing capital of the
country and regardless of the fact that Victorians pay
26 per cent of all fuel taxes in Australia, but that
amount will radically reduce while this game continues.
A significant amount of money has been allocated by
the federal government that could be spent on the Deer
Park bypass, on the Goulburn Valley Highway or on
the Geelong bypass. Another project on which the
Costello budget again fails to deliver is the fifty-fifty
funding for the $242 million cost of the Pakenham
bypass. Why fifty-fifty? Because it is a road of national
importance. Again there is a complete failure — —
An honourable member interjected.
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Mr CARLI — Where are Costello’s missing
millions? Why has the federal Treasurer allocated
money that will never be spent? That is the tragic part
of all of this. It is absolute robbery of Victorians.
The federal government is underfunding the Pakenham
bypass to the tune of $21 million. It is refusing to
reallocate money which it has supposedly allocated for
the Mitcham–Frankston freeway but which we clearly
know is not needed for that road; it is needed for other
important roads throughout the state. The commitments
from the Howard government are absurd — not enough
money for the Pakenham bypass and no money for the
Geelong bypass or the Deer Park bypass; not a brass
razoo, not a cent!
We have a situation in Victoria about which we can
genuinely grieve. We can grieve over a budget that
ensures that the failure of the federal government to
adequately resource and fund Victorian roads
continues. Not only is it continuing, it is reaching
record low levels. The federal government seems happy
to spend money on other states. I heard the honourable
member for Polwarth say that there was an agreement
not to fund the Pakenham bypass as a toll road. Well it
will be a toll road, so clearly the money can be
reallocated.
Mr Mulder — Why didn’t you say that in the first
place?
Mr CARLI — Why aren’t you there standing up for
Victorians! We are being robbed by your colleagues in
Canberra.
There is no doubt that Victorians are being robbed by
the Costello budget and the Howard government. In
Victoria this time round we risk receiving only 14.6 per
cent of federal funding, because if the farce with the
Mitcham–Frankston freeway continues and the money
is not reallocated, it just sits there as a paper allocation.
In that case total funding for roads in Victoria will be
14.6 per cent, regardless of the fact that Victoria pays
26 per cent of all fuel taxes in this country and
regardless of the fact that Victoria accounts for 30 per
cent of all freight movements in Australia. It is the hub
of freight movement, it has the most significant
container port and it has the infrastructure in place. It
seems that the continuing failure of the federal
government to fund that infrastructure will produce all
the problems I have outlined in this grievance debate.
This is a crime against all Victorians, and the robbery
that is occurring as a result of the Costello budget and
the Howard government’s failure to adequately fund
Victorian roads needs to be pointed out to them.
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Community business employment program:
funding
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — Today I grieve
for migrants, refugees, asylum seekers, young
unemployed Victorian job seekers, partners of the
unemployed, temporary protection visa holders and
skilled migrants from Victoria’s multicultural
community, who have been betrayed by the Bracks
government.
I grieve about the brazen and unprincipled breach by
the Labor Party of its key election promise outlined in
its Jobs for Tomorrow policy. This policy states on
page 2 that the Labor Party will continue the
community business program to help the long-term
unemployed back into work or training. Furthermore,
on page 8 of this document, it states that the Labor
Party will continue the successful community business
employment (CBE) program.
Less than six months later, without consulting
stakeholders, the Ethnic Communities Council, the
Victorian Multicultural Commission or the people of
Victoria who use these services, the Labor Party in its
budget reneged on a key policy commitment. The
Labor Party welshed on its deal with Victorian voters.
What heightens the hypocrisy and the deception of the
Labor Party is that these promises were still listed on
the ALP web site on the day the budget was delivered.
By way of background, there are about
13 ethno-specific CBE programs and another 5 that are
delivered out of migrant resource centres in Victoria,
out of a total of some 44 CBE providers. There are a
number of others that are geographically based, such as
the Broadmeadows Employment Program. The budget
commitment in the previous financial year was some
$10 million, which provided approximately 10 000 job
placements a year, with three times that number of
people also receiving assistance.
This has been cut to virtually nothing. The Bracks
government in this instance has callously treated
migrant community groups with complete contempt.
Having assured them that funding would go ahead, the
Bracks government has pulled the rug from under the
community business employment program.
If there were a staff member who was confident of
relying upon this document for four years employment
under that program and who had then entered into a
financial arrangement, then that person would be in
grave difficulty indeed, because this ALP promise
could not be trusted or relied upon. Furthermore a fraud
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has been perpetrated on some of the most vulnerable
members of Victoria’s community.
In the floor tiles of the vestibule of this Parliament are
set the words ‘Ich dien’, which I understand to mean ‘I
serve’. I suggest the ALP engage a good floor tiler to
set in stone outside its party room, and in every
government office from Treasury Place to Bendigo, the
words ‘I have failed to serve’. May these words
reverberate in the minds of government members
between now and the 2006 election. May these words
ring out in Kurdish, Polish, Afghan, Iranian, Greek,
Italian, Russian, Chinese, Vietnamese, Arabic, Spanish,
Hebrew, Serbian, in the languages of the Horn of Africa
and every language of every other ethnic grouping in
Victoria whose members have been assisted by
specialist programs under the community business
employment program.
I call upon the Premier and the Minister for
Employment and Youth Affairs to respond to the
representations of the Ethnic Communities Council of
Victoria. I call upon them to take up the call of the
opposition to revisit this issue, to understand the
concerns at grassroots level, which I am sure many
government members understand from their close work
with their local community groups, and to reinstate the
community business employment program and
particularly the ethno-specific service delivery arms of
that program.
I also call upon the Premier and the Minister for
Employment and Youth Affairs to stand and deliver on
their categorical election promise. Otherwise let the
Labor Party be judged not just as a party of con artists
but as a party of absolute political pretenders on a scale
of the same proportion as applied to what it did to the
State Bank of Victoria.
The community business employment program was
independently assessed by the South Australian Centre
for Economic Studies in an evaluation that was
prepared for the Department of Education and Training
in January 2002. The study recommended:
… retaining the community business employment program
but modify target groups and administrative arrangements.

It further stated that:
… this is a valuable program offered by the Victorian
program to job seekers in metropolitan [Melbourne] …

A number of agencies including Jewish Care are
affected by this policy withdrawal. According to the
chief executive officer (CEO) of Jewish Care, Nancy
Hogan:
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The community-based (business) employment program has
played a vital role in supporting those who are unable to
access Centrelink and Job Network. The loss of this program
is a retrograde step. According to the director of Jewish
Community Services, Tracel Devereaux, the removal of the
CBE program would have a devastating effect on job service
delivery.

The Australian Vietnamese Services Resource Centre is
the only agency in the western suburbs that looks after
the Vietnamese community’s job seekers. The
Vietnamese are hardworking and earnest job seekers.
This particular agency has a committee of management
which includes Tan Le, who I believe might have been
the Young Victorian of the Year, and Mai Ho, who has
been very active in local government and who is a
member of the ALP.
According to one source the government has destroyed
the good will of this service agency; and it is
incomprehensible that by an act of treachery the
government is about to destroy this community group.
Many of these community groups have broad networks
in their local areas that include other people, other
agencies and businesses. Staff will be walking out the
door, some on 30 June and some on 12 August.
The Australian Greek Welfare Society was one of the
first providers of the program. It members have been
building connections with ethno-specific employers
since that time. They have a database of over
850 employers and have placed over 1000 people in
employment. According to the chief executive officer,
Voula Mesimeri, the decision by the government will
be particularly hard on people in the Greek community
who are disabled and those who have little English or
who are unskilled. These are the people who fall
through the cracks of other government programs. The
community business employment program worked with
the support of the Greek community.
There is also the Western Metropolitan Youth
Employment Service, or Yes West, which has provided
employment services to over 12 000 people. Yes
West-targeted client groups include young people aged
from 15 to 24 years and people from multicultural
backgrounds. It has been suggested that the new
commonwealth program will cover the field, but
according to Yes West this is definitely not the case.
Yes West provided an outstanding submission.
There is also the Migrant Resource Centre North East.
A key insight gained from this group is that overseas
workers find it extremely difficult in the Australian job
market as they do not know their way around the
Australian system. The group says, ‘That is why we are
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here, and we follow them all the way through’. The
group further remarked:
It is so disappointing to see the experience of the staff here
and all their much-needed skills walk out the door when the
centre’s funding dries up.

There are some great comments from the Russian
Ethnic Representative Council of Victoria. According
to Alexander Ilyin:
The first and most important fact is that the new government
Jobs Victoria strategy does not incorporate the CBE program
in any way unless some of the initiatives are still under
development.

I certainly hope that is the case.
At this stage there is no alternative service provided either
within commonwealth or state agencies that we could refer
our 200 … clients … We have major concerns about
culturally and linguistically diverse job seekers.
The CBE program has been very successful and is a
much-needed program in the Russian community.

Another worker stated that the removal of the program
will have a shocking effect on Russian migrants, as
some 500 to 600 migrants will be without services.
The Serbian Welfare Association of Victoria, according
to Suszana Mihajlovic, noted that hundreds of refugees
will be unable to find work. There is inadequate
provision for unskilled migrants and refugees in the
new program. A letter dated 8 May written to the
Premier by the acting president, Ljubica Petrov, notes:
The refugees using our service have had tremendous loss and
have experienced high levels of war-related trauma. The
settlement process is extremely complex and difficult for
these people … After 1 July these people will not have a
service that thoroughly understands their needs to assist them
with their employment matters. It is difficult to understand
why the program … has been abolished.

According to Joe Romeo from the Migrant Resource
Centre North East, the MRC is bitterly disappointed at
the cutting back of the program and the impact this will
have.
What do the stakeholders have to say? Some
200 agency workers, some of them are sick with worry,
face unemployment themselves. There will be a loss of
skilling in ethno-specific service providers. A very
important issue is that this program is winding up on
30 June, with some sort of extension to 12 August, but
there will be no new programs on the ground —
nothing! — until next year, when other programs will
be initiated and under way. Many Victorians will have
nowhere to go. There is a sense of betrayal in that
numbers of agencies feel they have been misled. There
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is the well-argued position from Yes West that existing
agencies will be unable to financially sustain
themselves to await the gestation and tender processes
in order to access future funding opportunities.
This is a very serious issue that I call on the government
to respond to and to address. The Ethnic Communities
Council of Victoria (ECCV) has done some outstanding
work on this matter and has nominated a number of
priority issues. It has been consulting with its
stakeholders and has identified a number of matters. I
will just run through some of them:
… the current program be allowed to continue until the new
employment initiatives are in operation.
… a whole-of-government approach, as is clearly identified in
government policy, be established in addressing this issue.
… the role of the ECCV and the VMC as the peak advocate
and as the agency responsible for consultation be given due
recognition in future policy changes. The government has
failed to consult on the CBE program issue. Prior knowledge
would have allowed an opportunity for feedback and
constructive input.
… a clear consultation process be established to draw on
sector knowledge and experience in formulating a new policy
response …

In concluding, I urge members of the Victorian
Multicultural Commission to step onto the front foot
and take up this issue with the government with a roar. I
urge the ECCV to continually and actively engage in
debate with the government on this issue. I ask the
media of Victoria, the ethnic media in particular, to
continue to justly measure the Bracks government’s
betrayal of many migrant Victorians as a consequence
of it reneging on a clear, direct and documented
government promise.
There is a way forward for the government. It was
superbly presented by Alexander Ilyin, the president of
the Russian Ethnic Representative Council of Victoria,
who said:
We hope that the team effort —

from all stakeholders —
will play a major role in changing the government view and
delivering social justice to the large and diverse multicultural
community of Victoria.

Federal budget: impact
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave) — Today I grieve for
Victoria and for Victorian families. Last week’s federal
budget amounts to nothing more than a cheating of this
state, nothing more than a short-changing of this state. I
think the honourable member for Brunswick described
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it as basically cheating and a crime against this state,
and that is a very apt way of putting it.
At the end of the day last week’s federal budget has a
direct impact on this state, on the ability of families and
all Victorians to access the services they need and rely
on, the services we each need regardless of where we
live or what we do for a living — health, education,
those sorts of services — together with the other
important infrastructure projects that are important in
not just governing for today but governing for the
future as well. They are challenges that face all
governments, federal and state. Last week’s federal
budget does nothing whatsoever to meet those
challenges.
I wish to provide an overview of these crimes against
Victoria, but I will particularly focus on the federal
government’s failure to appropriately fund Medicare
and our public health system. These are very serious
issues, and they put directly at risk the great gains made
by the Bracks government in rebuilding our health
system, a health system that was allowed to decline in
such a dramatic fashion over those seven dark years of
the Kennett government, and to decline to the point
where quality of care and access to care was
fundamentally and absolutely compromised.
The federal Treasurer, Peter Costello, failed in last
week’s federal budget to adequately and appropriately
provide funding to Victoria via the Australian health
care agreement. But on from that, the foreshadowed
measures that will do nothing more than gut our
universal health system are directly relevant to the
administration of this state. It is our responsibility to
provide the best possible health services for all
Victorians. Our ability to do that will be fundamentally
compromised by virtue of funding shortfalls and, as the
member for Brunswick said, crimes against this state in
a budget that does nothing but cheat Victorians and
Victorian families. It puts at direct risk all the great
improvements we have made, and I will come back to
some of those in a moment.
The federal budget is best defined by the things it did
not fund, if I can go through a few of those. Other
members have mentioned them, but they are worth
putting on the record again. Last week’s federal budget
provided no funding for the Geelong bypass; no
funding for the further duplication of the Calder
Highway; no additional funding for the Pakenham
bypass; no funding for the Deer Park bypass; and, most
importantly, a reduction in Victoria’s share of national
road funding from 23.6 per cent to 17.6 per cent — a
disgraceful performance and one for which we will
each pay a price.
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In terms of major infrastructure projects, often termed
community building projects, there was no funding for
the construction of the Wimmera–Mallee pipeline; no
funding for the Wodonga rail bypass; no funding for
rail standardisation; no funding for the synchrotron; and
no major funding initiatives for degraded rivers. On
from that, as I have mentioned in part, there has been a
$300 million cut to public hospital funding; no funding
commitment to the Commonwealth Games; no
additional funding to transfer Point Nepean to state
ownership, as was done in New South Wales with land
on Sydney Harbour; and the list goes on and on.
That is nothing more than the federal government
walking away from its fundamental responsibility to all
states, particularly this state, to deliver appropriate
funding and resources and some vision of where we
will be in the future and to adequately and appropriately
provide for the needs of this state, for families and for
the Victorian community in a broader sense.
Having listed those things, and of course I could go on,
it is important to note that this federal budget has laid
down the framework for the absolute destruction of our
universal health care system, Medicare, and the
privatisation of higher education in this country. I am
sure the member for Yuroke, the Parliamentary
Secretary for Education, will have a bit to say about that
in a moment.
Ms Beattie — I sure will.
Mr ANDREWS — It is the changes to Medicare,
combined with the short-changing of Victorians via the
Australian health care agreement that most concern me
and on which I wish to focus.
I have spoken before in this place about the regressive
nature of the changes to Medicare, and I will again
make some comments on that issue. At a time when
bulk-billing rates are in absolute free fall — and just
last week further figures were released by the federal
Department of Health and Ageing that showed a further
decline of 1.1 per cent in the total rate of bulk-billing,
down to 68.5 per cent — it is important to note where
those figures were when Labor left office in Canberra
in 1996.
When we had control of the Medicare system and
properly and appropriately funded it, that bulk-billing
rate was at 80 per cent, not 68 per cent — that is a
12 per cent decline under John Howard’s watch. That is
absolutely shameful. This is what you get from a
government that is unwilling to properly fund health in
this country, a government that hates Medicare, a
government that is committed to ripping it apart. The
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federal government thinks Medicare is a rort, a sham
and an inefficient and indulgent set of arrangements.
That is not the view held by ordinary Victorians, by
Victorian families in my local area or by the Bracks
government.
At the end of the day this is a fundamental attack on
Medicare. As I and others have said before, it will turn
the system into a two-tiered system where via a
complex arrangement of incentives those who are
concession card holders and are fortunate enough to
find a GP operating under the federal government
scheme will have some sort of priority in terms of
access to bulk-billing, but there will be nothing for the
rest of the Victorian community, particularly working
families, other than free-falling bulk-billing rates.
I want to note that the 68.5 per cent figure represents an
average or a total. There are parts of the Victorian
community where that figure is much lower. I am
reminded of the member for Frankston, who had a bit
to say about this in terms of his local community, where
I am informed there is only one GP that bulk-bills in the
whole town, and where the bulk-billing rate in the
federal seat of Dunkley — and these figures are
calculated on that basis — is well below 50 per cent.
Ms Beattie — What is the federal member doing?
Mr ANDREWS — I am not sure what the federal
member is doing. I know what he is not doing. He is
not telling Peter Costello to appropriately fund health
care. That is the view the Liberals always put.
The other point to make today is that along with the
falling rates of bulk-billing you have a situation where
families who cannot get access to a GP who bulk-bills
have to go along to a GP who does not, and fees
charged to those unfortunate Victorians have increased
by a whopping 55 per cent — not 5.5 per cent, not
15 per cent but 55 per cent. We are getting to a situation
where families that are under enormous financial
pressure — that is, the oppressive weight of the highest
taxing government in the history of the
commonwealth — will have to start making decisions
about whether they pay the rent, go to the supermarket
or take the kids to see the doctor. That is an absolutely
outrageous position to put Victorian families in. It is a
complete abrogation of the commonwealth’s
responsibility to appropriately and properly fund health
care in this state.
Having said that, I will reiterate that the idea of a
fundamentally flawed, two-tiered system is one that
absolutely guts the notion of universality, which is the
central notion of a universal health care system — the
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ability to access not only a public hospital but to be able
to go to a doctor and be bulk-billed. That 55 per cent
increase is bad enough, but when you look at that in the
context in which it should be looked at you see that
these people have already paid for that visit to the
doctor through their Medicare levy. That 55 per cent
increase is not on the primary amount you pay; it is an
increase on the second amount you pay. The fact is that
you get slugged again.
Again I can only say that this is a disgraceful set of
arrangements. The federal government stands
condemned for it. I have said before, and I will say it
again, that it will have a direct impact. The Department
of Human Services has estimated that it could represent
up to a 61 per cent increase in presentations to accident
and emergency departments, or in excess of
2000 presentations a day. When you look at that there is
no doubt that these measures will have a direct impact
on the ability of this government to deliver the sort of
health care that it is committed to, and that will
compromise care for ordinary Victorians.
In the time available to me I want to turn to the
Australian health care agreement and the fact that the
federal budget has again cheated this state completely.
We have heard members opposite go on the record and
talk about the fact that it is $43 billion over five
years — that that is the national funding offer from the
commonwealth and we should just take it. They say
that we should be grateful, that it is a huge amount
money and that we should just take it. They wonder
what we are going on about.
If the previous agreement — the one that expires at the
end of this financial year — had been rolled over for
another five years, that would have factored 28 per cent
growth into the agreement’s life. This agreement, the
current funding offer, has 17 per cent growth built in —
a $300 million cut in the federal government’s
contribution to the provision of health services in this
state. That is absolutely disgraceful.
The health minister in Canberra, Senator Kay Patterson,
was absolutely happy to sign off on a 7.4 per cent
increase in private health insurance fees to look after
mates in that part of the health industry. But this current
funding proposal, the appropriations for which are laid
down in the current federal budget, represents
something like a 6 per cent growth. Again, absolutely
disgraceful!
As bad a coalition state health minister as Rob Knowles
was, it is worth noting that he would not have said
‘Take this, cop this’. And dare I say it, even former
coalition health minister Marie Tehan might not have
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signed off on this. They would have stood up and said,
‘No, this is an absolutely disgraceful set of
arrangements. You are cheating Victoria and
Victorians, and we will not have a bar of it’. But then
again, all we get from those members opposite, those
absolutely disgraceful apologists for the Prime
Minister, John Howard, and the federal Treasurer, Peter
Costello, is, ‘Take it or leave it. What are you
whingeing about?’. People are entitled to have a bit to
say about nothing less than a crime against Victorians,
which is all this federal budget is.
I spoke earlier about the fact that these measures put at
risk all the great gains we have made. In order to look at
where we have arrived at today with health services we
need to look at where we have come from. It should
come as no surprise to honourable members that a good
look at the health system which this government
inherited in 1999 reveals that it had been ruled over for
seven dark years with criminal neglect. Members
opposite would not be interested in getting on the phone
to John Howard and saying, ‘Stop doing this. Do not do
this’. They are all cut from the same cloth. When it
comes to the provision of health services they are
absolutely appalling.
Let us go back through the record. In 1993 the Koroit
and Macarthur hospitals closed. In 1994 the Clunes,
Elmore and Mortlake hospitals closed. In 1995 the
Lismore, Beeac and Birregurra hospitals closed. In
1996 the Altona, Mordialloc and Burwood hospitals
closed. In 1998 the Essendon hospital closed. Two
thousand nurses were sacked, and health system assets
were run down from $76 million in 1992–93 to minus
$12.5 million in December 1999.
In 1998–99 waiting lists increased by 22 per cent, from
33 259 to 40 433. Ambulance bypasses increased by
359 per cent. Cleaning standards deteriorated; and
hospitals and aged care services were on the verge of
being sold off — privatisation. Assets had been run
down to such a point that many of our hospitals were
technically insolvent and had to asset strip to deal with
the recurrent funding obligations they had to meet to
provide the services needed.
We are turning that around; we are rebuilding. We have
put in more than 3300 nurses, record levels of capital
investment and ongoing funding, and the Hospital
Services Report from earlier this year clearly
demonstrates that waiting lists are shorter, hospital
bypass figures are down and 12-hour trolley waits are
down. We are delivering the sort of health care that
Victorians deserve and the sort of health care that both
the previous state Liberal government and the current
government in Canberra are absolutely incapable of
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giving to ordinary Victorians. All of that is put at risk
by this shameful federal budget. Peter Costello and
John Howard stand condemned for it.

Police: mobile data network
Mr WELLS (Scoresby) — I grieve for the Victoria
Police and, in particular, the financial management of
the mobile data terminal system. If time permits I
would like also to touch on the Auditor-General’s
report on the IBM contract. I am disappointed that the
member for Melton is not in his seat to listen to my
contribution, because he is always very keen to
comment on the issues that I raise.
Mobile data terminals were going to be put into every
single police car in the state, and I will go over a bit of
the history of that. In 1996 under the former Liberal
coalition government the then Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, the Honourable Bill McGrath,
undertook a mammoth project to upgrade the vitally
important communications systems of the Victoria
Police. On 20 February 1999 he put out a press
statement saying that he was going to call for
expressions of interest and that that would be advertised
in the newspapers that day.
Private sector operators were to be called on to provide
mobile data network services, initially for the greater
metropolitan area and, as we have learnt, later for
country Victoria. The press release also mentions that
the mobile data network service to be provided by the
successful private sector bidders would be designed to
meet the requirements of the emergency services
organisations — which is commonsense, of course. I
will come back to that soon.
It is interesting to note what the current Minister for
Police and Emergency Services has done with all the
good work put together by the previous government.
The Minister for Police and Emergency Services put
out a press release on 2 December 2001 under the
headline ‘Minister launches communication
revolution’. A great headline! The press release states:
The Bracks government will invest $100 million to
revolutionise communications and operations of Victoria
Police, fire and emergency services, the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services, André Haermeyer, announced
today.
In an Australian first, Victorian emergency vehicles will be
fitted with state-of-the-art interactive laptop computers that
will … allow police to spend more time patrolling the
community, less time filling out paper work and access
up-to-date operational information.
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He has my fullest support on this idea, no question
about it. He then went on to mention that Motorola was
the preferred tenderer for the project, saying:
… emergency service workers would be able to access a wide
range of information while on location, or working in their
vehicles.

He then went on to say:
Contracts for the work are expected to be signed next
February, with the service schedule to start late 2003.

That suggests that he was going to have this contract
signed by Motorola in February 2002, but 15 months
later no contract has been signed, nor will there be
anything in police cars by the end of this year.
Why is it so important to have this information
available along with the technology for the Victoria
Police? There is enough pressure on the Victorian
police force as it is. I am sure both sides of the house
would agree that it is imperative that the police force
and other emergency services have the latest, most
up-to-date and efficient equipment.
When we look at police forces across the United States
we see that all of them have the latest mobile data
equipment in their cars. It is efficient and means that
officers are able to get instant information. The
situation here in Victoria is that patrolling police have
to radio back to a central system, wait for the operator
to respond and then put a request in — whether it is a
check on a person or a check on a numberplate. The
check is then made, and the information is radioed back
to the police vehicle so the police can take appropriate
action.
Let me tell you that I spoke to the police last night and
this morning, and they are saying that the amount of
traffic on those airwaves is now so jammed that the
system is becoming impractical to use. In a lot of cases
the police are not using the airwaves, so a lot of
operational duties are not being carried out. If this
mobile terminal system were in place in the cars, they
could simply key in the information and download it
directly onto their own computers without any voice
whatsoever being involved.
It would also allow the police force to better manage
jobs. For example, if there is a priority 1 job — that is,
an armed robbery or a violent attack on someone in the
streets — the airwaves would be free for the job to be
transferred to a car, and the officers in the car could
then take immediate action. Let me tell you that at the
moment it is simply not working. At this point the
opposition supports the government’s push for these
mobile data terminals — as I said, it was actually an
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initiative of the former police minister, Bill McGrath,
back in 1996.
We were also told that a mobile data terminal would be
able to be unplugged from a car and taken into a crime
scene — for example, a burglary. In that way the police
officers could key in the information, get all the crime
scene information, take it back out to the car, plug the
unit back into the car and relay the information back in
data form to the central body. But I am not so sure that
this is what is actually going to happen.
This minister promised Motorola that the contract
would be signed in February 2002, but it is my
information that Motorola wrote to Ken Loughnan, of
the Bureau of Emergency Services
Telecommunications (BEST), and said through sheer
frustration that it was threatening to withdraw. As you
can imagine, Motorola had spent millions and millions
of dollars trying to get this information and technology
to a certain point, but it had not had any returns — no
returns whatsoever. Motorola, which I think everyone
would agree is an excellent company, has been treated
in a very poor fashion by this government.
We should look at where the minister is getting his
advice. We recently had a briefing by BEST — it was
an excellent briefing — and we were given a run-down
on what was supposed to have happened with this
system. But is the minister relying solely on BEST or is
he receiving other pieces of information from other
sources? Under the previous Liberal government the
number of staff and consultants in BEST increased
from 9 to about 15 when it was getting the contract
together, but can anyone possibly guess by how much
the bureaucracy in BEST has now blown out? Under
the previous Liberal government it went from 9 to 15,
but does anyone want to have a guess at what it is now?
Mr Dixon interjected.
Mr WELLS — The member for Dromana has put
in a bid for 20.
Mr Mulder interjected.
Mr WELLS — The member for Polwarth has put in
a bid for 40. Let me tell you, there are now 98 people
advising the minister on how these contracts should be
put together! The number of staff has gone from 15 to
80 plus 18 consultants, totalling 98, yet the government
still cannot make a decision. It begs the question: if in
December the minister stated very clearly in a press
release and in a blaze of publicity that he was going to
sign the contract with Motorola in February 2002, what
sort of Christmas functions did he have between
December 2001 and two months later in 2002? He told
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a multimillion dollar company that he would sign a
contract, then all of a sudden it all fell apart. You would
expect the minister to come into the house at some
point in time to give us an understanding of what
happened during that time.
Let us talk about the actual equipment Motorola is
going to provide to the government. As I have said
from the start, this is not the fault of Motorola, it is
caused by the bungling and the time delays of the
minister, who has not signed off on this contract. As I
said, he made it very clear that it was a $100 million
contract. In the budget papers for 2002–03 there is a
note to the accounts, which is proper, saying that the
project will be delivered under the Partnerships Victoria
framework and is expected to cost more than
$100 million and that further cost information will be
published following the tender process. We accept
that the government is not keen about putting in the
actual figure if the tender has not been resolved, but you
would think, as proper accounting standards dictate,
that in the 2003–04 budget there would be some note to
the accounts for this contract, which now involves
$152 million, but there is nothing. There is not even a
figure, not even a note stating that it is expected that
$152 million will be needed to pay for this mobile data
network.
So let us get to the nitty-gritty. Motorola has been
pushed around and has threatened to withdraw from the
contract. In 1996 a business case was put together to
build a network to send information using mobile data
terminals. Datatac is the network it is going to use, and
it is used only by Motorola. Telstra had a public datatac
network, which means that you pay per month, but it
announced last year that it was withdrawing from
datatac because it is an antiquated system. The largest
telecommunications company in Australia said that
datatac is no longer a relevant network, yet Motorola is
setting up its own network, based on old, antiquated
technology. As I said, Telstra made the announcement
last year that it would shut down the datatac system
later this year. Telstra is getting out of the business. So
with antiquated equipment linked to a data technology
network, the opposition assumes that Victoria Police
will not get the latest, leading-edge technology
equipment.
Datatac is limited to one speed and cannot provide any
high-speed services. It cannot support voice and the
technology is so old that you cannot send any video
footage or high-quality photos to a police car. It does
not make sense. At the moment technology is available
that can provide both voice and data. Why the
minister — I am sure he has a good reason for this — is
going only for a data network and then will build
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another voice network is beyond me when with today’s
technology the two systems can go on the one system.
We seem to be duplicating something, and that is not
worth while.

we get no support whatsoever from the federal
government. It has invented a new system in the federal
Parliament — to take from the poor and give to the
rich. It is the new Robin Hood system.

The other problem I have is that the technology that
will go into police cars — the datatac network — has
no migration path, which means that the technology
cannot be updated. I would have thought that having a
$152 million contract you would want to have the
latest, most efficient technology available. The Telstra
datatac system operates at 800 megahertz, which means
you can use off-the-shelf equipment from around the
world because 800 megahertz equipment can be used in
America, Europe and in Australia. I do not understand
why Motorola is going to build only a 500 megahertz
band, which means that you require specialised
expensive equipment because it is not available
anywhere else in the world.

How many new initiatives are there in the federal
budget? You would think there would be one or two
new initiatives, but no, there is not one. There is
absolutely zilch! All the funding announced by the
federal government is a continuation of previous
commitments and has already been factored into the
forward estimates. The only funding increase results
from indexation. As previous speakers on this side of
the house and the majority who have spoken on the
other side have said, this federal government is cheating
Victorians. What do we get from the state opposition?
Its members will not get on the telephone and say to the
federal Treasurer and the Prime Minister, ‘Be fair to
Victorians’. I doubt whether the Prime Minister or the
federal Treasurer would even take their calls. They
would say, ‘Victor who?’.

There is the odd place in the United States of America
where Motorola has sold 500 megahertz equipment, but
we are getting something that to me does not make
sense. We are getting something that cannot be
upgraded, that is slow and that will have to be
duplicated when a voice network is introduced. For
Motorola to build a brand new network you would
expect that we would get something that is leading edge
for the taxpayer dollar.
An independent expert spoke to me last night about
this, and he said that the high-tech industry is shaking
its head in disbelief. He said to me, ‘Kim, the datatac
Motorola system is like building a left-hand-drive FJ
with five wheels’. That is how he described it. This
person has been in the industry for 25 years and is an
expert. This $152 million network will be out of date
before it even begins operation. It will be 26 months
before the system is operational in a police car by the
time the contract is signed, so we are looking at 2005 or
2006 — 10 years after the concept was first put
together. It is another case of the minister bungling a
multimillion-dollar contract and shows his
incompetence.

Federal budget: education
Ms BEATTIE (Yuroke) — I grieve today for all
Victorians in contemplating the education and training
allocation in the federal budget. The reason I grieve is
because the commonwealth government clearly does
not support state schools. Government schools are the
no. 1 priority for the Bracks government. It has clearly
demonstrated that again and again and will continue
demonstrating it. It would be nice to have support from
the Howard government and the federal Treasurer, but

By comparison, in the 2003–04 budget the Bracks
government announced new output initiatives for
education totalling $285 million over the next four
years. These new commitments bring total investment
by the Bracks government in education and training to
over $3.6 billion. Last week was Education Week, and I
got out and about visiting schools, as did the minister
and all other members. I was at Warrnambool on
Monday looking at the new TAFE wing under
construction and I was at Hampton Park on Tuesday
and at Glenroy and Box Forest opening new facilities.
The minister was also at various schools, and she is
well received everywhere. This government is putting
its money where its mouth is about education being its
no. 1 priority and throughout the state it is being
applauded, but with no support from the Prime Minister
or the federal Treasurer.
These initiatives mean not just brand-new buildings,
but better education. Victoria has more teachers, more
student welfare officers, improved professional
development for school teachers, better language
teaching and a range of other benefits to improve
outcomes for students in state schools. I want to talk
about state schools, because many members here will
know that the Kennett government closed down state
schools because it does not believe in the state
education system. It wanted to privatise the state
education system.
In my former electorate of Tullamarine the tiny Bulla
school was ordered to shut down, and the member for
Melton well knows that the community was harassed
and intimidated into closing down that school. It was
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promised a bus service to bus the children to other
areas, but was that bus service ever delivered? No, the
school was closed and the parents were intimidated and
harassed, and the former government did not even
deliver on the promise of a bus service. By contrast we
have in Victoria a government school system that is
great. Commonwealth payments to non-government
schools will increase by 10.3 per cent.
Again that shows the new Robin Hood scheme John
Howard has invented of taking from the poor and
giving to the rich! If I were to put a dollar figure on that
10.3 per cent, it would come to more than $103 million
being put into the non-government sector. This
excludes the indigenous education strategic initiatives
program. This increased funding for non-government
schools arises from the phasing in of the
commonwealth’s flawed socioeconomic status model.
I also grieve for students in TAFE institutes and other
training providers. The commonwealth budget provides
no additional funding — other than for indexation, as I
said before — for the negotiation of the new Australian
National Training Authority agreement.
I grieve for all the students in universities who will be
shocked by the deregulation of the higher education
contribution scheme (HECS). Opinion polls show that
72 per cent of all Australians are opposed to higher
university fees. State government estimates show that
we are expecting to need about 2400 extra teaching
places, and we need about 1000 extra nursing places to
service Victoria in the next four years.
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
the honourable member is quoting from a document,
and I ask her to make it available.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! Is the honourable member quoting from a
document?
Ms BEATTIE — The honourable member is
quoting from notes.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! There is no point of order. The honourable
member for Yuroke, continuing.
Ms BEATTIE — I do not need notes to tell me that
the Howard government is against government schools,
but maybe the member for Doncaster needs a few
notes. I suggest that instead of looking for notes he
actually goes and visits a few schools. He visited a
school in Craigieburn, and it was the best thing that
ever happened, because when he left they thought it
was absolutely hilarious that he had had to put the
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Melway on the front seat to find where Craigieburn
was. He never knew where the northern suburbs were.
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
you can do these things in mirth occasionally, but the
honourable member is misleading the house, and I ask
her to withdraw the comment.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! I have been listening to the honourable member,
and there is nothing that she has said that the member
for Doncaster could refer to in that regard, so I do not
uphold the point of order.
Ms BEATTIE — The opposition should be helping
our students by trying to encourage Howard and
Costello to help our universities. We want to be the
knowledge nation. We recognise that these days we
have to have a commitment to lifelong learning.
However, we need more university places. The
increased HECS fees will not only not get us more
places but burden students with more debt before they
start their careers — and we all know that.
The increased funding for university places is entirely
inadequate. Unmet demand for university places in
Victoria is growing, and we all know that our
universities are under stress and underfunded. It is
common knowledge: anybody who goes out to
universities and TAFE colleges will see this. I can only
suggest that members opposite never go to places but
instead sit in their ivy towers trying to bankrupt this
state. More than 23 000 Victorian students who want
university places will miss out, and that is an absolute
shame. As I said before, Victoria needs nurses and
teachers, yet the federal government will not fund
enough places to train them.
In the few minutes I have left I will grieve for all the
international students who were looking forward to
seeing commonwealth budget initiatives worth
$113 million over the next four years. These initiatives
were to provide additional postgraduate and
postdoctoral scholarships, scholarships for language
teachers and funds for international centres of
excellence; but instead international students got higher
fees for student visas and decreased education services.
The commonwealth budget shows that these higher fees
and charges will pay for $106 million of the
$113 million allocated to those initiatives.
There is a view that the commonwealth government is
just trying to wreck our system, but we will not allow
that. Here in Victoria we will continue to lobby, we will
continue to pressure the federal government and we
will take up the ball that the opposition has dropped.
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Members opposite should be pressuring their mates in
Canberra, but they will not do it because, as I said
before, nobody in Canberra wants to know them
because they are a total embarrassment. We will pick
up the ball, lobby and do our best, because education is
the no. 1 priority of the Bracks Labor government.
The member for Doncaster raises points of order and
tries to interrupt the flow of debate so we will not get
our message across, but the message is getting across to
all Victorians. When we go out and open new facilities
we speak to the teachers and they can speak to us.
Remember the famous Kennett gag, when teachers
were not allowed to speak. When I was a candidate for
Tullamarine I was told, ‘Sorry, we can’t let you into the
school. We are not allowed to talk to you people’. That
is the difference between Labor and the opposition —
we believe in democracy and deliver democracy.
We are not only delivering democracy for our teachers,
we want professional development for them as well.
They were starved of professional development under
the Kennett government during those seven long, dark
years when schools were closed down and teachers and
student welfare officers were sacked. We are turning
things around, and we are getting on with the job.
Members opposite sit there worried, divided over their
leadership and not concentrating on any policies. We
want a good opposition and we want good policies —
but we will deliver.
Mr Herbert interjected.
Ms BEATTIE — As the member for Eltham says,
they need some professional development. They got the
shrinks in, but nothing came of it. They let them go
when there should have been some professional
development courses.
As I said, opinion polls show that 72 per cent of all
Australians are opposed to these higher education fees.
Parents and students will continue to battle, and we will
continue to battle for the welfare of students. However,
without the assistance of the federal government it will
be very tough. We need its assistance, so today I make
a plea to the Howard and Costello government to come
down to Victoria and talk to our Premier and our
Minister for Education and Training, who are doing the
right thing and putting money into the budget to fund
schools and teachers. We are funding nurses, as the
member for Narre Warren North has said; but
education will remain the no. 1 priority of the Bracks
government.
We are committed to the students of Victoria. We are
committed to giving them the best education possible,
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but as I said we need assistance from the Howard
federal government. It does not believe in government
education, but it has to. We want the best for our
students here in Victoria, and we are determined to give
it to them no matter which suburb they come from —
we are talking about not only the eastern suburbs but
also the northern suburbs and the western suburbs.
Every student in this state deserves a decent education
and to be treated with dignity and respect.
Question agreed to.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
Before continuing I would like to acknowledge the
primary school visitors who are in the gallery as guests
of the member for Narracan.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SHOWGROUNDS BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 20 May; motion of
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning).

Mrs POWELL (Shepparton) — I am pleased to
speak on the Royal Agricultural Showgrounds Bill on
behalf of the National Party.
The main purpose of this bill is to repeal the Royal
Agricultural Showgrounds Act 1931, which governs the
use of the land on which the showgrounds are now
situated, and it makes new provisions for that land. It
also makes provision for recreational, entertainment
and amusement purposes and amends the Racing Act
1958.
Those who have visited the Royal Agricultural
Showgrounds recently will understand there are some
areas of the grounds and buildings that need to be
upgraded and are in desperate need of a facelift. I am
told that most of the buildings were constructed
between 1918 and 1927 and only three major buildings
were built after 1950, so as members can see, while it is
an icon, it is a historic piece of infrastructure and one
that we want to see ungraded. Therefore the National
Party does not oppose the bill.
When the bill is passed we hope some of those
upgrades will commence. I understand the Premier
announced funding of $1 million over three years, so
hopefully with the passing of this bill some of that
money will be spent quickly to upgrade the Melbourne
Royal Agricultural Showgrounds to a world-class
facility.
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Before making its decision on this bill the National
Party had a briefing with the Department of
Sustainability and Environment, and I thank Mr Bruce
Gray, who is the deputy director of Crown land
management. I also spoke to the president of the Royal
Agricultural Society (RAS), Mr Jack Seymour, and I
will talk about that later. At the briefing we were
advised that the showgrounds site is currently held
under a number of tenures and one reason for the bill is
to consolidate those tenures. Some of the land is
permanently reserved, some is held by the RAS in its
own right as freehold and some is held by the RAS as
trustee.
In the past if there has been a need for upgrading the
society has used its title to the freehold land as security
for borrowings. It is now believed there will no longer
be a need for that, because the government will be
providing that funding into the future. Under this
legislation when agreement has been reached with the
RAS all existing reservations will be revoked, so the
land then becomes unreserved Crown land and the new
title will be issued to the new corporate body. The RAS
will subsequently receive a Crown grant.
I understand some of the contractual arrangements have
not yet been finalised between the society and the
government. That was one of the issues that I raised,
that this bill is coming in before the agreement has been
made, but I was assured at the briefing and also by
Mr Seymour that the bill does not come into effect until
that agreement has been reached. The RAS must give
consent to any new arrangements before the minister
can approve any contracts, and there is also a clause in
the bill that provides that if agreement is not reached by
31 December 2004 the act is automatically repealed and
the bill does not come into effect.
The RAS may also want to continue with some
contracts in its own right — perhaps in relation to the
land or some of the land tenures or perhaps concerning
some of the agreements it has with private land-holders
or some of the rental properties. I understand there is an
opportunity for the RAS to speak with the Crown and
to come to some sort of agreement before the contract
is signed, so any agreements are still there to be
defined, but once the principal agreement is made this
contract can be signed and this bill will come into
effect.
There are some special conditions for this agreement,
one of which is contained in clause 15 of the bill. It
provides that any transfer of property rights or liabilities
from the society to the corporation is exempt from any
duty or any other tax. That is a specific condition for
this corporation.
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The new corporation will be incorporated under the
Corporations Act and will have one member from the
Royal Agricultural Society and one member from the
Crown. I was pleased to note that one of the new
corporation’s objectives is to enhance agriculture and to
provide major strategic change to improve effectiveness
and relevance to the agricultural community. We in the
National Party will totally support that, and the
National Party supports any linkages between what is
happening in some of our rural shows and what will be
happening with the show society in Melbourne.
In our discussions Jack Seymour was quite excited by
the opportunities for rural and regional Victoria with
the new upgrades. One of the areas the RAS is looking
to improve is the showcasing of food and fibre and
some cultural events. It will be important for areas right
across country Victoria to put on show what their area
provides for the food industry. As well as going into
their own local shows, producers will now be able to
come into Melbourne, which will also attract tourists to
those areas.
The RAS is looking to provide more space to show
produce. Some of the new plans it has for the different
regions require more space for those areas to showcase
their food and other initiatives. It is a bit like taking the
country into the city so that some people who do not
necessarily go into the country have an opportunity to
see what we grow and produce in some of our country
areas. Mr Seymour told me that one initiative the
society is considering is to showcase region by region,
which is particularly exciting for some of the
food-growing areas such as my area of Shepparton and
also Swan Hill, where there is good agricultural land.
Some food producers will be able to gain some benefit.
Shepparton in particular will benefit from its diverse
multicultural community. One initiative being looked at
for the Melbourne show is increasing the ability of
country Victoria to use the facilities not just for
showcasing food and fibre products but also for
showcasing what goes on in their communities and
among their diverse populations. Shepparton, having a
very diverse multicultural population, often has
festivals, as do many areas in country Victoria, where
we showcase the dances and the different foods of our
communities. We will now have the opportunity of
going to a Melbourne facility and allowing visitors
from Melbourne, other states and right around the
world to see what we do in our rural communities.
As I said, Jack Seymour was reasonably comfortable
with the bill. There are still some discussions to be held
on contractual arrangements, but the bill will come into
effect only if the RAS is happy with the contractual
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arrangements. Mr Seymour said that the bill offers
some protection to the society and that the facilities
need to be upgraded and enhanced. One of the issues
that faces the agricultural showgrounds is the huge
premiums that have to be paid for public liability
insurance, as well as the large excesses. As members
can imagine, with the hundreds of thousands of visitors
to the showgrounds each year, public liability insurance
is a huge burden to carry. The RAS is hoping the
redevelopment will lessen that liability and that the
premiums will decrease.
That is not just an issue for the Melbourne
showgrounds, it is also an issue for many country
showgrounds. I understand that the Melbourne
showgrounds are in need of an upgrade and that
$1 million has been allocated for that over three years,
but I am disappointed that no extra funding has been
allocated to redevelop some of our country
showgrounds. Many of them are training grounds for
young people who breed and show their animals and
for others who exhibit their produce.
We have the same problems in country Victoria as
occur in Melbourne. A lot of the buildings need
upgrading to meet insurance expectations. In
Shepparton we have a major problem with our
showgrounds. The grandstand is in desperate need of
upgrading, and this is complicated by the fact that it
could be of historical significance. So the cost of
upgrading can be huge when you have to meet certain
standards. All of our country showgrounds are
experiencing the same problems, such as having to pay
increased insurance premiums and excesses, because of
the number of people visiting them. Regional
showgrounds are still used to exhibit and show stock. I
was talking to the honourable member for Benalla, who
told me that just recently he successfully showed his
Belgian Blue cattle at the Benalla Show. In fact he is to
be congratulated, because his cattle won the Supreme
Champion prize for that breed!
In our rural areas the showgrounds are used all
throughout the year. The Shepparton showgrounds are
used for greyhound racing at the moment, although this
will change. Other showgrounds are used for events
such as dog training. If people do well locally they
become more confident in exhibiting at the Royal
Agricultural Show in Melbourne. As I said earlier,
some of our young breeders get trained at local
showgrounds in how to show their animals and what to
look for. Judges are also trained at these venues. If
these young people are able to show their livestock in
Melbourne, it gives them a real boost.
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When they receive awards for their livestock, breeders
achieve prestige — as the member for Benalla just did.
It also adds value to the bloodline of their animals if
they have won an award at the Royal Melbourne Show.
The National Party sees the Melbourne showgrounds as
a pivotal piece of infrastructure for country Victoria. It
is an icon for Melbourne, but it is also important to
rural areas.
A variety of events are held at the Melbourne
showgrounds all year round. It is not just used for the
Melbourne show, it houses many tenants, some
permanent and some part time. Many of the buildings
and facilities can be rented, so it is almost a city within
a city. Various functions are held there, such as product
launches, exhibitions, concerts and trade shows. This
provides an opportunity for Melbourne to showcase
itself to the world. Some very good trade shows are
held, drawing people from around the world to exhibit
their wares. The planned upgrade is an exciting project
and will bring the showgrounds up to a world-class
standard.
As I was reading about some of the functions that the
showgrounds are used for I noticed that the exhibition
centre is used by students sitting their examinations.
Obviously a lot of young people use the facility, which
is probably why the public liability insurance is quite
high. Many of the events held at the showgrounds
attract large numbers of people. I know that the Royal
Agricultural Society is continually looking at ways of
minimising the risk to people who use the showgrounds
and making sure the facilities are of a standard that does
not pose a risk to members of the community. That is a
big issue for the RAS.
Of course we also have the agricultural events, which
are a great support for country areas, as well as the
wonderful Royal Melbourne Show. Many of us have
taken our children to the show and been part of that
great event. People come from all over Victoria and
indeed Australia, because it is quite well known and is
getting bigger and better each year. The RAS has to
make sure that everything that happens at the show
does not pose a risk to the public, thereby increasing its
insurance premiums.
The National Party hopes that the upgrade of this
wonderful facility commences soon, and it wishes the
bill a speedy passage.
Mr CARLI (Brunswick) — I rise to support the
Royal Agricultural Showgrounds Bill, which repeals
the Royal Agricultural Showgrounds Act 1931. It is
quite a mechanical bill and is essentially about a
partnership between the government and the Royal
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Agricultural Society which has the intention of
redeveloping the showgrounds. Clearly negotiations
between the government and the Royal Agricultural
Society are continuing, and there are a number of areas
of flexibility within this agreement; but essentially it is
an agreement between these two bodies.
In my brief contribution to this debate I want to point
out that the government has a major commitment to the
showgrounds. For a number of years there have been
attempts by the Royal Agricultural Society to gain
government funding, because while the show and other
activities are important, the society has not been able to
generate the capital to redevelop the site.
The Bracks government has committed itself to the
redevelopment of the showgrounds over three years, in
partnership with the Royal Agricultural Society, which
amounts to a massive commitment of $100 million. As
the member for Shepparton pointed out, the Royal
Melbourne Showgrounds are an icon, but they are also
the point of contact between the country and city and
are of enormous importance to the state of Victoria.
It is therefore important that this bill essentially takes
the Royal Agricultural Society asset, which is land —
some freehold and some leased — and puts it together
with the sort of management partnership that is
envisaged. That will enable the two partners — that is,
the government and the Royal Agricultural Society —
to plan the redevelopment to ensure that we have
upgraded facilities that will enhance the Royal
Melbourne Show and other showground activities.
As everyone knows, the Royal Melbourne Show is a
major event in Victoria. It attracts 500 000 visitors and
generates something like $78 million. Obviously it is
something that all Victorians have great experience of,
so it is important that this development allows that
function to continue. The government is looking at the
overall redevelopment of the site.
As I said, the proposed partnership involves
considerable negotiation which has not been concluded.
In the event that the Royal Agricultural Society finally
decides not to proceed with the partnership, the
legislation will automatically repeal on 31 December
2004. It is clear that the society accepts the notion that
we are still in negotiation. If those negotiations do not
arrive at a full partnership and agreement, then the
legislation itself will lapse. We are all hopeful and
expect the negotiations to be successful and the
redevelopment to occur. It will be a great thing for the
show, for country Victoria and for the city of
Melbourne.
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The Bracks government has committed itself
financially to this redevelopment so that there will be
some certainty in the future. The crisis, if you like, that
has occurred with the Royal Agricultural Society not
being able to redevelop or do anything other than
short-term repairs and maintenance will have ended. I
also support this bill and wish it swift passage.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr KOTSIRAS
(Bulleen).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

FAIR TRADING (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 7 May; motion of Mr HULLS
(Attorney-General).
Opposition amendments circulated by Mr KOTSIRAS
(Bulleen) pursuant to sessional orders.

Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) — It is with pleasure that
I stand to speak on the Fair Trading (Amendment) Bill.
In the second-reading speech the minister said:
The Fair Trading Act 1999 is the primary instrument of
consumer protection in Victoria …

He further stated that this bill:
… will make for a fairer Victorian marketplace and more
confident consumers.

I agree in part that this bill will give a fair go to
consumers, but it will also take away some of their
rights as consumers. The opposition will not be
opposing the bill, especially since the ski season is
almost about to begin. I agree that we have to support
and protect this industry. It was interesting to read in
today’s Herald Sun that we are going to have a good
year in the ski industry. The article states:
In a boost for resort operators, long-range weather forecasters
predict this could be a bumper year on the slopes.
…
The conditions are very similar to 2000, when we had a very
good start to the season.

The conditions are there; all we have to do is fix up the
public liability problem that is before us, and then I am
sure we will have a very exciting ski season. I know the
member for Kew is hoping to have a ski, to go to
Mount Buller and enjoy himself.
Mr McIntosh — Mount Hotham.
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Mr KOTSIRAS — Mount Hotham. I apologise.
This measure is critical, especially at a time when we
are seeing less tourists coming into Victoria because of
terrorism and the severe acute respiratory syndrome
virus. That is something we need to address.

The bill allows the minister to exempt traders from the
requirement to seek written consumer
acknowledgement of waivers to their statutory rights
under the Goods Act, and this is one of the opposition’s
concerns.

I was also interested to read that the New South Wales
Parliament is going to introduce a similar bill to deal
with door-to-door salespersons. In today’s Herald Sun
an article headed ‘Cold calls on hold’ states:

The opposition has three main concerns with the
legislation: firstly, the ability of the minister to exempt
recreational service providers from the requirement to
obtain statutory waivers from consumers; secondly, the
increased powers of the director of CAV and the lack of
scrutiny and transparency; and thirdly, the capacity of
the minister to immediately suspend the business
licence of a goods or service provider for a period of
14 days pending the carriage of a cancellation
application. I will speak on these in detail later.

Door-to-door salespeople and telemarketers will no longer be
able to interrupt evening leisure in New South Wales under
reform plans. New South Wales fair trading minister … said
door-to-door salespeople and telemarketers would be banned
from contacting homes between 8.00 p.m. and 9.00 p.m.
unless they had an appointment.

Can I firstly thank the public servants for offering me a
second briefing; unfortunately I was not able to attend
the first one. I also thank the minister’s office. It is very
rare for me to thank the staff of the minister’s office,
but on this occasion I thank them for giving me the
opportunity to be briefed by the department. I also wish
to pay tribute to the opposition spokesperson in the
other place, Andrew Olexander, for the work he has
done on this bill.
The bill amends the Fair Trading Act 1999 to
strengthen consumer protection measures by giving
new powers of enforcement to the director of
Consumer Affairs Victoria. It allows unfair terms in
consumer contracts to be voided, further regulates
door-to-door selling practices and increases maximum
penalties for certain offences under the act.
The bill rationalises the consumer protection legislation
by relocating parts of the Goods Act and the totality of
the Small Claims Act into this legislation. Specifically
the bill will strengthen the power of Consumer Affairs
Victoria in the areas of product claims, public warnings
and licence suspension. It will allow the director of
Consumer Affairs Victoria (CAV) to seek stop-trading
injunctions from the Supreme Court of Victoria.
The bill also allows the director of Consumer Affairs
Victoria to prescribe unfair terms in consumer
contracts. It restricts the hours of door-to-door selling in
Victoria and requires the identification of traders who
advertise goods or services. This is different from the
previous bill, which was introduced in 2002. In that bill
you had to put down your name and address. In this bill
that has changed, and businesses can now put their
business number or registration number, or they can
leave their address with the publisher or advertiser for
12 months.

It is interesting to note that the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee also has similar concerns. I
refer to its report in Alert Digest No. 3 of 2003:
Undue trespass to rights or freedoms …
The committee notes the amendments made in 2002 to the
Goods Act 1958 with the insertion of section 97A requiring
certain form and procedure (sections 97A(2)(c) and (e)) to be
observed where a provider of certain inherently risky
recreational services sought to have certain terms excluded
restricted or modified that would otherwise apply under that
act. These provisions require the exclusion to the terms
provide certain particulars, be in a prescribed form and that
the term be signed by the purchaser prior to the sale of the
recreational services.
The committee notes that clause 74 amends the act by
inserting new section 97B, which will permit the minister to
provide by order that a specified term or class of terms of sale
of recreational services need not comply with
sections 97A(2)(c)(i) or (e).
In view of the protections sought to be introduced for
purchasers of high-risk recreational services provided in the
original section 97A(2)(c) and (e) the committee will seek
further clarification from the minister as to the need for such
exemptions.

In today’s society it is important that we have
safeguards in place that promote fair and honest
business practices by enabling the investigation of
alleged breaches of consumer protection laws and the
taking of action to stop unfair or deceptive practices in
the marketplace. This is not new, and it is not
something that just happens in Victoria. It happens
everywhere in Australia and the rest of the world. It is
interesting to note that in 2002 in the United Kingdom
the largest cause of complaints about trading practices
remained defective goods or substandard services,
followed by problems relating to selling techniques.
We see that in Victoria. A person goes into a shop
because they want to buy a leather couch but finds that
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the couch is made of vinyl. Or someone goes to buy a
shirt which they thought was made in Italy but finds
that in fact it was made in China. There is nothing
wrong with shirts made in China — and I have many of
them — but it is the deception that is an issue. Often
someone goes to a shop to purchase an item on special,
only to find when they arrive that there were only two
at that price, that they have been sold and that there is
no other item to purchase — or they are coerced into
buying something they do not need. This happens
especially with door-to-door selling. An ad may say,
‘Special — was $299, is now $199’, when two weeks
ago the same item was $205. The list goes on.
It is important that the Fair Trading Act provides a fair
go for all. Consumers who are buying goods or services
need to understand the law and be protected by it. Fair
trading is all about a standard of conduct for doing
business based on the principles of fairness,
transparency and honesty. This will enable consumers
to have confidence in the marketplace because they will
know their rights are protected.
Fair trading legislation was introduced in Victoria in
1985. Since then there have been a number of
amendments in an attempt to safeguard consumers. We
all agree that consumers should pay for a product or
service that is up to the quality and standard they were
told about verbally or read about in an advertisement,
and it is important that we introduce legislation to make
sure this is achieved. As a result, the Fair Trading Bill
was introduced in 1999 by the former government.
However, as with all legislation it has to be changed to
become more applicable and to be kept up to date so
that it is as relevant today as it was yesterday.
A reference panel was formed in early 2001 to review
the act to see if it met the needs of consumers. As a
result of the review the panel put forth a number of
recommendations. At the briefing I asked people from
the minister’s office if I could have a copy of those
recommendations. They said they would get back to
me. Unfortunately I have not received anything as yet. I
hope before this bill gets to the upper house those
recommendations will be made available to the
opposition.
In October 2002 the Fair Trading (Amendment) Bill
was introduced into the Legislative Assembly.
Unfortunately the state election intervened, and the bill
lapsed. The bill has since been reintroduced into this
house, with a number of changes.
I refer to the current bill, the main purpose of which is
to protect consumers and to provide new powers for the
director of Consumer Affairs Victoria. Some of these
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powers include requiring traders to substantiate product
claims. I logged on to the Internet to see what types of
products are sold, and I was amazed at the standard and
quality of advertising. Perhaps the member for Kew
might be interested in some of these.
The first site was about thinning scalps, and stated:
We’ll keep you updated on these ‘incredible male and female
pattern baldness treatments’ and newer ones as they become
available, all for the comparative price of a haircut.

Or:
We’ll show you how the powers of the mind can grow hair
and halt hair loss. And since quite a few companies are
charging $300 to $500 for this information, it’s more than a
bargain from us.

Or:
Have you ever realised that just a couple of simple exercises
can halt hair loss dead in its tracks? They can. And we’ll
show you just how to get started on them.

Perhaps the next site will suit the member for Kew:
From size 16 to size 4 …
I lost 37 pounds in two months!
After seeing Donna’s results … her extended family members
got started using the products and to date … 24 family
members have now lost a total of over 650 pounds …
A dream without activity is just a dream. A dream with
activity becomes reality! You can do it!

Perhaps the next one will interest members:
I struggled for years and could never lose weight. When I
turned 40 I was tired and run down. I thought that’s what 40
was supposed to feel like.
Out of desperation I tried the products, and I’m forever
grateful that I did. I lost 22 pounds in two months, and I have
kept it off for 10 years. I have more energy now than ever
before. I’m so glad I finally listened to my sister and gave this
program a try!

It is also relevant in Victoria, because there was an
article in the Herald Sun of 30 January 2002 with the
heading ‘Internet sweep for fake cures’. It states:
Hundreds of dodgy pills, powders and potions promising to
cure diseases are being sold over the Internet.
Potentially dangerous or bogus medicines are being offered to
Victorians in a multimillion-dollar cyber scam explosion.
‘Miracle’ pills, sprays, injections and bizarre devices costing
$10 to $400 are among products being investigated.

It is happening here, and it is something we need to take
care of.
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Other powers given to the director include naming
rogue traders and suspending the business licences or
registrations of rogue traders if the director believes
substantial harm will be suffered by the consumers.
Again while I support this, I just hope it is open and
transparent. That is my only concern.
Further powers include obtaining cease-trading
injunctions against rogue traders; issuing show-cause
notices to rogue traders as to why they should be
allowed to continue trading; and requiring a person to
provide information, produce documents or give sworn
answers to the director.
The bill also increases the maximum penalty for the
main offences from $60 000 for companies and
$24 000 for individuals to $120 000 for companies and
$60 000 for individuals. The bill provides for
infringement notices to be issued for appropriate
offences, and it also prohibits unfair terms in consumer
contracts. The bill further requires consumer contracts
to be in plain English, which is sensible considering
that in Victoria alone we have over 200 groups from
diverse linguistic and cultural backgrounds. This is very
important.
Unfortunately I heard the member for Sandringham talk
about the 5 per cent target that the government is
meaning to spend on ethnic advertising, and from what
I heard from the honourable member that 5 per cent has
not been spent as yet. I hope the government makes
sure that the 5 per cent it promised in 1999 — that 5 per
cent or more — of all advertising budgets in
departments and agencies will be spent in ethnic media.
I hope this does come about because I think it is
important that this type of information is passed on to
all Victorians.
The bill also limits the hours of door-to-door selling to
between 9.00 a.m. and 8.00 p.m. on weekdays, between
9.00 a.m. and 5.00 p.m. on Saturdays and not at all on
Sundays and public holidays. I support that because
many a time I have had people come knocking on my
door on a Sunday or of an evening when we are just
about to sit down to have dinner.
The bill also limits the duration of a door-to-door visit
to one hour. If the person wants to extend it then they
have to ask the approval of the consumer to extend it by
an extra half hour and each half hour thereafter. That is
good. The bill also increases the door-to-door
cooling-off period to 10 days, and to 6 months if the
consumer was not told of the cooling-off period. I think
that is good. The bill also prohibits the door-to-door
salesman from accepting payment for services during
the cooling-off period. The bill also extends the
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door-to-door provisions to sales seminars where the
consumers are actually bussed or taken by car to the
trader’s premises.
But the bill is different to the previous bill in relation to
telemarketing. The requirement that telemarketing
phone sales are to be confirmed by signed contracts has
been dropped; and from what I understand party plans,
like Tupperware parties, have not been included in this
bill.
As I said earlier, the opposition has three main
concerns. The first is the ability of the minister to
exempt recreational service providers from the
requirement to obtain waivers from consumers. The
second is the increased power of the director of
Community Affairs Victoria. The third is the capacity
of the minister to immediately suspend the business
license of a goods or service provider for a period of
14 days.
Proposed section 32N permits a supplier of recreational
services to limit its liability in respect to injuries or
death sustained by a consumer where they have signed
a waiver prior to receipt of such services. The term
‘recreational services’ means services that consist of
participation in sporting activity or similar leisure type
pursuit or any other activity that involves a significant
degree of physical exertion or physical risk and is
undertaken for the purpose of recreation, enjoyment or
leisure.
At present insurance companies are either refusing to
insure recreational service providers or are charging
premiums of such magnitude as to preclude the
majority of operators from taking up the product. Given
the public liability crisis in Victoria the government has
been forced to underwrite the public liability of various
organisations at considerable expense to the taxpayer.
This is a way out for the government. The limiting of
the liability of providers of recreational services makes
those providers again attractive to insurance companies,
which are more likely to return to the market and
thereby reduce the burden on the state government.
Essentially, in the provision of a good or a service,
recreational or otherwise, the provider may require the
consumer to sign a waiver removing the statutory rights
of the consumer whilst limiting the liability of the
provider. The provider of course in their own right can
refuse to provide the service if the consumer refuses to
comply. The implication of this waiver is that insurance
companies who have removed themselves from this
industry due to the uncertainty are likely to return to the
market again because of the altered conditions. The
waiver, however, does not prevent a consumer from
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seeking compensation under common law. Naturally
this involves a greater burden of proof and is infinitely
more costly than a civil claim.
The greatest concern I have is in relation to proposed
section 32NA headed ‘Exemption from waiver form
requirement’, which allows the minister to assert a
discretionary power to exempt either entire industries or
specific businesses from the requirement to obtain a
waiver from a consumer. This means that the statutory
rights of consumers could be removed without their
knowledge and without providing them with the
opportunity to decline the service or its conditions,
hence the amendments I am proposing.
The government is telling us — this happened at the
briefing — that this is mainly for the skiing industry
because it is impractical given the sheer volume of
consumers going to the slopes each year and the
requirement that each one has to sign a form to waive
their rights. So this is done especially for the skiing
industry; however, as I said, I still have some concerns
as to when the minister will use his power and whether
consumers will be told of this order. Hence, we are
proposing amendments.
The other concern I have is the increased power given
to the director of the CAV. The director will now be
able to pursue legal proceedings against the provider of
the good or service even if the original complainant
either withdraws their consent or requests that the
action be dropped. New sections 106C and 106D will
provide for the director to suspend the business licence
and other trading and employment rights under the
Business Licensing Authority Act, which is
administered by the CAV. Again my concern here is
that there does not exist a burden of proof on behalf of
the director.
Providing the ability — at the discretion of the director,
with no scrutiny — to issue a public warning with the
potential of having a large impact on the industry gives
me some concern. As I said from the start, I just hope
that this process is open and transparent because the
aim of the bill is to safeguard the consumer.
As I have said, the opposition does not oppose the bill
but has a number of concerns. I hope the government
will accept the amendments put forward in my name
because all we want is for the consumers to be
safeguarded. We want the process to be open and
transparent. We see no need to politicise it, only to
provide the best service for the consumer. I look
forward to the government supporting the amendment,
and I wish the bill a speedy passage.
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Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — I thank you, Acting
Speaker, for the opportunity to rise and speak on behalf
of the National Party on the Fair Trading (Amendment)
Bill. I compliment the member for Bulleen and the
Liberal Party for bringing in the amendments, which
we were briefed on last night, although I did not get a
copy of them until I came into the chamber this
afternoon. We in the National Party will not only be not
opposing the bill but we will also not be opposing the
amendments proposed by the member for Bulleen.
Firstly, I would like to say thanks again to my colleague
the Honourable Damian Drum, a member for North
Western Province in another place, for his work on
preparing our party for the discussion we had on
Monday night and the briefing we had with the minister
and Roland Lindell. We had some particular concerns
with the waiver provisions, but we had a briefing on
those last night, and I will come back to that at a later
stage.
As we all know, the purposes of the bill are extensive.
The legislation was brought into the Parliament in
October last year but was not debated because of the
elections. The bill gives new powers to the director of
Consumer Affairs Victoria (CAV) to require traders to
substantiate product claims, to make public warnings,
to suspend the business licences and registrations of
rogue traders, and to obtain cease trading injunctions
against rogue traders. So the powers given to the
director are very extensive, and the director will need
good staff and support to make sure that
implementation takes place.
We need also to be aware that there will be a large
increase in penalties — from $60 000 for companies
and $34 000 for individuals up to $120 000 for
companies and $60 000 for individuals. As with a lot of
other things in this place, we are seeing more large
increases in fees and charges, and again they are
indexed. The budget papers clearly show that there has
been a 37 per cent increase in the cost of wages and
salaries, so the government needs to increase penalties
to try and cover that increase. The increase on the other
side of the ledger is not covered at the same rate. Even
though stamp duty has been a great plus for the
government, that is going to slow down, as we all
know.
Also among the purposes of the bill is the limitation on
hours of door-to-door selling and limits to the duration
of door-to-door visits. The bill expands the
door-to-door cooling off period and provides a sharing
of the burden of proof between the prosecutor and the
defendant in pyramid selling-type prosecutions. It also
aims to improve the provisions relating to lay-by
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agreements. As we all know, the lay-by process is being
increasingly used by consumers today.
Another purpose of the bill is to expand the powers of
the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal to
resolve fair trading disputes. Just about every day we
see VCAT’s powers and responsibilities being
increased, so this legislation will necessitate an increase
in its staff and costs. This again highlights the fact that
this government is increasing the cost of doing business
in Victoria, and we as consumers are going to have to
pay for that. In the global economy we operate in it is
important we do not get too far out of kilter otherwise
more and more of our manufacturing industry in
particular will be lost overseas.
It is ironic that the second-reading speech on the bill
contains two section 85 statements. My colleagues tell
me that in the period of the coalition government there
was outcry from members of the Labor Party and the
Independents about the number of section 85
statements being made by ministers in second-reading
speeches; and here we have two such statements in this
one bill.
National Party members consulted very widely with the
Australian Consumers Association, the Victorian
Employers Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Coles
Myer, the Law Institute of Victoria, the Victorian Civil
and Administrative Tribunal and many other
organisations while developing our position on this bill.
As I said, the National Party will not be opposing the
legislation or the amendments proposed by the Liberal
Party.
We have a couple of issues in relation to the legislation.
One is that the bill was introduced into the Parliament
by the former Minister for Consumer Affairs, the
honourable member for Pascoe Vale, last October but
was not debated. In fact, there was little time spent at
that time on any preparation or feedback from the
community. Since then there have been some changes
to the bill. The 2002 bill had a provision relating to a
cooling-off period of 50 days for telemarketing
purchases. This provision has been withdrawn from the
bill. We know the government said it would have more
consultation on this, but I think it is one of those areas
that needs a lot of work.
My understanding from the people I have talked to is
that in the consumer affairs area more and more
business is happening through telemarketing and
telephone sales. There needs to be a major review of
this, because — we have all had it happen to us —
often when we are home at night having a meal people
doing survey work — —
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Mr Stensholt interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — Yes, they ring, usually when
you are having dinner, and catch you at an inconvenient
time. A lot of survey work is being done, and it is
happening more and more through telemarketing.
Something needs to be done to control what is
happening in relation to that.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — The member says we should
have prescribed dinner times when they cannot ring.
That would be interesting!
The waiver forms are new to this legislation. It is one of
the areas that the National Party has some concerns
about, and I will come back to that at a later stage. In
the previous legislation advertisers were required to
include their street addresses in classified newspaper
ads. A major campaign was conducted by the country
press and many other newspapers in relation to this
legislation, and that has been changed to deal with
some of the concerns. The member for Burwood
chaired the review of the act, and he will probably have
more to say on the changes that will take place.
Another change to the previous legislation is the
exemption of party plans such as Tupperware and
others from the requirements covering contract selling
and captive situations, which are happening more and
more, particularly in country areas where members of
the National Party work. I note those changes, and the
member for Burwood might like to give us some
background on why they were brought in.
As I said, we had some concerns with the waiver
provisions. As we know, in 2002 a lot of pressure was
applied by the National Party on this issue. The
National Party has led the public liability debate, and I
give credit to the Leader of the National Party for his
work. We have tried to work in a tripartisan way on
this, because it is an issue that has impacted on country
Victorians. Public liability premiums have impacted
heavily on the tourism industry, and most of the
adventure tourism activities happen outside the
metropolitan area. For example, most of the activities
involving rock climbing, horseriding, skiing,
whitewater rafting and gymkhanas happen in country
areas. Our estimation is that we are losing about 20 per
cent of those activities because people cannot get public
liability insurance or because the fees have dramatically
increased to the level where people cannot afford to
take it out.
The National Party has been leading the charge on this,
trying to get some legislation both from the federal and,
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importantly, from the state level to address the concerns
that have been raised by country people and country
organisations. It was about 18 months ago that we
raised the concerns being brought to our attention by
people visiting our offices in country Victoria.
As we know, in the spring sitting of 2002 the Wrongs
and Other Acts (Public Liability Insurance Reform) Bill
was brought before Parliament. This legislation
provided for the introduction of waivers to allow people
to accept responsibility for their participation in
recreation and adventure activities. There were some
concerns relating to that matter. It came about
particularly because of the ski industry, and enormous
pressure was put on the government. I know the
member for Murray Valley and others who work in that
area will have more to say on this matter if given the
opportunity, but as we have 10 bits of legislation to get
through the house this week, as well as debating the
appropriation bill, I am not sure that, apart from the
lead speakers, members with a particular interest in this
legislation will get too much time to have some input.
As I said, I know the member for Murray Valley is very
keen to have his say on the ski industry.
I am aware that those people working in the industry,
particularly at Mount Buller and Mount Hotham, have
expressed concern that they cannot live with the waiver
provisions and the need to have waiver forms signed,
given that about 400 000-odd people go there when the
ski season starts. I saw on the TV late last night after I
got home that snow is already falling up there. I wish a
little bit more rain would fall in the dry land agricultural
areas of Victoria, but the snow is good for the ski
season. I know they have had some difficult times not
only in having the product there to use but, importantly,
because of the limitations of public liability.
My understanding is that under the present act currently
the minister is unable to exempt single industries from
the legislative requirements but that this bill, which we
will pass today, will give the minister the power to
exempt an industry from the waiver requirements, thus
allowing the ski industry respite for the 2003 season. I
will come back to that a little bit later.
In relation to public liability and medical indemnity
insurance, all of us have difficulty getting the balance
right so as to protect the consumer while allowing the
insurance industry to provide cover that will be
affordable in the first instance. There have been major
concerns right across country Victoria about medical
indemnity insurance, particularly because from 1 July
hospitals will be responsible for their own insurance
and therefore risk management. It is important that the
government and the industry work together to resolve
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this issue. We are all waiting to hear what will be
coming before the house in the second-reading speech
that will be given today.
In relation to public liability and the adventure tourism
industries in country Victoria, all of us in country areas
have had members of the industry coming in to see us
about their concerns. One of those concerns is the
ever-increasing cost that is making a lot of those
industries unviable. Last week when the community
cabinet met in Horsham members of the rock climbing
industry expressed their concerns to the various
ministers about the ever-increasing cost of public
liability insurance.
If we are going to provide these very important
protections for those industries and they are to be
available to country communities, because adventure
tourism, ecotourism and the like are very important to
their economic activity — I know agriculture has a
major say in employment and economic activity in
country Victoria — then it is important that we work in
a tripartite way to resolve these public liability issues.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.04 p.m.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Wind farms: Portland project
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — I direct my question
to the Minister for Planning. Given that the minister has
never visited the Portland wind farm project and that
she had a specific expert panel to decide the location of
turbines at Cape Nelson, will the minister advise the
house why she rejected her own expert panel’s
recommendations?
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — The
member for Hawthorn is right, I have not visited a wind
farm, and I also have not visited tabletop dancing
venues, which are another matter that has crossed our
portfolio. The approval for the Portland wind energy
project was made according to both relevant acts and
complied with both acts. It has been supported by the
panel, the state government and the commonwealth
government.

Iraq: Australian Defence Force
Mr WILSON (Narre Warren South) — Will the
Premier outline what plans the state government has in
place to give Victorians the opportunity to acknowledge
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the outstanding services of Australian Defence Force
personnel returning from Iraq?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the member for
Narre Warren South for his question. I am pleased to
announce to the house that the Governor has agreed that
an appropriate form of recognition for the Victorian
forces who fought in Iraq, for their families, their
friends and the community to acknowledge their work
will be held at Government House as soon as possible.
It will be an opportunity for members of this house and
key community leaders to be part of that important
reception.
We will seek cooperation from the federal government
for Victorian servicemen and servicewomen who are
not located currently in Victoria to attend the reception
in Victoria. We will also invite the Prime Minister to
attend this important and appropriate recognition.
The whole of the house shares my disappointment that
the federal government has decided not to have a
welcome home parade in Melbourne. The decision of
the federal government to have welcome home parades
only in Sydney and in Perth is regrettable. It is one I am
hopeful the Prime Minister will reconsider, given the
important acknowledgment and recognition which I
know the Victorian public would want to be involved
in.
On 19 April, after it was clear the war in Iraq was over,
I wrote to the Prime Minister offering him the full
cooperation of the Victorian government in the
organisation of a welcome home parade and events and
receptions for the servicemen and women from Victoria
who served in Iraq. I am disappointed that the Prime
Minister has not responded to that request and that he
has not seen fit to acknowledge that an event can be
held in this state in conjunction with and with the
support of the Victorian government.
Several members of the house have also requested such
an event to occur. I welcome the support in the past of
many members of the house. In particular I
acknowledge the Leader of the National Party, who
wrote to me on this matter, seeking that an appropriate
form of recognition be undertaken for the troops who
served in Iraq. I think he would be pleased, as I know
the rest of the house would be pleased, to know that the
government will be going ahead with an appropriate
form of recognition at Government House. We look
forward to the support of the federal government for
that. It does not preclude the Prime Minister reversing
his decision and having a welcome home parade in
Melbourne. That would be applauded by all Victorians,
including the members of this house.
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Professional indemnity: medical practitioners
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — My
question is to the Minister for Health. Will the
government guarantee that its initiatives regarding
medical indemnity insurance will resolve the concerns
of country obstetricians and ensure they continue the
provision of their services beyond 30 June this year?
Ms PIKE (Minister for Health) — I thank the
Leader of the National Party for his question. The case
he articulated is the very reason the government has
moved to change its laws covering insurance, because it
was concerned about the number of people, particularly
in rural communities, who may not have access to
appropriate medical services following the changes
which have been brought in by the federal government
and which come into place after 1 July.
One of the concerns is, of course, that after the collapse
of HIH and the consequences that had for the overall
issue of medical indemnity these provisions have been
brought in by the federal government, and now medical
defence organisations will have to pull together large
amounts of capital for the prudential requirements put
in place by the commonwealth.
The state government needed to provide a framework
whereby insurance companies and medical defence
organisations could have certainty so that that certainty
would flow on to doctors, and particularly to specialists,
so they could obtain insurance and thereby continue to
treat their patients.
The changes the Premier announced yesterday, which
will be brought into this house, will see changes in the
statute of limitations. Those changes will provide
greater certainty. We have assurances from the
insurance sector — which of course is a very broad and
diverse sector — that those changes will provide that
level of certainty and will provide the capacity for
insurance companies to make the kinds of prudential
arrangements that are required so that insurance will be
affordable and available for people. Of course this will
have great implications for people in the rural and
regional areas of Victoria.

Point Nepean: army land
Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings) — My question is to
the Minister for Environment. Will the minister advise
the house whether the recent federal budget included
funding for Point Nepean and of the latest action by the
Bracks government in relation to the proposed sale of
the land by the commonwealth?
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Mr THWAITES (Minister for Environment) — I
thank the member for Hastings. She is an outstanding
member, who will not be gagged, who will not be
silenced, on behalf of her local community.
The member asked a question in relation to Point
Nepean and the federal government. I have to say that I
searched in vain through the federal budget for support
for Point Nepean. What we did find, though, is support
for a project that is almost exactly the same. Where?
Sydney. Once again, Sydney.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr THWAITES — They are laughing; at least they
will remember where the money is going.
I quote from the federal government’s press release:
In its 2003–04 budget the commonwealth government has
announced $115.5 million over eight years for the Sydney
Harbour Federation Trust to rehabilitate and restore for the
public seven historic foreshore lands.

It talks about this land and says that it represents:
… everything that defines the harbour at Sydney’s heart —
natural bushland, headlands and sandy coves, and a record of
our nation’s Aboriginal, maritime, defence and industrial
heritage.

Nothing could more accurately define Point Nepean
than that phrase. Point Nepean plays such a significant
role in the history of not only this state but indeed this
country.
We say to the commonwealth government: ‘Treat
Victoria in the same way you are treating New South
Wales’. This budget is a tale of two cities: all the
money for the Prime Minister’s backyard, and nothing
for Victoria. Not only is there no money in the budget,
it is worse than that. At the same time as the
commonwealth government is giving money to
Sydney, it is flogging Victoria off to the white shoe
brigade.
This document makes it quite clear what the
commonwealth is on about. It offers people an
opportunity to own part of our coastline, which boasts
sweeping, uninterrupted views. If you look at the sort of
development that is — —
The SPEAKER — Order! Hansard is unable to
record such publications. I ask the minister to put that
down.
Mr THWAITES — I will describe it: there are
millionaires’ yachts, prawn salad and chardonnay, golf
courses and no public access.
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It is worse than that. I quote from the back of the
expression of interest document:
Offered is an opportunity to acquire approximately
85 hectares of Australian history.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask government
members and the member for Benambra to cease
interjecting in that fashion.
Mr THWAITES — Not only is the federal
government not protecting Victoria’s history, it is quite
clearly selling it off. Today the Victorian government is
making it quite clear to prospective purchasers that the
state government will do all within its powers to stop
inappropriate private development. Any private
developer will of course need state support for a
development. It will need to get state support and
facilitation for road access, for access to water and for
sewerage upgrades. We are giving no guarantees in
regard to water and sewerage upgrades to any private
developers.
Furthermore, a new special-use zone will be declared
for Point Nepean to limit its use to open space and
recreation. That will ensure that the sorts of
developments people have talked about — the private
resorts, the gated communities, the exclusive timeshare
developments — will not take place. We are putting
developers on notice that the heritage values of this site
must be protected, that it must be open to public access
and that the Christopher Skase-type development the
commonwealth is proposing is not on.

Wind farms: Portland project
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — Thank you,
Speaker.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask government
members not to interject immediately an opposition
member stands to ask a question.
Mr BAILLIEU — My question is to the Minister
for Planning. I refer the minister to her previous answer
regarding the Portland wind farm project, and I ask:
will the minister now confirm that she rejected the
panel’s specific recommendations for the Cape Nelson
component of the Portland wind farm project because
the Deputy Premier intervened to protect the views and
interests of his mate and local resident, Mr Lynn
Murrell?
Mr Smith interjected.
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The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Bass
will cease interjecting in that manner.
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — The
advisory committee’s report, we published; the
government assessment, we published.

Arts: accessibility
Mr MERLINO (Monbulk) — My question is to the
Minister for the Arts. Will the minister advise the house
how the Bracks government is increasing access to the
arts for all Victorians, in particular to our museums?
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for the Arts) — I
thank the member for Monbulk for his question. He is
aware that musicians and artists in the seat of Monbulk
enjoyed more than $100 000 in arts grants in the first
three years of this government. When we came to
government we said we would ensure access to the arts
for all Victorians wherever they live and whatever they
earn, and we have gotten on with the job.
The recent budget provided an extra $138 million for
the arts, directed at the key priorities of artists and
audiences in the broad. We also provided significant
investment in Victoria’s cultural institutions to put them
on a sustainable footing for the long term after one of
the biggest builds of cultural assets not only in this
state’s history but in the history of Australia. On our
watch we have been required to complete and then run
five new or vastly expanded cultural institutions. I am
talking about the Australian Centre for the Moving
Image, what are effectively two big new galleries at
St Kilda Road and Federation Square run by the
National Gallery of Victoria, the State Library
refurbishment and of course the Melbourne Museum.
Our job was not just to complete them but to ensure that
they were run efficiently and effectively and to make
them accessible, attractive and, most importantly,
relevant to Victorians and visitors. I think it is quite
clear that the Premier’s announcement last week that
children will be admitted free at the three campuses of
the Melbourne Museum has had a dramatic effect on
accessibility. Members have probably seen this
morning’s Age article headed ‘Museum’s visitors soar
with reduced entry fees’. It says:
Victorians have stampeded for some culture without cost —

that is a nice line —
with attendances at the Melbourne Museum soaring by up to
500 per cent since entry fees for the city’s three big museums
were slashed last week.
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The figures are very encouraging. Last weekend visitor
numbers more than tripled at the Melbourne Museum
in Carlton Gardens. At that gem in the west,
Scienceworks — so well known on this side of the
house — the energetic science and technology museum
out at Spotswood, visitor numbers also tripled on
Sunday. At the Immigration Museum on Saturday the
number of visitors reflecting on the journey of
immigration and cultural diversity in this state doubled.
It has been an outstanding result. I think the museum’s
director and board need to be congratulated.
The Age is very supportive on the wider question of
why accessibility to cultural institutions is so important.
It said:
The state government’s decision to allow children free entry
to Melbourne’s major museums is already breathing new life
into our institutions.

At the same time last week the government launched its
10-year arts policy. It basically embeds the arts into the
major work of government, which is community
building, innovation and lifelong learning. If I can
finish with more words from the editorial in the Age:
Museums are not mere repositories of the past. They define
many elements of our cultural, economic, social and political
life. Getting Victorians and visitors into these facilities is
important. It enriches our cultural and intellectual life,
strengthens our understandings and bodes well for the future.

Bushfires: fuel reduction
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — My question
without notice is to the Minister for Environment. On
10 October last year, considering that we were
expecting an extreme fire season, I directed a question
to the then Minister for Environment and Conservation
and asked why the then Department of Natural
Resources and Environment was achieving less than
50 per cent of the fuel reduction and ecological burning
targets in the Gippsland fire management plan. This
fact was confirmed by the Auditor-General’s report
tabled on 8 May 2003. It stated that the state average is
36 per cent of the optimal targets set down in the state
plans. What action is the government taking to ensure
that the fuel reduction and ecological burning targets set
down in fire management plans are met in the future?
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Environment) — I
thank the member for his question. The member
referred to the Auditor-General’s report. It is important
to note exactly what the Auditor-General referred to.
He referred to the fire protection plan targets the
member raised and said:
Fire protection plan targets for fuel reduction represent the
ideal, i.e. they are very ambitious, aiming to maintain ideal
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fuel loadings by implementing an environmentally acceptable
burning regime for every identified hazard in each risk
category. Target levels established in fire protection plans do
not take into account ‘achievability factors’ such as seasonal
variation (which can dramatically reduce the number of days
available for safe burning …

extremely variable throughout the years of both the
Kennett and the Bracks governments, and that is as a
result of the different weather conditions in that period.

I emphasise ‘safe burning’. Certainly these are targets
which the government and the appropriate fire officers
seek to meet, but as the Auditor-General pointed out,
they are targets which are very ambitious, and their
achievability depends on weather and other factors. Of
course, if we do not take account of weather factors, we
cannot do fuel reduction burning safely. If the area is
too dry or the wind is in the wrong direction we end up
with a situation where people’s lives and property are
put at risk. While these targets are there as an ideal,
they are not targets which are achievable regardless of
weather conditions.

Mr HOWARD (Ballarat East) — My question is to
the Minister for Transport. Can the minister advise the
house on the progress of the Calder Highway
duplication and whether last week’s federal budget will
have any impact on completing this road of national
importance?

Dr Napthine interjected.
Mr THWAITES — The alternative Leader of the
Opposition — who has been out there today trying to
squeeze out his leader once again — has interjected. He
seems to be disputing the view which was put not by
me but by the Auditor-General.
Fuel reduction is certainly very important, and the
government agrees. We will endeavour to take
whatever action we can to ensure that appropriate fuel
reduction targets are met. However, this is subject to the
weather.
In relation to this season, I can advise the member for
Gippsland East that I have been advised that the
Department of Sustainability and Environment has kept
a number of the summer firefighters on longer than
normal so that, among other things, they can assist with
further fuel reduction burning. However, I am advised
that in Gippsland through this period it has been
difficult because in certain areas the moisture level has
been too high for fuel reduction burning on a number of
days when the department would otherwise have
wanted to do that.
The question relates to what the government is doing.
The member himself has raised some good suggestions
in the past about the use of these summer firefighters,
and we will take those ideas on board, together with the
recommendations of the Auditor-General and the
outcome of the future fire inquiry.
I point out to members that the policy that is being
adopted now is the same policy that was adopted under
the previous government. If one looks at the
Auditor-General’s report one will see that the
achievement of these fuel reduction areas has been

Calder Highway: duplication

Mr Mulder interjected.
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — The
shadow opposition transport spokesman says we cannot
spend the money we have on the table for the Calder.
He should wait and listen to this answer, and I will
advise him how we are getting on with the job. If he
played his part in getting — —
Mr Mulder interjected.
Mr BATCHELOR — If the member for Polwarth
did his job properly he would be putting pressure on his
federal colleagues to match our funding and get this
road built. So it is worth while reminding ourselves that
the Calder Highway and its duplication — —
Mr Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Bass
will cease that behaviour. I warn the member for Bass:
any more unparliamentary behaviour and I will remove
him from the chamber.
Mr BATCHELOR — The Calder highway is a
road of national importance (RONI). It is a project that
is vitally important to all of Victoria. The upgrade has
been proceeding in stages on a fifty-fifty funding basis
between the state of Victoria and the federal
government. Recently I had the pleasure of joining
Senator Chen in opening the Carlsruhe section, a
$50 million section that has just been completed as part
of the upgrade of the Calder Highway. There are two
remaining sections to go before the highway is
upgraded in a duplicated form through to Bendigo. The
next section, Kyneton to Faraday, is a $140 million
project, and this government has already allocated its
half of the project, some $70 million. In fact it was two
budgets ago when we allocated our half of the Kyneton
to Faraday section.
Unfortunately the Howard government has failed to
match this contribution. It has refused to commit to the
Calder, not just in the budget that has just been handed
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down but in the previous budget before that. So for two
federal budgets in a row the federal government — in
particular the Prime Minister, John Howard, and the
Treasurer, Peter Costello — has refused to put money
into the Calder upgrade to match that $70 million. The
implications of that are that it will be very difficult to
complete this project in time for the 2006 objective that
both governments set for its complete duplication. In
fact this is really the refusal of the commonwealth
government to match our funding. It is a kick in the
teeth, a savage blow to those who have campaigned
hard for the road safety benefits that will come from
this upgrade.

is knocking it and whingeing and whining and carping
and criticising? Who are the losers trying to drag down
this process? The opposition! Look at you, you are an
embarrassment!

We cannot wait for the federal government to put its
money on the table, so we are going to take part of that
$70 million and apply it to the sections of the Calder
that we are able to. We intend to get on with the job by
using part of our $70 million contribution. We are
announcing today that we have awarded a $7 million
contract for the North Kyneton section, a 2.2-kilometre
upgrade that will take place near Malmsbury. It is
expected that work will start this month. Later on this
year we expect to start work on the duplication of a
further 6-kilometre section between Fogarty’s Gap
Road and Ravenswood. This will come at a cost of
some $25 million.

Mr Doyle — On a point of order, Speaker, I think
we would all agree that the way the Minister for
Innovation is beginning this answer is inappropriate. I
would ask that you bring him back to the question and
that he cease the personal remarks.

The difficulty is that if the federal government still
refuses to come to the party once we have completed
these two sections the work on upgrading the Calder
will come to a grinding halt, courtesy of John Howard
and Peter Costello. So we are saying to the
commonwealth government, ‘Come to the party. Match
our contribution and help save lives’ — lives that will
inevitably be lost because of the failure of the
commonwealth government to live up to its RONI
responsibilities.

Synchrotron project
Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) — My question is to the
Minister for Innovation. I refer to the minister’s media
release of Thursday, 6 March 2003, in which he claims
that private funding had been secured for the
synchrotron project. Is it not a fact that Minifab, the
company the minister said was going to provide
funding, has no money of its own and that the $600 000
promised for the project was diverted from Swinburne
University into Minifab just so the minister could make
this announcement?
Mr BRUMBY (Minister for Innovation) — Here
we have the most important piece of scientific
infrastructure in Australia in the last 50 years. Who is
building it? The Bracks government is building it. Who

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Minister for
Innovation will address his comments through the
Chair.
Mr BRUMBY — As for the deputy leader, aptly
described yesterday as a duffer, today he is an
embarrassment. This is an important — —

The SPEAKER — Order! I uphold the point of
order, and I ask the Minister for Innovation to return to
the question.
Mr BRUMBY — At this time the bidders are being
assessed by my department. The tenders for the first
stage of the synchrotron building will be announced in
July. The second stage, which is also fully funded by
the government, is the ring, and tenders will be called
for that later this year. In terms of third-party support,
we already have — —
Mr Doyle interjected.
Mr BRUMBY — No, we already have Melbourne
University — —
Mr Doyle interjected.
Mr BRUMBY — You might learn something if you
listen.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the Leader of the
Opposition to stop interjecting. The Minister for
Innovation, through the Chair.
Mr BRUMBY — We already have Melbourne
University, which is committed to at least one beam
line. We have Professor Frank Larkins, who is heading
up the scientific committee and who has a list of
between 100 and 200 potential investors in the
synchrotron. The only issue now — —
Mr Doyle — My point of order, Speaker, concerns
relevance. The question was not about the value of the
synchrotron project, it was about whether the Treasurer
told the truth in his press release earlier this year and
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whether that funding was private funding or was
siphoned from Swinburne University of Technology.
The Treasurer refuses to answer that part of the
question.
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order. The question addressed the issue of funding
sources for the synchrotron, which I understand the
minister to be addressing.
Mr Honeywood — No it did not, it was quite
specific. You cannot make it up as you go along.
Mr BRUMBY — You are getting rolled in your
question time committee. You cannot get a question — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The Minister for
Innovation!
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We saw it yesterday, and we have seen it again today: a
federal budget that is notoriously biased towards
Sydney has been handed down. Here we have the
largest piece of scientific infrastructure being built in
Australia since the Second World War — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Bass!
Mr BRUMBY — This government is funding
totally the building and the ring, and the only issue is
about the use of national scientific agencies in relation
to the beam lines. Some support would be appreciated
from the federal government and from the state
opposition towards this advance.

Mr BRUMBY — I don’t think you have had a
question.

Mr Doyle — On a point of order regarding
relevance, Speaker, could the minister get the word
‘Swinburne’ into his answer.

The SPEAKER — Order! The Minister for
Innovation will not continue addressing the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition. He will address his
comments through the Chair or I will sit him down.

The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order, and I regard the attempted point of order as
frivolous. The minister will now complete his answer.

Mr BRUMBY — The only issue now is that groups
like the Australian Research Council, the National
Health and Medical Research Council, Australian
universities and the Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation want to make an
investment in the beam lines — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I will not accept that
behaviour from members of the opposition. I ask them
to settle down and allow the minister to give his
answer.
Mr BRUMBY — All of these organisations wish to
invest in the synchrotron. The only issue now is that if
they decide to make an investment, will the federal
government be making available — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Doncaster! The minister, to continue his answer.
Mr BRUMBY — As those organisations make their
decisions on whether to contribute, will the federal
government be providing funding to those organisations
or will their contributions to the synchrotron be at the
expense of other scientific endeavours across Australia.
That is the issue.

Mr BRUMBY — Judging by the opposition’s
attitude today the scientific community in Victoria and
Australia needs to know that the state opposition is
implacably opposed to this project and to supportive
funding from the federal government. You ought to be
ashamed of yourselves because we will — —
The SPEAKER — Order! Through the Chair,
Minister.
Mr BRUMBY — We will press on with this project
and Victoria will again be providing national leadership
on science, technology and innovation.

Tertiary education and training: teaching and
nursing places
Ms BARKER (Oakleigh) — My question is for the
Minister for Education and Training. Will the minister
inform the house about how the federal government’s
announcement on higher education places will affect
the level of unmet demand in Victoria, especially for
nursing and teaching places, and what is the response
proposed by the Bracks government?
Ms KOSKY (Minister for Education and
Training) — I thank the honourable member for
Oakleigh for her question, and for her interest in higher
education in this state, which is in stark contrast to the
opposition’s attitude. Education and health are key
priorities for this government.
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the honourable
member for Doncaster. I have called him several times
for interjecting during this session of question time.
Ms KOSKY — This government is putting extra
money into providing more teaches and nurses in this
state: 4000 extra teachers and staff have been provided
in our schools and 3300 extra nurses have been hired
since it came into office. The most recent budget
provides an extra 700 teachers and staff and an extra
900 nurses. This government is committed to making
sure resources are available.
The problem this state now faces is putting skilled and
well-trained professional people into those positions
that the government is funding. Without extra student
places in the teaching and nursing professions in
Victoria the government will have major problems in
meeting future demand and will have difficulty in
meeting its commitment to put extra teachers and
nurses back into the health and education systems, all
because of the meanness of the federal government.
Let us look at what the federal budget provided last week
for teaching and nursing places in our universities. We
know that in Victoria we need an extra 1000 nursing
places and 2400 teaching places over the next four years,
yet the commonwealth budget provides only 210 nursing
places initially — this is nationally — increasing to
574 places by 2007. By my reckoning that is the year
before the election of the next federal government. This
federal government is not making commitments for
itself, it is making commitments for future governments.
It is only providing 1400 places nationally for growth
across Australia and that is only effective from 2007, so
we have to wait until 2007 — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! If there are any further
interjections from the honourable member for Bass I
will remove him from the chamber. I have warned him
a number of times. This also applies to members of the
government.
Ms KOSKY — Nationally 1400 places for growth
will not be provided until 2007. That will not even meet
the demand we have now in Victoria. And 745 places
will be provided in 2008 for nursing and teaching
places. We are going to have some major problems, and
the commonwealth is failing to meet Victoria’s needs,
let alone the needs of the nation, through not only the
budget announcements but the announcements of the
Nelson inquiry.
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This year Victoria turned away over 23 000 eligible
students from higher education places. We have 40 per
cent of Australia’s unmet demand for university places,
and 63 per cent of eligible teacher education applicants
failed to gain places in Victorian universities. Why?
Because we do not have the places in those universities.
Why? Because the federal government is not providing
the funding for its area of responsibility. We have too
few positions, and they are far too late.
I will be asking this Parliament’s Education and
Training Committee to conduct a parliamentary inquiry
into the impact of unmet demand for higher education
places in Victoria. As part of this inquiry I will seek
advice on how the federal government’s higher
education policies directly contribute to unmet demand,
how the demand for teachers and nurses will be
affected by the commonwealth’s inadequate funding
and what the relationship is between unmet demand
and the high-level skill shortages in the Victorian
economy.
The government is doing its bit to put more teachers
into schools and more nurses into hospitals, but its
efforts are being hampered by the federal government,
assisted very ably by the opposition, whose members
keep trying to say that a federal government
responsibility should somehow be a state government
responsibility.
If the shadow Minister for Education had any
understanding of numeracy, he would be able to see
that Victorians are definitely being short-changed.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms KOSKY — If education really is your no. 1
priority — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The Minister for
Education and Training will address her comments
through the Chair.
Ms KOSKY — If the opposition were serious about
education being its no. 1 priority, then it would join the
state government in making representations to the
federal government to make sure that our students here
in Victoria are not short-changed, particularly in
relation to nursing and teaching, and it would make
sure that students and patients will get professional care
in the future.
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FAIR TRADING (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.

Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — As I was saying
before the luncheon break, this is a matter, particularly
the public liability issue, that has been impacting on
country Victoria. We have been losing about 20 per
cent of events and activities in rural and regional
Victoria because of public liability concerns.
I note in the Fair Trading (Amendment) Bill that some
changes have been slipped in at the last moment. In fact
public liability was not even addressed in the
second-reading speech. It is a very important matter,
and it is unfortunate that the minister did not even
reflect that in the second-reading speech. Last night
National Party members had a meeting with the
minister and Roland Lindell. We raised concerns about
the uncertainty surrounding the issue of public liability
insurance and how this bill will impact out there in the
community. We were particularly concerned because
the minister, as I said, did not refer to it in his
second-reading speech.
The provision of a general waiver is needed,
particularly in relation to the ski industry.
Approximately 400 000 skiers will hit the ski fields in
the next couple of months.
Mr Jasper interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — The member for Murray
Valley has a great interest in skiing and is very keen to
have some say on this matter later in the day. I only
hope the government allows time for members for
whom this bill will have a particularly significant
impact to have an opportunity to speak.
As we know, the ski industry has been pressing the
government for the application of a general waiver
simply because it does not have the facilities to allow
for waivers to be signed. I have only been on the ski
fields a couple of times, but I know from discussions
with my colleagues that, particularly on weekends, only
about 10 per cent of people have season tickets. The
majority have to go through the corrals to get tickets. It
would be very difficult for operators to provide
facilities where waiver forms can be signed. We had an
assurance from the minister, and he is very keen to
make sure of it, that this is a provision for only one
year, the 2003 season. Under his guidelines the ski
industry will have to provide for dealing with this issue
in the future.
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As I said, the National Party has no particular problems
with the rest of the bill, but the issue of using the bill for
the benefit of the ski industry will create some concern
out there. The issue also affects the horseriding industry
and the rock climbing industry, particularly in my area
around Mount Arapiles and in the Grampians. I
highlighted this before lunch. Many industries are
feeling the pinch and finding it very difficult to get
public liability insurance. More importantly, if they can
get it, they find there has been a large increase in
premiums, but the second-reading speech says
absolutely nothing about this.
After speaking with the member for Burwood it is my
understanding that he will make some comments in
relation to these issues, and we look forward to those
being recorded in Hansard. We have been given an
assurance by the Minister for Consumer Affairs in the
other place that when the bill is introduced in the
Legislative Council the government will provide some
form of words that will particularly address the
concerns of the ski industry and how it will impact on
the other adventure tourism industries in rural and
regional Victoria.
Among the other matters I wish to cover before my
time expires is door-to-door sales — and this was
covered by the member for Bulleen. The amended
legislation will limit the hours of door-to-door selling to
between 9.00 a.m. and 8.00 p.m. on weekdays and
between 9.00 a.m. and 5.00 p.m. on Saturdays, and
there will be no allowance for it to happen on Sundays
or public holidays. The duration of a door-to-door visit
by a salesperson will be limited to 1 hour. They will
need consent to stay longer. The door-to-door sellers
will also need to explain the visit limits to consumers,
and that must be done up front.
It is interesting to note that we have always had a
cooling-off period of 5 days for door-to-door sales and
that that will be extended to 10 days. If notice is not
given the cooling-off period will be extended sixfold —
it was 30 days, and it will now be six months. My
understanding from reading through the 133 pages of
the bill is that the cooling-off period must be
conspicuously displayed on the contract. It will be
interesting to see if that takes place. The legislation will
extend the door-to-door provisions to include sales
seminars where consumers are bussed to a trader’s
premises and are therefore in a captive situation. The
National Party will be supporting that part of the
legislation.
We note that the limit for small claims has been
increased to $10 000 and that the legislation will
provide that the Victorian Civil and Administrative
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Tribunal will have exclusive jurisdiction over small
claims. That means matters will not be able to be taken
any further. The National Party supports that because
often when cases have been taken further it has resulted
in an extension of the period and people running out of
money.
It is important that we have a community education
program. There are good groups in my area of the state,
in the west of Victoria, such as Wimmera Uniting Care
and Community Connections in Hamilton, that have
officers who work in this area. It is important that funds
be provided to ensure there is a community education
program to alert consumers and people involved with
door-to-door sales to the changes in the legislation. As I
said, there are 133 pages in the bill and many clauses
make changes to the principal legislation, and
importantly there are changes in relation to the ski
fields and door-to-door sales.
I finish by repeating that one of the areas that needs
attention is telephone sales, which causes major
concern in all areas of Victoria, particularly in country
areas, where people are rung at dinner time, which is a
very inconvenient time, and a lot of pressure is put on
people to sign up to things. I know it is addressed
marginally in the bill but more work needs to be done.
The member for Burwood chaired the steering
committee that looked into this, and I will be interested
to hear his comments. With those comments the
National Party will not oppose the legislation and will
support the Liberal Party amendments.
Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) (By leave) — I advise
the house that I will not be proceeding with my
amendments at the request of the minister so that they
can be dealt with by the minister in the upper house.
The minister has agreed to accept the amendments in
the upper house, which will expedite the passage of this
legislation.
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — I rise to support
the Fair Trading (Amendment) Bill, and I am delighted
to do so because I was involved in the review of the
Fair Trading Act. In December 2000 the then Minister
for Consumer Affairs, the Honourable Marsha
Thomson in the other place, called for a review because
we wanted to look particularly at some of the needs of
vulnerable consumers, at a number of proposals which
had been put to the government and also Consumer and
Business Affairs Victoria, as it was called at that stage.
We also wanted to present a vision about what might be
coming up in the future because there are always
changes needed. As the members for Bulleen and
Lowan said, there is always a need to look at what is
happening in terms of possible changes.
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Part of the process was to set up a reference panel,
which I had the good fortune to chair. Those on the
panel included Chris Field from the Consumer Law
Centre, Dr Elizabeth Lanyon from Monash University
and Professor Suzanne Russell. The Victorian
Employers Chamber of Commerce and Industry was
represented by Suzanne Harmer and Peter Phillips. The
panel also included Tim Piper and Greg Porter from the
Australian Retail Association, various community aid
and advice bureaus and financial and consumer rights
people.
The reference panel looked at various points put to it. It
held a successful workshop on e-commerce. I am sure
the member for Doncaster, if he were here, would be
interested in this, having in the past chaired the Law
Reform Committee when it dealt with e-commerce. We
were looking at what was needed in terms of reform to
fair trading. We produced a paper which was then sent
out to a range of stakeholders in the area. In the
second-reading speech the minister mentioned that a
whole range of stakeholders had made submissions —
for example, firms or associations like the Australian
Direct Marketing Association, the Consumer Credit
Legal Service, Consumer and Tenancy Advice Victoria
and the Direct Selling Association of Australia.
We had a good response. The reference group got back
together, considered the responses to the issue paper
and came up with a report to the minister. I commend
all those involved, including the secretary, Patrick
L’Estrange, and Dennis Fitzgerald from consumer
affairs, for doing an excellent job in looking at the
concerns of both consumers and traders. It was a
constructive exercise. A number of recommendations
were made and it looked at further work to be done in
the future, particularly in e-commerce.
I note that the member for Lowan mentioned the need
for community education. We also looked at that aspect
in making our recommendations to the minister. It did
not require legislation but it certainly required action by
the organisation concerned to make sure consumers
were properly informed both of their rights and the best
way to process business.
A number of concerns have been mentioned,
particularly in respect of the waivers. I particularly note
that there are amendments in the bill in respect of
providing waivers — for example, it provides an
amendment to part 4 of the Goods Act to allow the
Governor in Council to exempt recreational service
providers from the need to use the prescribed form. The
idea is to ask for a waiver from the consumer and to
have it in a prescribed form. A waiver is asked for, a
signature is obtained and an exemption order can be
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made for a maximum of 12 months. Clauses 11 and 75
are the important clauses in this regard. They are
repealed and relocated in the Fair Trading Act.
The government is committed to the use of the
prescribed reforms. However, in seeking to provide for
exemptions it recognises that there have been recent
representations from the ski industry, about which both
previous speakers talked. Because of administrative and
logistical problems ski operators are not in a position to
use the prescribed forms and to get skiers to sign them
in time for the commencement of this season — I note
the member for Lowan said the snow is already on the
hills — but they still want to take advantage of the
ability to exclude liability, albeit by using some other
method to obtain effective waivers from consumers.
We listened, and ski operators will be able to apply for
an exemption as soon as the bill is enacted, but only for
the 2003 ski season.
The government is committed to using the prescribed
forms, and exemptions will not be easily granted, so
there is a process to be gone through. Applications will
only be entertained that satisfy the government that the
prescribed forms cannot be used for the 2003 season
and the applicant has effective plans to implement the
use of the forms from the end of the season 2003 and
beyond, making it clear that exemptions will not be
necessary in the future. The member for Lowan made
some reference to that.
The government is committed to ensuring that the
ability of service providers to exclude liability for death
and personal injury under the Goods Act is attended by
the requisite protection for consumers, and with the
maximum legal certainty of course, but also that there
be some flexibility to allow for temporary exemptions
from the strict requirements of the legislation where an
urgent need is demonstrated. I hope that provides some
clarity for the previous speakers.
The bill provides more than just waivers. It goes
through a number of areas. It is quite a long bill, as was
mentioned, but it makes provision to enforce the Fair
Trading Act and for new powers for Consumer Affairs
Victoria that will enable it, for example, to put a greater
degree of emphasis on enforcement to ensure that we
get rid of rogue traders. It also, as we have already
heard, will ensure protection for consumers and
provides for cooling-off periods so that consumers are
not harassed by salesmen staying too long or putting
undue pressure upon them.
I recall that an elderly woman in my electorate was
visited by a vacuum cleaner salesman who ended up
staying there and demonstrating the cleaner for quite a
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long time — about an hour. In the end she signed the
form, and the cleaner cost $4000 or something. Clearly
a 92-year-old lady is not going to spend all day
vacuuming the house with a $4000 vacuum cleaner. It
was difficult to get redress in that case and to get a
refund. A more extensive cooling-off period and a
clearer explanation of her rights would have been much
better for her. We did get some redress in her case, but
strengthening the act as we are proposing here will
make such approaches more difficult in the future. The
government would like to make sure that they do not
happen.
There is also some cleaning up to do to make sure that
the Fair Trading Act provides the full coverage. At the
moment the Small Claims Act also provides some
coverage, so the bill repeals parts of that act relocates
them in the Fair Trading Act. The bill also improves the
jurisdiction of the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal. That is one of the reasons for the
section 85 statements. The changes are being made in
order to provide a cheap and reliable forum through
which people can get redress where there are problems
that need resolution.
My experiences in working with the Victorian
Employers Chamber of Commerce and Industry and
with the consumer rights people have been very
productive in bringing forward quite comprehensive
changes. The bill contains a large number of proposals
that will make trading much better in Victoria. I
commend the bill to the house.
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — I rise to add a brief
contribution to debate on this bill. Consumer protection
is a burgeoning area of the law, which perhaps reflects
the law’s intention to protect people who are
particularly vulnerable in our community without legal
background, training or education in their rights. It is
something governments of all persuasions in this state
have continually tried to advance.
Of course one could argue that the statutory regulations
and laws in relation to consumer protection are an
extension of the law’s ability to be flexible enough to
deal with an ever-expanding range of particular
techniques to dupe some poor sucker out of their dollar.
As I said, a number of bills and statutes have come
through this place and elsewhere to deal with this
ever-growing area of the law.
Having done a number of consumer protection cases
while I was at the bar, when I acted on behalf of the
then Commissioner of Fair Trading in a number of
prosecutions, I think the most important thing to say is
that it never ceased to amaze me just how expansive the
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human mind could be in coming up with schemes and
mechanisms to dupe people out of their dollar. I
remember running a number of fair trading proceedings
before the County Court to seek the injunctive relief
that was then available under the statute.

exemptions, with certain safeguards, given the
assurances by the industry as to the way it will display
warning signs about the terms and conditions of the
contract and what consumers are going to be exempted
from.

Indeed I certainly congratulate the government, as I do
previous governments, for looking into this issue and
maintaining their vigilance in relation to consumer
protection; and certainly I congratulate the member for
Burwood, who chaired the government’s review panel.
His work continues a long tradition of making the law
relevant, up to date and able to deal with particular
circumstances, whether they be the development of
pyramid selling or the issues reported in the papers
recently relating to the infamous Mr Tweed. All these
matters reflect the fact that consumer protection is one
area of the law that will continue to expand and grow to
deal with the necessary exigencies.

It disturbs me, however, that even if the amendments
are put in place it may be too late to implement them
effectively for the beginning of this ski season. The
reason I say that is that presumably, if it passes this
place and goes to the upper house, the bill may not
come on for debate until the week beginning 2 June.
That is the very week that leads up to the Queen’s
Birthday weekend, which traditionally marks the
beginning of the ski season. However, that is a matter
for the government to manage. We are prepared to
facilitate the necessary amendments to new
section 97(B). I understand that with its gazetting the
provision will still have operation during this season,
and it will be a disallowable instrument under the
amendments, if they are agreed to. We will see what
happens in due course.

Consumer protection is always about achieving a
balance in protecting people who are in unfair or
inequitable circumstances or who are poorly informed
and so unable to deal with people who have a
knowledge of the law and of their rights or a knowledge
of human frailty sufficient to exploit them, and I think
this legislation largely achieves that balance.
I wish to highlight a couple of matters. The member for
Bulleen set out succinctly the position of the opposition
on this bill, including our overall support of the concept
of advancing consumer protection to meet the
exigencies that may exist. As I said, the member for
Bulleen has, as the result of an agreement between the
government and the opposition, withdrawn his
amendments. That is a reflection of the fact that the
government is prepared to accept those amendments in
the upper house and will let the opposition move them
in the other place. When the legislation returns to this
place we will have to deal with it in short compass to
ensure that the bill is passed expeditiously.
A particular matter I wish to raise is the overall capacity
of the government to exempt a significant and large part
of an industry, the ski industry. Everyone knows that
new section 97B, which is to be inserted into the Goods
Act 1958, is directed towards the ski industry. We are
now coming up to the beginning of the ski season, so
there is some urgency about getting this bill through.
Everybody also understands the particular issues
involved, especially the inability to have each and every
one of the thousands of people who line up at the
beginning of each day to buy lift tickets sign a form in
the prescribed format set out in the legislation.
Recognising that particular case, on balance it is
appropriate that the government will introduce certain

Skiing is a very enjoyable pastime. I have been a
member of a lodge up at Mount Hotham for nearly
40 years, and mine is a family of keen skiers. I could
hazard a guess and say that I have been skiing for
longer than the member for Forest Hill! I cannot say I
am in her league, but I certainly have been brought up
in a skiing family.
I am also aware that skiing is a very dangerous sport.
That is no reflection on it, because I intend to continue
skiing and my family will continue to ski. I have started
my six-year-old son skiing. The most important thing is
to remember that it is very dangerous. I have lost two
very close friends, one on Mount Blue Cow in New
South Wales and one on Mount Buller; both of them
were lawyers. I happened to be present on the day one
of them hit a rock on Mount Blue Cow, and I used to go
out with the girl who was killed on Mount Buller,
although I was not there on that day.
I am also aware that it is dangerous because of the
injuries that can be sustained; but necessarily you
accept the risks. I think that what the government is
doing reflects the fact that people are aware of those
risks. You can sprain your ankle or break your leg, and
indeed in some cases you can lose your life. The ski
industry has always been very successful in its public
relations campaign to deal with these things. The
important thing is that it is a matter of high demand.
People want to do it, and it is an exciting and thrilling
sport. I agree with the way the government is going
about it.
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Having said that, I conclude my remarks on the bill
and, with the member for Bulleen, wish it a speedy
passage. Hopefully we can deal with those matters
while the bill is between houses in the next couple of
weeks.
Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) — It is with great
pleasure that I again speak on fair trading legislation.
The Fair Trading Act, it is fair to say, really is the
engine room that drives consumer affairs work. It is an
absolutely critical piece of legislation in terms of
government, consumers and ethical businesses.
The Fair Trading Act has in my view two equal
emphases. The first one is fairness. Consumers know
that as a result of strong legislation, endorsed generally
speaking in a bipartisan fashion in this Parliament,
dealings in commerce in this state are going to be
handled fairly.
The other and equally important emphasis is the
protection of good, ethical traders. Good traders are
protected by this legislation, and the shonks and
charlatans of this world are aware that there is
legislation of which they need to be very mindful. The
improvements made over many parliaments to the Fair
Trading Act have further protected consumers and
further protected ethical businesses over the years. I go
back to the last Parliament, when the then opposition
prided itself on coming up with its idiotic list of reviews
and claimed that we were a do-nothing government.
One of the reviews singled out was the review chaired
by the member for Burwood, yet here today in this
Parliament we have members of the opposition saying,
‘This is good legislation’. The recommendations of that
review formed this legislation, and as a result
consumers and ethical businesses in this state are going
to be further protected.
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led on this legislation by Patrick L’Estrange. They have
worked tirelessly over a number of years to ensure that
the legislation is even stronger.
The proposals to improve the enforcement of the Fair
Trading Act, which this legislation will bring in, give
Consumer Affairs Victoria new powers, particularly in
relation to requiring traders to provide proof of
not-too-good-to-be-true product claims, issuing
warnings to the public about rogue traders, temporarily
suspending the business licences of rogue traders,
obtaining cease-trading injunctions against rogue
traders, issuing show-cause notices to rogue traders as
to why they should be allowed to continue trading and
issuing infringement notices for breaches of the
legislation.
This new legislation will also increase the penalties for
most of the main offences from $60 000 to $120 000
for companies and from $24 000 to $60 000 for
individuals. These penalties are extremely important,
because when Consumer Affairs Victoria goes after
rogue traders — rogue individuals or rogue
companies — it spends a considerable amount of
taxpayer funds in pursuing the shonks and charlatans of
Victoria. It is important that when prosecutions are
mounted in the courts, the courts have the opportunity
to impose significant penalties. With some of the scams
that are operating it is not uncommon for people to rip
off hundreds of thousands dollars, and in some cases
over $1 million, from unsuspecting consumers.

The opposition in the previous Parliament was very,
very keen on going down the path of hitting the Bracks
government over the head for having too many reviews,
but I am proud to be a member of a government that
has reviewed the Fair Trading Act. As a result of that
review, the work of the member for Burwood and a
very strong team of people, both on his committee and
from within the department, the act will be improved.

To highlight the kind of money that scamsters are
trying to extract from unsuspecting consumers I have
pulled out from the media a couple of examples of
scams. For instance, there are bogus dating agencies.
An article in the Age of November last year reports that
a bogus dating agency was running a $3 million scam.
Another example reported in the Herald Sun, again in
November last year, involved a pair being jailed for
duping clients of a dating agency. There have also been
complaints about gyms that have failed to deliver using
hard-sell tactics on people who signed up to contracts.
For example, a person may sign up to a contract with a
gym, for argument’s sake, and the gym may fail to
provide the facilities because it has gone out of
business, yet direct debits continue to be made.

The member for Burwood complimented the array of
people who comprised his review team, and I also
mention them quickly. The Financial and Consumer
Rights Council and the Energy and Water Ombudsman
(Victoria) presented submissions, and I also
congratulate them. Finally in putting on record an
appreciation from the consumers’ point of view, I pay
respect to the staff at Consumer Affairs Victoria, ably

I commend the good work of the consumer agencies,
which are funded by Consumer Affairs Victoria, in
highlighting for the public generally the scamsters who
are operating locally. I know the member for Lowan
mentioned briefly two of the good agencies out his
way. One agency out my way is the Consumer and
Tenant Advice Service Northern, and great work has
been done there by Mandy Walmsley, who welcomes
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this improved legislation. She has highlighted for
unsuspecting citizens of Moreland the dangers of
people doorknocking at the homes of the most
vulnerable members of the community urging them to
buy goods and services they do not need.
In our electorate offices we come across cases of people
who, unfortunately, in our view should have been more
aware of the scamsters who operate around Victoria.
But they are very trusting souls who end up getting
caught by scamsters, and generally speaking they are
the people who can least afford to lose a significant
amount of money. I am very pleased to see that the
penalties this legislation will be imposing have been
significantly increased.
One of the other proposals to improve the enforcement
of the Fair Trading Act is the shifting of some of the
burden of proof in pyramid scheme prosecutions to the
defendant, which will overcome the serious problems in
bringing prosecutions. That is good. The bill also
broadens the reach of the referral-selling prohibition to
catch people involved in the scheme other than the
supplier of the product. That is also great news for
consumers in this state.
For the dedicated team at Consumer Affairs Victoria, it
is heartening to see the strengthening of the powers to
investigate breaches of the act, including the power
given to the director of Consumer Affairs Victoria to
require the production of documents and the giving of
sworn answers.
This is good legislation that the government will
publicise through its consumer affairs-funded
organisations. I trust that members of Parliament will
collectively work to highlight the shonks and charlatans
in their electorates and work with Consumer Affairs
Victoria to run those unsavoury businesses out of the
state and preferably out of business altogether. In that
way they will give a real boost to good traders, many of
whom lose consumer dollars to those shonks and
charlatans.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — I rise to support
the comments of the member for Lowan on the Fair
Trading (Amendment) Bill and in doing so indicate that
his comments are supported by all members of the
National Party. When legislation comes before the
Parliament members of the National Party always take
the opportunity to speak to the relevant authorities and
organisations that have an interest in it. We were able to
speak to representatives of the minister’s office, who
clarified information relating to the legislation.
However, we were disappointed with the speed with
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which we had to do that and the limited time we had for
appropriate consultation.
This is a large bill that was first introduced into this
place in 2002 during the last Parliament, but due to the
proroguing of Parliament because of the state election it
has not been proceeded with until now. Major changes
have occurred in the protection of consumers during the
years I have been a member of this place. During the
1980s legislation was introduced to progressively
protect consumers generally from rogue traders. Further
amendments were introduced during the 1990s. I
acknowledge the comments made by the member for
Burwood and his involvement in the legislation now
before the Parliament.
The comment I make at the outset is that with this type
of legislation we need to achieve a balance. There is no
doubt that consumers need appropriate protection that is
provided by government through legislation. My
concern is that it often puts traders and employers in the
same boat. I indicate to the house that as a person who
has grown up in business in the motor car industry in
north-eastern Victoria, a business that is often under
pressure, I sought to operate with honesty and integrity.
Most employers seek to do that. Most business people
seek to operate effectively and give service to their
customers, and in doing that sell the products they are
providing and so be profitable at the end of the day. I
have said on many occasions in Parliament that
employers, industry and business need to be profitable
so they can continue to operate and provide
employment which is so important to the economy of
the state of Victoria.
Over the years, as I have said, I have seen a range of
legislation brought before the Parliament which seeks
to protect consumers. Some people would say that
some consumers are gullible and that it should be the
case of the buyer beware. I believe there should be
protection for people, because many people are
vulnerable and need the protection provided under this
legislation and other appropriate acts.
The further concern I express is that most of the costs
involved in operating departments and raising funds
comes from fees and charges, which are a charge on the
businesses and industries operating in Victoria. I can
see what has occurred with the budget that has just been
introduced. The huge increases in fees, fines and
charges result in huge revenue for the government to
assist it in balancing the budget. I have had extensive
representations from people in business and industry
expressing great concern about the imposts on them
which benefit the revenue raising of the government. It
appears to people in business that they draw on them to
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ensure income comes in to the government. We need a
balance, as I said, in legislation that comes before the
Parliament to protect consumers — as this legislation
rightly does — to ensure that it protects people
operating genuinely and sincerely in business and
industry in the state of Victoria.
I note that the National Party has prepared a summary
of the legislation. I acknowledge the changes that have
been included in what is a large bill. The director of
Consumer Affairs Victoria is being provided with new
powers that are mainly concerned with increasing the
penalties that can be imposed on people who are not
operating effectively. The bill also looks at handling
rogue traders and door-to-door sales people, and that is
an area of concern that needs to be looked at. The bill
repeals the Small Claims Act 1973 and transfers the
special procedures for pursuing small claims to the Fair
Trading Act. This will make the legislation more
effective.
The bill extends the powers of the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal. I indicate to the house again
the increased workload that is being placed on VCAT.
The people I am involved with throughout my
electorate of Murray Valley have complained to me
about the time they have to wait before they can bring
cases before VCAT. I wonder how far we can go in
increasing the workload of those involved with the
tribunal. I understood when the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal legislation was introduced it
was designed so that individuals could go to the
tribunal without requiring specific legal representation
and get a just hearing. I note now that the operation of
the tribunal is such that most people seek the most
appropriate representation, which means legal
representation. I think that is often to the detriment of
the people seeking justice, and I am talking about those
on both sides — the people who justly need
recompense for or recognition of an injustice that has
been committed, and the genuine and sincere people
operating businesses and industries.
I listened to the previous speaker, who said that as
members of Parliament we have representations made
to us and so we need to go to areas where we can get
assistance. In Wangaratta the consumer tenants
advisory service, which is run by Mr David Newport, is
an excellent service that assists people with problems.
The critical issue I want to address relates to the
waivers included in this legislation, particularly as they
relate to the skiing industry. I am disappointed that the
second-reading speech does not make any reference to
the waiver clauses amending sections 32 and 74 of the
principal act, because the skiing industry made
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representation to utilise the waiver clauses running up
to the ski season. I acknowledge that the Wrongs and
Other Acts (Public Liability Insurance Reform) Act
assists people in addressing the problem of public
liability insurance and that standard waiver forms were
introduced on 1 May 2003, but there is need to
recognise the specific problems facing the skiing
industry with the opening of the ski season in early
June 2003. As a person who has been involved in the
industry for many years and as a regular skier at Falls
Creek, I am very much aware of the excellence of the
industry, but there are particular problems that can be
created for people involved in the skiing industry. As a
party we support the passage of the legislation and the
ability for the industry to achieve the waiver for the
coming season.
We did indicate to the minister in our discussion that
they would need to consider, if this were going to
continue into a further season, that there would need to
be further discussions with the industry. The industry
would need to be made aware that this would apply to
this coming season, and there would need to be
extensive discussions to see how this will be set in
place in further seasons.
As I indicated, there was concern that there was no
comment on this particular area of the legislation in the
second-reading speech, and hopefully it will be picked
up in the other place. I am sure it will after discussions
with the minister, thereby recognising that the waivers
were included in the legislation last year, that there are
difficulties in putting it into place and that the ski
season is approaching us. I trust that that will be able to
be put into place quickly to assist the industry, which is
of course important to the state of Victoria.
Mr HOLDING (Minister for Manufacturing and
Export) — Just to sum up, I would firstly like to
commend all members who have made a comment on
the Fair Trading (Amendment) Bill, and to particularly
acknowledge the contributions of the members for
Bulleen, Lowan, Burwood, Kew, Pascoe Vale and
Murray Valley. I would also like to thank the member
for Bulleen; I understand that he is withdrawing his
amendment and that it will be dealt with by agreement
in another place. I would also like to note the
assurances that have been given in relation to the ski
industry by the member for Burwood, the
Parliamentary Secretary for Treasury and Finance, in
his contribution. I commend the bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third reading.
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Third reading
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order!
I advise the house that as the required statement of
intention has been made under section 85(5)(c) of the
Constitution Act 1975, the third reading of the bill is
required to be passed by an absolute majority. As there
is not an absolute majority of the members of the house
present, I ask the Clerk to ring the bells.
Bells rung.
Members having assembled in chamber:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

CORRECTIONS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 1 May; motion of
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Corrections).
Opposition amendments circulated by Mr WELLS
(Scoresby) pursuant to sessional orders.

Mr WELLS (Scoresby) — It gives me a great deal
of pleasure to speak on the Corrections (Amendment)
Bill. I would like to sincerely thank the Minister for
Corrections for offering the briefing and the generous
time he afforded the opposition in regard to follow-ups
and time allowed; I appreciate that. There are a number
of good points about this bill; there are some other
points that members of the opposition have concerns
about; and there are some points we are totally opposed
to. Overall we will not be opposing the bill, but we will
be moving some amendments, which have been
circulated.
The areas of the bill the opposition will be supporting
are: the provisions allowing prison governors to direct
prisoners to undergo alcohol testing; the provision to
expand immunity for police members when
transporting prisoners; and the provision of arrest
powers for interstate prisoners within Victoria. Those
three areas of this bill will have the full support of the
opposition.
Let me address the first one, the testing of prisoners for
alcohol. New sections 29A(1) and 29A(3) of the
Corrections Act 1986 will clarify that a prison governor
has the power to direct a prisoner to undergo tests for
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both drugs of dependence and alcohol, overcoming the
current loophole that does not expressly provide for
testing for alcohol. We believe this is commonsense to
maintain proper security and order in prisons. Prison
officers should have the authority to take urine samples
to test for alcohol, as is the case already in regard to
drugs of dependence. This makes sense given that
60 per cent to 70 per cent of offenders imprisoned enter
jail with drug or alcohol problems.
The second area concerns immunity for police officers
transporting prisoners. In relation to the transport of
prisoners there has been a loophole in that non-police
escort officers have been provided with immunity for
both injury and damage where they have had to use
reasonable force to control a prisoner but police officers
undertaking prisoner escorts have not been afforded the
same level of immunity. That seems grossly unfair.
Currently a police member escorting a prisoner is only
provided with immunity for injuring a prisoner when
using reasonable force to make them comply with a
legal direction, but not for damages. Police members
deserve the highest level of immunity from legal action
when performing their duties in good faith. The
amendment to section 9CB(3) of the Corrections Act
will be welcomed by police officers right across the
state. It will provide them with immunity for damages,
in addition to immunity for injury. The last thing police
need is vexatious legal claims by prisoners for
damages, and these new provisions will provide peace
of mind to police when they are required to escort
prisoners in the future.
Police are increasingly being called on to be used as
prisoner escorts because of the overcrowding in
prisons. It is worth noting that the current overcrowding
rate in the Victorian prison system is running at about
127 per cent of prison design capacity. This has not
been addressed, although there are plans in place with a
building program. We will wait to see if those facilities
are built in time. Prisoner numbers have climbed
steadily over the past six or seven years. They have
gone from 100 per cent of design capacity when the
Bracks government was first elected to the historic level
now facing the government of around 127 per cent.
The third area of the bill I would like to address is the
arrest powers for interstate prisoners within Victoria. It
is commonsense that a prisoner visiting from interstate
who escapes legal custody, whether it be from a
correctional facility or when being escorted to or from a
court, should be able to be legally apprehended. The
opposition fully supports this amendment. The
opposition also believes it is appropriate to have
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sufficient powers of apprehension in relation to
interstate prisoners visiting Victoria.
It is my understanding from the Department of Justice
briefing that there were two reasons for the change
made by clause 6. The first is that there is a technical
problem with recognising interstate laws that currently
prevent all interstate compassionate leave for prisoners.
The second reason is the need to allow Aboriginal
prisoners to travel mainly to southern New South
Wales, from where many of them originate, to be
present on occasions of special significance to their
families.
There is no question that members of the opposition
recognise the legitimate special needs of Aboriginal
prisoners, and we have no problems with the new
provisions following recommendation 171 of the Royal
Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody report.
However, it is interesting to note that these provisions
were first introduced into this house on 15 May last
year in the Corrections (Interstate Leave of Absence)
Bill, which subsequently lapsed due to the November
2002 election. It is interesting that that bill was
introduced in May last year but was held over and did
not come before the house in the spring sitting. We
need to know if there was a reason this bill was held
over and whether there was concern about a public
outcry about allowing prisoners to travel interstate on
compassionate grounds.
The community must be assured that at all times proper
security measures will be in place — that is, appropriate
prisoner escort and travel arrangements. When
summing up the Minister for Corrections must provide
an assurance to all Victorians that reasonable
precautions will be taken to ensure that prisoners
allowed permits to travel on leaves of absence are
assessed as a low risk to the general community. I
cannot think of any situation where a violent murderer
or rapist should be allowed leave of absence to travel
intrastate or interstate.
The Liberal Party has a number of specific concerns in
relation to the general concept of allowing prisoners to
travel interstate on leave. We hope the minister will
give an assurance that this system will not be open to
abuse. The general concern in the community about
how prisoners are treated relates to tennis courts,
swimming pools and gymnasiums. Some in the
community would argue that prisoners get it far too
easy in prison. What we cannot support is this being
seen as another privilege — that is, the cost of
transporting and escorting prisoners interstate being
borne by the taxpayer. That is where the opposition will
move an amendment to clause 7 to make it a condition
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of a permit that a prisoner must pay for all of the travel
and accommodation costs that he or she incurs while
travelling under the permit. We think that is fair and
reasonable. I note that the last time we moved this
amendment the minister’s press secretary said the
government would consider it. I am not sure whether he
said that in good faith, but he is reported as saying it in
a Herald Sun article.
We believe the system could be abused, and that does
not send a clear, fair message to the average Victorian
battler. Under the bill as it stands, if a Victorian
prisoner is granted interstate compassionate leave to
attend a family funeral or visit a terminally ill relative
the cost will be picked up by the taxpayer. Where is the
fairness when an unemployed low-income earner who
has to travel interstate to visit a sick mother or attend
the funeral of a parent has to find the money himself or
herself? We have two different situations: the
law-abiding low-income Victorian has to find the
money himself, but the taxpayer foots the bill for the
prisoner who has committed an offence against the
community so severe that he ends up in prison. This is
grossly unfair.
I would also argue how the victims of crime would feel.
How would the low-income victims of crime in this
state feel about this? I am sure they would be arguing
that they have to find their own expenses to go
interstate to visit loved ones who are terminally ill or to
attend funerals but the person who committed the
offence of which they were the victim, whether it be an
assault or some other crime, travels at taxpayers’
expense. It is grossly unfair.
I think we have put forward a reasonable and fair
amendment because we are saying that we expect the
prisoner to pay for his own expenses and travel
accommodation but that the cost of a security guard, or
the prison warden or escort, should be borne by the
state. We are, I hope, being fair and reasonable about
that.
Let me summarise that. If you have committed a crime
and are sent to prison, and if you have to go interstate
and permission is granted, you as the prisoner pay for
the total costs of the transport, accommodation and
meals. We would accept that the taxpayer pays for the
cost of the prison escort. We think that is fair and
reasonable for the reasons I have outlined. To be fair
about this there would be many people in the
community who still would not be happy with what we
are submitting. A lot of people would be saying, ‘Hang
on a minute, if a prisoner has received a permit and is
going interstate on compassionate grounds then that
prisoner should be paying the full and total costs of the
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prisoner escort and associated costs’, so that the full
cost of the exercise interstate would be borne by the
prisoner.
The minister will say that some of these prisoners do
not have the income, to which I would argue that a lot
of people in the community who are victims of crime or
are on low incomes do not have money either but they
have to make do, whether they go to their families or to
charity groups for assistance.
Dr Napthine interjected.
Mr WELLS — As has been pointed out to me
twice before today, the unfair suggestion is that if you
commit a crime, go to prison and need to go interstate,
get a permit and the taxpayer will pick up the tab. That
is totally unacceptable.
The other part of the bill we are also very concerned
about is that in this bill the permitted leave time will be
doubled from three days to seven days. I am not sure
what reasons the minister would put forward for
allowing an increase from three to seven days. I would
have thought that the prisoner would get to the funeral,
spend a day with family and then come back again. I do
not think that is unfair. We have to remember that these
people are prisoners, they are criminals, they have
committed crimes against the community and they lose
many privileges as a result. Staying up in New South
Wales visiting rounds of friends and attending family
events does not seem very fair to me at all.
A further issue is the concern that the provisions allow
for unescorted leave permits.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr WELLS — That is the way that we have
interpreted it — that prisoners can travel interstate
without escorts. I have real problems accepting that. I
would say that if a prisoner is travelling interstate there
must be some sort of supervision to ensure that the
person does not abscond, because if he does it will tie
up more taxpayer dollars trying to catch the person. I
would argue that the government must provide an
assurance that all prisoners on leave will be escorted
and have proper supervision.
May I sum up by saying that we support most of the
provisions in this bill. However, the issue is the same
for us as it was last year, and that is that we cannot
under any circumstance accept the fact that a prisoner
travelling interstate on compassionate grounds can have
his bill picked up by the taxpayer. We cannot accept
that. We will debate vigorously in regard to that. We
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hope that the minister takes the amendment into
consideration.
I believe, as I mentioned, that we are coming half way
by stating that we believe the taxpayer should pay for
the prisoner escort but that when it comes to the
prisoner himself that part of it should be paid for by the
prisoner. We would even go so far as to accept a
situation where when a prisoner is granted a daily
allowance — admittedly prisoners do not receive a
large amount each day — there be some scheme
whereby the prisoner could repay their debt by working
it off so that they are not granted the privilege of having
the taxpayer pay for their expenses. There is no reason
why that could not happen.
We will therefore move the amendment but will not
oppose the bill.
Dr SYKES (Benalla) — I speak on behalf of the
National Party on the Corrections (Amendment) Bill. I,
like the previous speaker, thank the minister for the
briefing he arranged for me to help understand the
issue. I have to say that the member for Scoresby has to
a large extent addressed the issues and reflected the
points of view of the National Party on this matter.
Recapping briefly, the bill as we have had it outlined to
us, provides clarification of the government’s powers to
direct a prisoner to be tested for alcohol. It is certainly
remarkable that that was not clear until this stage. From
my recent experience of dealing with Odyssey House
setting up in the Benalla area it is clear that that
organisation requires that of its clients, and it is
encouraging that the requirements in the prison system
are becoming at least equal to what is required of
Odyssey House clients, who are basically going drug
and alcohol free.
The bill also makes changes to provide consistency in
immunity or protection for escort officers, and again
that is a commonsense arrangement. There should be
consistency in the immunity for those people who
escort prisoners. That immunity should apply to the use
of reasonable force to ensure compliance with a lawful
direction and protection against injury or damage
claims.
Another point which has been raised concerns interstate
travel. Like the opposition, the National Party has some
difficulties with aspects of the proposal. We support
those amendments which enable interstate travel to
work and which enable consistency between states.
Issues arise in recognising that Aboriginal prisoners
have special needs. We ask the basic question whether
people of other cultures have equally strong bonds with
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family and other relationships or other requirements
and whether those people will be discriminated against,
or can this provision also apply to them?
There is also the issue of the payment of expenses. As
was pointed out by the member for Scoresby, it appears
at this stage that the legislation as presented
discriminates against someone on the outside who is
not able to afford interstate travel. It is an issue of
balance about what is a fair thing for those who are in
prison. Being new in the position of National Party
spokesperson for correctional services I am still coming
to grips with this issue. I find it is a balancing act
between the compassionate perspective versus the hard
line.
I guess there is an argument that if the law has been
administered correctly up to this point and the prisoner
is a criminal then we look to the rights of criminals. At
one end of the spectrum it would be fair to say that
there are hardened criminals towards whom few people
would have any difficulty in adopting the philosophy of
saying, ‘If you do the crime, you do the time’, and
showing no mercy. At the other end of the spectrum
there may well be people who are in prison as victims
of circumstance. The issue then becomes what
concessions are appropriate to be applied to those
people. Will those concessions help with the mental
wellbeing of those people, and what concessions are
appropriate to ensure they have the best chance of being
rehabilitated and having the ability to rejoin and be
constructive members of our community?
Another issue to consider is the effect on the person
being visited if that person is ill. Should we look to their
wellbeing, or should we just apply the letter of the law?
In essence members of the National Party will not
oppose the legislation, but we share the view of the
Liberal Party that if prisoners travel interstate they
should pay their own expenses and that the expenses of
the escorts as required — and we would expect them to
be escorted — would be met by the state. With those
comments, I support the general intentions of the bill.
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) — It is a pleasure
to speak on the Corrections (Amendment) Bill. Despite
the fact that the opposition could not resist the
temptation to beat up this issue and run it out in the
tabloids at every opportunity, when it comes to putting
their hands up they can see that it is a sensible piece of
legislation that they are not going to oppose.
One of the reasons the opposition feels that sensitivity
is that the interstate leave provision was a Kennett
government initiative. It came out of interstate
agreements that the previous government was party to.
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This could have turned out to be one of those own goals
where the Liberal Party seems to be arguing against its
own history and record. In fact it knows this is a beat
up. Rather than the picture that the opposition
spokesperson, the honourable member for Scoresby,
tried to paint of holidays and junkets paid for by the
taxpayer, we are looking at a system that has seen one
interstate visit in the last three years and possibly the
last six years. This is an extraordinary provision in the
corrections system. It does not occur every day of the
week, and it does not even occur every year. It is an
extremely rare occurrence, and it happens only under
strictly specified and controlled conditions.
This provision is given some strength by the
recommendations of the Royal Commission into
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, which recognised the
importance of special kinships and relationships and the
potential for self-harm if a prisoner is not able to attend
the bedside or funeral of a close relative. Where these
visits have occurred I understand that they have
generally involved prisoners travelling to southern New
South Wales to be part of family and kinship networks.
This is something I think the whole society would see
as an extraordinary circumstance and not something to
oppose.
Another provision clarifies the power to test prisoners
for alcohol consumption, which is obviously supported
by all parties. It was unclear whether the Governor had
a specific power to require tests to be undertaken. This
bill clarifies that, and there is no necessity to explain
why alcohol is such an importance issue in correctional
facilities.
The other major provision of the legislation is about
immunity for police and prisoner transport providers.
That will now be extended to include any damage
caused when using reasonable force, as well as any
injury. That will bring consistency to the powers and
immunity offered to escort officers, as distinct from
escort agents, a term that may have been inadvertently
used in another part of this debate.
The controls over interstate visits are very tight. The
maximum period of leave is seven days, and this was
an issue raised by the opposition. The government’s
view is that while this provision will allow the
possibility of seven days, it is again a matter of
interstate consistency. While the maximum is
seven days, the duration of the permit will vary
according to the purpose of the visit and the assessment
of the application. So the situation described by the
honourable member for Scoresby, such as a funeral and
the resulting visit, involves the sort of consideration that
would be given in particular instances. We are talking
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about consistency, and just because the legislation
provides for the possibility of seven days, it does not
mean that that is going to occur.
The other concern raised by the opposition was the
possibility of unescorted leave. Again, just because a
remote possibility exists in the legislation does not
mean that the corrections commissioner would put
aside all the matters that they would be required to
consider in agreeing to or setting the conditions of
interstate leave provisions, which are about the public
interest, the safety and welfare of the public, the
purpose of the leave, security requirements, the
prisoner’s conduct and any previous permits, the
availability of adequate and suitable escort officers, and
transport arrangements. If you put all of those sorts of
things together I would have thought the possibility of
an unescorted leave is so remote as not to be a realistic
consideration.
This is sensible legislation. It does not warrant the
beat-ups previously attempted by the opposition. It is
legislation that indeed has very strong precedents in the
previous government. Opposition members tread on
very thin ice that leaves them in some peril of being
open to the charge of at least being inconsistent if not
hypocritical to the extent that they will be seen to
oppose the very sensible provisions in this legislation. I
commend the bill to the house.
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Corrections) — I
thank the members for Scoresby, Benalla and Footscray
for their contributions to the debate. I also thank the
member for South-West Coast for his contribution,
which will probably not be recorded in Hansard.
I thank opposition members for the attitude they have
taken to the bill on this occasion, and particularly to
some very necessary provisions in this bill. Those deal
firstly with some inconsistencies in the immunities we
grant to the providers of prisoner transport, where the
police have that responsibility as opposed to the
corrections system. That change brings those two levels
of immunity into line and raises the immunities in both
cases. The bill also clarifies the provisions providing for
testing for alcohol use. Again, nobody disagrees with
that.
The opposition has moved an amendment to provide
that any interstate leave of absence granted to a prisoner
would be entirely at the prisoner’s expense. Whilst I
certainly understand the sentiment that is behind that on
the opposition’s part, the reason the government cannot
support that amendment is effectively that once
somebody comes into lawful custody the state has a
duty of care for their welfare. The member for Scoresby
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asked, in effect ‘Where is the fairness when you have
an unemployed or low-income Victorian who would
like to attend an interstate funeral for a friend or relative
but cannot afford to while prisoners are able to do that
at taxpayers expense?’
Let me say, firstly, that where the prisoner has the
wherewithal to pay for this I expect the Correctional
Services Commissioner would require that. It is an
issue of discretion for the commissioner. It is only in
circumstances where a prisoner might not be otherwise
able to attend; and the difference between a prisoner
and other Victorians is that the prisoner is somebody
for whom the state has legal responsibility.
The provisions for interstate leave came in as a result of
the recommendations of the Royal Commission into
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, as the member rightly
observed. That royal commission noted that the
psychological welfare of certain prisoners would be at
risk in circumstances where they would not be able to
attend particular events, funerals or otherwise, and it is
very rare that these provisions are exercised. The last
time a prisoner in the Victorian system undertook
interstate leave of absence was under the Kennett
government. That gives an indication of how rarely
these interstate leaves occur.
Prisoners are nearly always escorted. Every instance of
interstate leave for a prisoner from Victoria has been
escorted. This bill provides the custodial officers
providing the escort with the powers they need to keep
the prisoner under control during this period of time.
The prisoners are nearly always escorted, and the state
has a responsibility for the welfare of those prisoners.
If you took the argument of the member for Scoresby to
its logical extension you would then say, ‘Why are we
not charging them for meals? Why are they not paying
for their beds?’ On average a prisoner costs us $55 000
a year to keep in the system. That is not because they
are living in the lap of luxury, it is because of the
24-hour security that is required to maintain the
integrity of the prison system. It is a very expensive
business.
The state has a legal duty of care for the welfare of
those prisoners. If a prisoner were to self-harm or take
their own life as a result of the state refusing to grant
interstate leave, then the state would be quite exposed
in a legal sense, and the financial cost of that to the
taxpayer would greatly outweigh the cost of allowing
this sort of leave in the very rare circumstances in
which it occurs, and in the even rarer circumstances
where the state has to pick up the cost. It is for that
reason that the government opposes the amendment put
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by the member for Scoresby, not because it has a lack
of sympathy with the general sentiment expressed by
the member.
The member also asked why the maximum leave is
being extended from three days to seven days. It is
simply to ensure that the Victorian legislation is
consistent with the New South Wales legislation. It is
the maximum outside limit; it is not the recommended
extent of the leave. This is simply about making
Victoria consistent with New South Wales.
The member also raised the issue of unescorted leave.
That has always been a possibility under the informal
arrangements, and it remains a possibility. Such leave is
very rare, and it would be extremely rare that the
commissioner would deem unescorted leave an
appropriate circumstance. We need to trust the
professionals and specialists who run our corrections
system to exercise these judgments appropriately. I
thank the member for Scoresby for his contribution to
the debate, as well as the members for Benalla and
Footscray.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Clauses 1 to 6 agreed to.
Clause 7

Mr WELLS (Scoresby) — I move:
1.

Clause 7, after line 15 insert —
“(c) in sub-section (1)(c), after “set out in” insert
“sub-section (4) and in”.

2.

Clause 7, line 17, omit ‘days”;’ and insert ‘days”.’.

3.

Clause 7, line 18, omit paragraph (d) and insert —
‘(2) For section 83(4) of the Corrections Act 1986
substitute —
“(4) It is a condition of a permit that the prisoner
must pay for all the travel and
accommodation costs that he or she incurs
while travelling under the permit.
(5) For the purposes of sub-section (4), the travel
and accommodation costs of the prisoner’s
escort are not costs incurred by the
prisoner.”.’.

The Liberal Party is moving these amendments for
reasons of fairness. As I mentioned in my speech, we
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cannot allow the situation where prisoners who have
committed crimes are able to travel interstate at
taxpayers expense. This simply is not fair. If victims of
crime and low-income Victorians have to travel
interstate, no matter how compassionate their reasons,
they have to find that money themselves. Whether they
borrow the money, get it from a family member or
make some other arrangement, they have to find it. I am
talking about law-abiding citizens.
If the government does not accept this amendment, then
there will be two classes of people in the community —
the criminal who gets the trip interstate paid for by the
taxpayer, and the low-income Victorian who has to find
the money himself. This would be grossly unfair.
I pick up on a couple of points made by the member for
Footscray and the minister. They spoke about the
welfare of the prisoner, legal responsibility and the duty
of care. There is obviously a large difference between
what the Liberal Party is thinking and what the
government is thinking. For the Liberal Party and me it
is a privilege for a person to receive compassionate
leave to go interstate. It appears from what the minister
said that he is claiming it is actually a right to travel
interstate.
I draw that conclusion because the minister went on to
say that if my arguments were extrapolated we would
be charging prisoners for meals and other activities in
prison. That is not the point we are making here.
Obviously people are in prison because of the crimes
they have committed. Travelling interstate is a privilege
they are seeking. We do not believe for one moment
that it should be considered a right, and if the
government is treating this as a right and arguing that
taxpayers should up pick up the bill, then it is out of
step with the general community.
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Corrections) — I
covered this fairly extensively in my response to the
second-reading debate. The government is not
unsympathetic to the proposition that prisoners ought to
be in a position to pay in these circumstances.
However, there are circumstances where prisoners will
be totally unable to do so. The member for Scoresby
juxtaposes it as a privilege versus a right: he is saying it
is privilege and says that I am saying it is a right. It is
neither a privilege nor a right; it is a need. Some
prisoners have a very deep need that goes to the heart of
their welfare and ultimately to the heart of our duty of
care. As I said, when somebody comes into the custody
of the state we have a duty of care for their welfare.
This particular concept of interstate leave of absence
came into being as a result of the Royal Commission
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into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. It is not about a
privilege, and it is not about prisoners going off on
interstate holidays; it is basically about stopping
somebody from suiciding. If we fail to provide access
to that sort of leave where it is deemed necessary for
that person’s psychological stability, it is not about it
being a right but about our failing to live up to the duty
of care we have for their welfare since they are in our
care and our custody.
As I said earlier, the cost to the taxpayers would be far
greater in terms of the legal exposure to the state if we
were to be found wanting in our duty of care than
would be the cost of actually picking up the tab for this
leave in those rare circumstances where the
commissioner determines there is no other way the
prisoner could pay for it.
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I strongly
support the member for Scoresby and the amendments
before the committee. The amendments are fair,
balanced and in the interests of the whole of Victorian
society. It is totally and absolutely unfair that under the
proposals being put by the government and minister
victims of crime and the ordinary law-abiding taxpayers
of Victoria would be paying for interstate trips for
prisoners.
They are convicted criminals, people who perpetrated
such heinous crimes on our society that they have been
sentenced to a period of incarceration. I understand that
at times for compassionate reasons there is an argument
that these prisoners should be allowed travel to an
interstate circumstance for a close family member who
is seriously ill or even for a funeral and other such
circumstances. But clearly, as the member for Scoresby
says, for a prisoner in custody in Victoria that must be
considered an absolute privilege for which they should
pay, rather than having victims of crime and taxpayers
pay for it.
Unfortunately I think there is a fundamental difference
between the opposition and the government on this
issue. While we both recognise the need on
compassionate grounds for prisoners to access this
privilege, the opposition firmly believes that should be
paid for by the prisoner through various means that
could be available to that prisoner. It should not be paid
for by victims of crime and taxpayers. It is absolutely
unacceptable that people who are law-abiding citizens
of Victoria, and particularly people who are victims of
crime, would have to pay higher taxes and charges in
Victoria to allow the perpetrators of those crimes to go
on an interstate trip, even on compassionate grounds. I
think that is unfair and unacceptable. Therefore, I
strongly support the amendments before the committee.
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Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) — I rise to join
the minister in opposing these amendments. During the
debate we have probably spent more than the total
amount of money that the opposition is arguing
about — we are talking about one air fare in the last
five years. This is a fairly small subsidy or amount that
the opposition is going into battle over. I am quite
surprised to see the member for South-West Coast
participate in this debate in the way that he has,
particularly given his constituency.
Victoria sponsored this issue on the agenda of the
Corrective Services Ministers Conference in 1994.
Victoria pushed it hard, because there were difficulties
that had arisen with Aboriginal prisoners in Victoria
wishing to attend funerals in southern New South
Wales. We are talking about the possibility of a
prisoner attending a funeral somewhere like Deniliquin,
Wagga Wagga or Hay. The opposition tries to paint a
picture of that as some sort of lurk, some opportunity
for fun and relaxation, but those of us who have
followed the history of this sort of issue in the
community will realise the sensitivity of these issues,
the importance of kinship and connections, the
behaviours that can be manifested when that kinship
and the family connections are unnecessarily stressed or
broken, and the importance of people being able to
attend occasions like funerals.
This is a matter of need, as the minister has said. This is
a matter of not only compassion but in one sense of
liability. The whole community, the national
community, has embraced the imperative and the
momentum of the Aboriginal deaths in custody royal
commission and its recommendations. I would have
thought that with that sort of background and purpose
for the use of those provisions they would have been
supported across the house rather than having this
beat-up and this opportunistic approach by the
opposition.
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — I think the member
for Footscray has got the bull by the horns — or has he
put the cart before the horse? We are not talking about
whether or not these trips are necessary. The minister
was quite right when in debating very briefly the
question of whether it was a right or privilege he said
this is really a need. Nobody would disagree with that.
It is a need, and it is only when that need arises that the
prospect of a prisoner travelling interstate arises. Then
it is a question of how it should occur.
It is not a question of lurks. No-one is even remotely
suggesting that such a trip is a lurk, as the member for
Footscray put it. If you are going to a family funeral or
to visit somebody who is seriously ill and may well be
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about to die you could never describe that as a lurk, and
it should never be so described. That sort of thing
should not be attributed to the opposition; it certainly
was not in opposition members’ minds, and it was not
said in that way. It is unfair for the member for
Footscray to put it in those terms. He would probably,
on reflection, agree with that. What we are debating
here — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr COOPER — You can shake your head, but you
are a nonentity these days, so just keep on shaking your
head. I knew you were disagreeing with me, because I
could hear your head rattling.
What we are debating is how the trip is going to be paid
for and what kind of message it is going to send to the
community. The general community is not going to
believe that it is fair and reasonable for these trips to be
paid for by the taxpayers when the prisoner or the
prisoner’s family have a capacity to pay for the trip.
That is simply what the opposition is getting at. Why is
it that prisoners will automatically be entitled to
taxpayer-funded trips when there is a capacity for either
them or their families to meet the costs of those trips?
As the member for South-West Coast rightly pointed
out, victims of crime and others members of the
community do not have this privilege or need granted to
them. They will be asking, very correctly, why it is that
prisoners get this paid for when they do not. Take the
case of somebody whose nearest and dearest is the
victim of crime and who is either seriously ill and
possibly dying or has died and the family of the victim
has to travel interstate to the funeral. Such people do
not have the privilege of having the taxpayers pay for
their trip; they have to fund it themselves.
The opposition is simply putting the position of equity:
whatever is good for the goose is, in this case, good for
the gander. We are saying that where there is a capacity
for a prisoner or a prisoner’s family to pay for such a
trip — and there is always a capacity to do that — then
that is how it should be. The message to the community
needs to be one of equity and fairness, and this bill does
not meet the test of equity and fairness in that regard.
That is why the opposition has moved this amendment
and why I will be supporting it.
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park) — It is with some
sadness that I rise to speak on this matter. Frankly I
thought it was not a matter on which there would be
any need to speak, but unfortunately members on the
other side of the house have chosen to debase a very
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important part of this bill by attributing ulterior motives
to it that are not sincere.
What I fail to understand is how the member for
Mornington could say it is somehow not a lurk when a
proper reading of what he was saying is that it is not a
lurk provided you can afford to pay your way.
Dr Napthine interjected.
Ms D’AMBROSIO — The member for
Mornington made it quite clear. What do you call it if
you cannot afford to pay? By insinuation he was
making it quite clear that somehow it is a lurk.
Dr Napthine interjected.
Ms D’AMBROSIO — The member for
Mornington was quite clear in his remarks. He himself
said that it is not a lurk.
We talk about messages being sent to the community. It
is the responsibility of law-makers to inject equity and
fairness into any laws that come before the house. But it
is also an expectation of the community that there is
also a measured sense of compassion in the laws that
are brought before the house that reflects the
compassion of the community.
I ask any members on the opposition benches whether,
if they were confronted with the situation where a
prisoner who had a clear inability to pay for a trip to
attend an interstate venue where a loved one was
passing away, they would deny the prisoner the ability
to attend that important event. That denial could
potentially lead to a situation of self-loathing by the
prisoner or something even worse.
The great trust I have in the good sense and compassion
of Victorians makes me feel very confident about
arguing against this amendment. The level or sense of
confidence that has been vested in this government is
quite clear, and it makes me proud to exercise that
confidence in opposing this amendment.
The CHAIR — Order! The member for Scoresby
has proposed three amendments to clause 7. As I
believe amendments 2 and 3 are consequential on
amendment 1, I intend to test the will of the house on
amendment 1. The question is:
That the words proposed to be inserted not be so inserted.

Committee divided on question:

Ayes, 59
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr

Jenkins, Mr
Kosky, Ms
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Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beard, Ms
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Buchanan, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Crutchfield, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Donnellan, Mr
Duncan, Ms
Eckstein, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett, Ms
Green, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Harkness, Mr
Helper, Mr
Herbert, Mr
Holding, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hudson, Mr
Hulls, Mr

Langdon, Mr (Teller)
Languiller, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Lobato, Ms (Teller)
Lockwood, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McTaggart, Ms (Teller)
Marshall, Ms
Maxfield, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Morand, Ms
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Perera, Mr
Pike, Ms
Robinson, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Wilson, Mr
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 26
Asher, Ms
Baillieu, Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Delahunty, Mr
Dixon, Mr (Teller)
Doyle, Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Ingram, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Kotsiras, Mr
McIntosh, Mr
Maughan, Mr (Teller)

Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Perton, Mr
Plowman, Mr
Powell, Mrs
Ryan, Mr
Savage, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr
Sykes, Dr (Teller)
Thompson, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr

Amendment negatived.
Clause agreed to; clauses 8 to 11 agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.

Third reading
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
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AUDIT (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 1 May; motion of Mr BRUMBY
(Treasurer).

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — The Audit (Amendment)
Bill largely submits to the house measures that were
previously contained in the Audit (Further
Amendment) Bill 2001, which passed between this
house and another place on several occasions.
The amendments in the former bill that are returned in
this bill include provisions to require the
Auditor-General to indicate in his or her annual plan
given to each house of Parliament the nature of any
changes to the plan suggested by the Public Accounts
and Estimates Committee but not adopted; measures to
increase the size of audit which the Auditor-General
may allow a contracted auditor to sign off on in the
contractor’s own name; and provisions for the
Auditor-General to transmit copies of reports to the
clerks of the Parliament when Parliament is in recess,
with the Auditor-General to give one business day’s
notice to the clerks, who must then notify all members
of Parliament on the same day. Once the report is given
to the clerks the Auditor-General must publish a copy
of the report on his web site and the clerks must give a
copy to each member of Parliament.
There are also provisions to allow the Auditor-General
to give to relevant persons information which the
Auditor-General considers warrants urgent
investigation or attention; and provisions which allow
the Auditor-General to become the auditor of other
bodies which exist for a public purpose where it is
practicable in the public interest for the
Auditor-General to do the audit. There is a provision
which imposes fines on persons who have received
proposed reports or parts of reports of the
Auditor-General under the act and disclose any
information in them before the information is made
public in an Auditor-General’s report other than in the
course of the person’s official duties; and there is a
provision which provides a statutory indemnity to the
Auditor-General and his staff for anything done or
omitted to be done in good faith in the exercise of their
powers or in the reasonable belief that they were
exercising their powers.
There are also three areas of change between this bill
and the previous bill. There is an amendment to the
provisions that relate to the conduct of a performance
audit of the Auditor-General, so the Auditor-General
and his office can be audited by a suitably qualified
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person rather than by a qualified auditor. There is a
provision varying the arrangements for the presentation
by the Auditor-General to the Parliament of his annual
plan to allow for the fact that Parliament may well have
completed the autumn sittings before the
Auditor-General has completed his annual plan for the
forthcoming financial year. The amendments allow the
annual plan to be given to the clerks, and by being so
given to the clerks to be taken as being published by
order or under the authority of the houses of Parliament.
The final area of change is that the statutory indemnity
in the previous bill was included as a provision
amending the Constitution Act 1975, and it is now
included as a provision of the Audit Act.
I do not intend to repeat much of what I said in
discussion of the previous bill debated in 2001. Those
who are interested can see what I said in the debate of
27 November 2001. I want to concentrate on the two
areas in which there was a difference between the
opposition and the government over the previous bill
and where that same disagreement continues in relation
to this bill. Members may recall that after the previous
bill was introduced amendments were inserted to allow,
as I said earlier, for the transmission by the
Auditor-General of copies of his reports to the clerks of
the Parliament when the Parliament was in recess. The
opposition proposed several changes in relation to that.
We thought there should be provision for the giving by
the Auditor-General of advance notice of the lodging of
his reports when he was lodging reports during the
sittings as well as when Parliament was in recess. The
opposition also thought two business days notice
should be given rather than one. The government
rejected those proposals, which we thought were
eminently fair and reasonable in that all interested
parties could be aware that an Auditor-General’s report
was on its way regardless of when the report was being
tabled. We thought the two business days advance
notice was better than one, although I did make the
point during the course of the previous debate that
parliamentary counsel’s advice was that the day of
actual lodging of a document was not counted. So, for
example, one business day’s notice required that notice
be given on a Tuesday if the report was to be lodged on
a Thursday. Be that as it may, the government rejected
both of those proposals and has persisted in rejecting
those proposals in the bill that is now being debated.
The opposition will not press these points. We have
debated them at length. The opposition still considers
they have merit, but the government is obviously not
going to be persuaded and it is more important that we
get the legislation through Parliament.
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The other area of disagreement between the
government and the opposition relates to the provisions
that impose prohibitions and penalties on those who
received a proposed report or part of a proposed report
of the Auditor-General and disclosed information that
was in that report or proposed report. These are the
provisions that under the bill now before the house are
proposed to be inserted by clause 23 as a new
subsection (2) at the end of section 20A of the Audit
Act 1994.
When the opposition first looked at these proposals we
reached the conclusion that on a proper reading of them
they would have, amongst other things, the
consequence of rendering liable to fines journalists and
others who might receive what is colloquially called a
leak of a proposed Auditor-General’s report and publish
it. We thought that was a most concerning and
draconian proposition, and one for which the
government had given scant justification.
The government responded that that was not its
intention at all and provided to Parliament some legal
advice which in effect said that the prohibition applied
only to the person who actually received the proposed
report, or part of it, from the Auditor-General, and that
therefore journalists need have no fear. Our reaction
was, first of all, that even if that was the intention, that
was not what the bill said. But even if the bill did say
that, that in turn would be unsatisfactory for a very
different reason — namely, that it would be very easy
for someone who wanted part of a proposed report to be
leaked simply to make sure that that document made its
way into somebody else’s hands, such as a member of
staff or someone else who had not received the
document directly from the Auditor-General, and for
that recipient to conduct the leaking. In other words, it
would give open season to governments and institutions
which receive proposed reports to leak them. It would
be a toothless tiger.
In terms of what the correct construction is, the
opposition obtained advice — and if I recall correctly
my colleague the Honourable David Davis, a member
for East Yarra Province in another place, caused to be
incorporated in the Hansard report of the other place a
copy of that advice — which supported the opposition’s
initial reading of the measure — namely, that the
amendment did catch journalists. That leaves us in the
situation where, as I understood it and still understand
it, the purported intention of the government is the same
as what the opposition believes ought to be the
intention — namely, that any person who receives a
copy of a proposed report of the Auditor-General in an
official capacity and then leaks it should be liable to
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sanction. However, the leakee, as it were, as distinct
from the leaker, should not be liable to sanction.
The point I made in the extensive debates on the
previous bill, and I again make in the debate on this bill,
is that if that is the intention, and we are agreed that that
is the intention, and yet there is justified concern about
legal ambiguity in the measure as it appears in the bill,
then for heaven’s sake why not fix it?
In the previous Parliament the opposition produced
numerous versions of a draft and attempted to negotiate
with the government in an attempt to fix it. We
produced a version which in my understanding was
acceptable to the Auditor-General and fixed the
problems in the bill and met any legitimate concerns the
government may have had, but the government
steadfastly refused either to accept the opposition’s
amendments or to come up with amendments of its
own. In the end, negotiation over these provisions was
truncated by the government as the election in
November last year drew closer. Now we have back in
the Parliament this bill which contains exactly the same
flawed provisions as were in the previous bill.
There are really only two conceivable and plausible
explanations for this fact. The first possible explanation
is that the government is just being stubbornly
pig-headed in insisting on its former drafting and
refusing to admit that it was wrong and that there was
merit in what the opposition was saying, and that
because it was not prepared to admit it could in any
way have got it wrong, it has just persisted with the
same, flawed legislation it brought in last time.
The second possible explanation is that the government
wants to leave itself plenty of room to leak reports
when it suits it so it has drafted a clause which is
ineffective and can easily be circumvented by giving a
proposed report to a member of staff or somebody else
who can then go off and do the leaking and get away
scot-free.
I will leave it to the government to inform the house as
to which of those explanations is the correct
explanation of why we have this fundamentally flawed
and loosely drafted provision in the bill as it appears
before the house. However, the opposition has argued
this point at great length before, and there is not much
more we can say at this stage which will persuade the
government to change its mind if it is not willing to
listen. You can lead a horse to water but you cannot
make it drink, so we are not going to move once again
the amendments we moved before when we know that
our appeals will fall upon deaf ears.
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The bulk of the provisions in this legislation are
worthwhile reforms and improvements to the Audit
Act. We have no objection to them; we never had any
objection to them. We believe that they should be
enacted expeditiously. For those reasons, the opposition
does not oppose this bill.
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — This is
a rerun of legislation that was before the house in 2001.
On that occasion I made reference to many of the points
with which the National Party was concerned regarding
the legislation. So, as the member for Box Hill said, I
do not intend to go through those again, to the great
relief of all gathered here I am sure. But there are some
other matters I want to refer to and which I ask the
government to consider.
This legislation was here in 2001 and went over to the
other place in March 2002. Various amendments were
made and the bill travelled back and forth with
monotonous regularity until, in the Assembly on
27 March 2002, the amendments that had been moved
in the Council were rejected. The bill then languished
on the notice paper, and then an election was called.
Fundamentally the National Party has no opposition to
the content of the legislation. We are pleased to see that
the parliamentary Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee in the last Parliament was intimately
involved in the development of the legislation.
Coincidentally, this very day I have spoken with the
Honourable Roger Hallam — who sends his best
regards to all.
Mr Nardella — How is Roger going?
Mr RYAN — He is fresh out of hospital, having
successfully come through a hip replacement operation.
He is in very good nick.
Mr Batchelor interjected.
Mr RYAN — No, he was not at your state
conference last weekend!
For the purposes of preparing for this debate I had
regard to some of his commentary at that time. What he
had to say, as was his wont when he was a member of
this place, was all very sensible.
Mr Nardella — The other place.
Mr RYAN — ‘This place’, in the sense of being a
parliamentarian. I used that term in its general and
generic sense.
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One of the issues I wanted to refer to is the state
indemnity which is provided pursuant to clause 11.
There is said to be justification in the second-reading
speech for inserting this provision because similar
provisions have been applied in other instances. To
quote the speech, it says:
Both the current Auditor-General and his predecessor have
requested a statutory indemnity to cover the Auditor-General
and audit staff. In support of these requests, the
Auditor-General commented that a number of other officers,
such as the essential services commissioners, the
Ombudsman, the Legal Ombudsman and the Chief Electrical
Inspector, enjoy strong statutory protection.

Indeed that is certainly so, and for very good reason.
Interestingly the government has chosen to go about
providing that protection to the Auditor-General and
those who work with him and for him in a way that
bears some commentary. If you look at proposed
section 7H — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
The fire alarm is ringing. I will leave the Chair now and
resume it at the ringing of the bells.
Sitting suspended 5.05 p.m. until 5.17 p.m.

Mr RYAN — Before being interrupted by that very
necessary fire drill — it just goes to demonstrate again
that I can empty any room — I was talking about the
provisions in this bill which provide an indemnity to the
Auditor-General and those who work with him. In
considering this point it is interesting to look at the
Audit Act of 1994, which this bill amends. In division 3
there is reference to the administration of the
Auditor-General’s office. Section 7E of the principal
act talks about the staff of the Victorian
Auditor-General’s Office. Section 7F deals with
assistance for the Auditor-General and says in effect
that the Auditor-General can engage any person or firm
under contract to assist him or her in the conduct of the
relevant duties.
That is a very pertinent provision in the context of our
considerations here, because what that is adverting to is
a matter which was referred to in the second-reading
speech. Through the introduction of those who are able
to assist the Auditor-General we now have the position
where some 65 per cent of the work undertaken for and
on behalf of the Auditor-General’s office is actually
done under contract. That is referred to paragraph 11 of
the second-reading speech, which says in part:
Approximately 65 per cent of the Auditor-General’s current
financial audit work program is contracted out to private audit
service providers.
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When you have regard to that point and then look at
clause 11, you see that it explains in part why section 7
is constructed as it is. Proposed section 7H, which is to
be inserted into the principal act by this bill, talks about
a state indemnity. Under this heading it is intended that
a state indemnity be provided to the Auditor-General,
the Deputy Auditor-General and other persons
nominated. That is in subsection (1). Subsection (2)
says the state has to provide an indemnity in the
circumstances set out in the proposed section.
Subsection (3) refers to the fact that:
The indemnity does not cover a liability of a person to the
extent to which he or she is entitled to be indemnified against
the liability by a person other than the State, whether under a
contract or insurance or otherwise.

That is intended to relate to the situation where
someone in the category of contractors providing
services to the Auditor-General’s office is involved in a
proceeding which results in an order being made
against them or a judgment being obtained against
them. That person could then lodge a claim with their
insurer. This provision is intended to make it clear that
the indemnity provided by the state is not to be seen as
being there in place of the indemnity that is available to
that individual through the insurance policy that might
cover them. There cannot be a double indemnity, if you
like; in the first instance the indemnity has to be
provided by the insurer.
The key point is that we are talking about an indemnity.
Among all those involved in this debate there is no
dispute about the necessity of the Auditor-General and
those who work with his office being protected from
legal liability. The interesting point is the mechanism
by which it is to be achieved. This contemplates the
possibility that people could sue the Auditor-General
and those who work with the Auditor-General — and
importantly, people could also sue those who are
working with the Auditor-General not directly but
under the contracting-out provisions. The legislation
retains a capacity for proceedings to be instituted
against the Auditor-General and those working with
and for him. In the event of a successful proceedings,
an indemnity is to be provided under this legislation —
and in effect that indemnity is to be provided by the
taxpayer.
The justification for this, as I have said, is not in doubt,
because we all understand that sometimes there are
contentious issues to be dealt with; and as long as
everybody is acting in good faith the protection
contemplated here should be provided. However, it
seems to me that the better way to do this would be by
the inclusion of a section 85 provision. That would
effectively preclude proceedings being taken in the first
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instance and would therefore provide the ultimate
protection for the taxpayer. It seems to me that that
would be a better way to go about this process. The
justification, in part at least, which is put by the
government for using the model it has is by reference to
other persons, to whom I have already referred, who
fulfil important roles as officers of the Parliament and
otherwise, such as the essential services commissioners,
the Ombudsman, the Legal Ombudsman and the Chief
Electrical Inspector.
When you look at the Legal Practice Act, and in
particular section 429, it is interesting to see that an
immunity is provided in favour of the Legal
Ombudsman, the very person referred to by the
government in the second-reading speech in support of
this bill. The immunity from any proceeding is picked
up in section 444 of the Legal Practice Act, where there
is a statement to the effect that section 85 of the
Constitution Act is to apply and that there is therefore
an inability on the part of anybody to institute
proceedings against the Legal Ombudsman. The point
of that is that the model already exists to use section 85
provisions in circumstances where there are personages
of the nature of the Auditor-General and those working
with or for him. It seems to me that it would be much
better and would afford better protection to the taxpayer
if the same mechanism were employed in this instance
as has been employed in the instance with the Legal
Ombudsman. That would be the better way to deal
cleanly with this issue.
I suspect that part of the rationale for not using it is that
this government has expressed reluctance to use
section 85 provisions, although having said that there
are plenty of them about. Indeed, this day we have been
debating the Fair Trading (Amendment) Bill, and I
think there are a couple of section 85 provisions in it.
I therefore offer that option to the government, because
I think it is realistically a better way to go about it. The
very concept of the Auditor-General being named in
proceedings is not something that is ideal. As you go
through the various others who are involved in the work
of the Auditor-General you can equally see that the
concept of those persons being exposed to proceedings
is not healthy. The situation is therefore better dealt
with by the use of a section 85 provision, as opposed to
the state indemnity contemplated under this bill.
The other point I specifically wanted to refer to
involves clause 18 of the bill, which relates to the
question of the transmission of reports. This was the
subject of a fair deal of conjecture when the bill was
previously before the house. This and other issues
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caused a measure of debate between the parties at that
time.
Clause 18 proposes to insert new section 16AB into
principal act under the subheading ‘Transmission of
reports to Parliament’. It is intended that this new
section will apply to reports under section 16 or
section 16A. Section 16 of the principal act deals with
audit reports to the Parliament. These are reports which,
as section 16(1) says, the Auditor-General may produce
from time to time. There is no obligatory aspect to this;
rather there is an option available to the
Auditor-General to prepare those reports at his
discretion. That is to be contrasted with the provisions
of section 16A, which deal with the presentation to the
Parliament of the annual financial report of the state. As
section 16A(1) reflects, this is an instance where there
is an obligation on the Auditor-General to prepare a
report in the nature of that contemplated.
There is no question of a discretion in the preparation of
this material. In the one instance we have audit reports
which are optional, which the Auditor-General may at
his direction prepare. On the other hand the report on
the annual financial report of the state must be prepared
by the Auditor-General, and there is no discretionary
aspect to it.
The point of proposed section 16AB is that reports
prepared under either or both of the categories provided
can be transmitted to Parliament in the way in which
this proposed section contemplates. While Parliament is
in session there is no real conjecture or contention about
it. A process is set out there that I am sure everybody is
comfortable with. The issue for discussion arose last
time in circumstances where reports in the nature of
those contemplated were to be provided to Parliament
when Parliament was not in session.
I do not intend working through the comparisons of the
respective processes, but suffice it to say that the bill
sets out how that is to occur in either event. The simple
point is that on any view it is a much better system of
reporting, it seems to me, if the reports come to
Parliament when Parliament is sitting. That
circumstance lends itself to the best mechanisms of
scrutiny of the reports prepared by the Auditor-General.
In a sense the government of the day has a capacity —
limited to some degree — to control the circumstances
upon which these reports are tabled, because in some
instances at least ministers who are responsible for the
relevant departments which are subject to audit reports
have the opportunity to respond to what the
Auditor-General is reporting upon and therefore
ministers have the capacity to time their responses in
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such a fashion that it becomes feasible for the tabling of
reports to occur outside parliamentary sitting times.

the Financial Management Act 1994 in terms of tabling
in Parliament financial reports and statements et cetera.

I say again it is feasible for that to happen, and this was
the point of contention last time. The National Party’s
view about this is that with the very greatest respect to
the Auditor-General the best way to table these reports
to Parliament is to do it when Parliament is sitting. That
enables the important aspect of parliamentary scrutiny
to be applied in a manner which affords the best
opportunity for members to hear what the
Auditor-General has to say.

The previous speakers, the member for Box Hill and
the Leader of the National Party, have already raised a
number of issues. In doing so they did not go over the
previous debate, because the bill was fully looked at in
the last Parliament. The bill does strengthen the
accountability arrangements around the greater scope of
the powers of the Auditor-General’s office to promote
sound financial management in this state.

I make these comments in an environment where the
current government had much to say about the
Auditor-General in days gone by and now understands
well and truly that the Auditor-General fulfils his role
on a completely independent basis, which has always
been an issue respected by conservative politics. One
has only to have regard to the report tabled recently by
the Auditor-General in relation to bushfires, fuel
reduction burning and matters of that nature to see that
the report itself highlights the complete independence
of the Auditor-General, which of course is enshrined in
legislation and is utterly and absolutely respected by
everybody of all political persuasions.
It is for those reasons that I think it is best to table these
reports when the house is sitting. We understand
though that situations may arise where it might not be
possible for that best option to be pursued. In those
circumstances the tabling of the reports should not be
unnecessarily delayed, which leads to the amendments
before us. The National Party does not oppose them.
We simply say that we would like to think that the
discretionary aspect of the bill would be exercised very
infrequently, and that we would rather see as a matter
of course the reports from the Auditor-General tabled
when Parliament is sitting.
Various other fundamentally mechanical issues are
contained within the legislation. For those who would
like the pleasure of my observations on behalf of my
party, I urge that they read what I said the last time
around. If it is of any guidance to anybody who may be
so minded, I must tell the house that I did not read what
I said last time around. Finally, the National Party
wishes this bill a speedy passage.
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — I also rise to
support the Audit (Amendment) Bill, which has come
back to this Parliament having been initially discussed
in the last Parliament. The purpose of the bill is to make
amendments to clarify the powers, duties and
responsibilities of the Auditor-General and to amend

I am particularly pleased that we have taken note of the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
recommendations on a number of issues and that they
have been taken up in the bill. They include, for
example, a requirement that a performance audit be
done by suitably qualified persons rather than simply
by auditors, together with a range of other provisions
suggested by the committee.
As has already been mentioned by the Leader of the
National Party, part of this legislation seeks to give
greater protection to the Auditor-General in terms of
indemnity. It has certainly been the intent of the Bracks
Labor government, on which it has taken action, to
enshrine the independence of the Auditor-General,
particularly in the constitution, and to continue to
provide greater certainty for that independence.
I should also note that the Auditor-General concurs
with and fully supports the provisions of the bill before
us today. The bill contains a number of provisions to do
with the scope of the Auditor-General’s power as well
as the efficiency of his operations in regard to carrying
out his task. It is very important that we support the
Auditor-General in that regard.
I know there were discussions last time regarding the
various amendments that were put forward by the
opposition, and obviously we would have preferred to
carry it forward then, but I am pleased we will be able
to carry it forward in this manner now. I noted the
points made by the Leader of the National Party in his
exposition, but we understand that indemnity is
appropriately to be reported, as has been done in this
bill. I also understand the points raised by the Leader of
the National Party in respect of the tabling of the
Auditor-General’s reports, but as I understand it the
change has been requested by the Auditor-General to
make sure that the reports are made available in a most
timely way.
Of course, this is provided that when Parliament meets
again the clerks do promptly table those reports. I
appreciate that the Auditor-General now provides a
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very good information service on when the reports will
be made available, and a briefing session on the reports
is also provided. Our offices are sent the summaries of
the reports as they are published. I commend the
Auditor-General for making these reports available to
members of Parliament and other interested parties.
This is an excellent innovation, and long may it
continue.
I do not wish to say much more about this bill. Suffice
it to say that it reinforces the powers of the
Auditor-General, and the government strongly supports
that. I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr KOTSIRAS
(Bulleen).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

VICTIMS OF CRIME ASSISTANCE
(MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 1 May; motion of Mr HULLS
(Attorney-General).

Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — The opposition will
support this bill. It contains relatively uncontroversial
amendments to the Victims of Crime Assistance
Act 1996. The amendments arose out of a departmental
review of services to victims of crime that was handed
down in February of this year. I understand it was
chaired by the honourable member for Burwood. It
identified a number of anomalies in the arrangements
for compensating victims of crime, and this bill seeks to
address some of those anomalies.
I asked the honourable member for Burwood earlier
today to identify the parts of the report that dealt with
the individual amendments, and I have had the
opportunity of looking at that report. I had looked at it
previously, but I am grateful to the member for
Burwood for identifying those provisions in the report.
It is probably easier to go through the individual
amendments very briefly to indicate the opposition’s
view on those amendments.
The first amendment increases the powers of a
magistrate and a registrar of the Victims of Crime
Assistance Tribunal to make interim awards, even
though the magistrate or registrar may be concerned
that there may not be a final award. The current regime
specifies that the magistrate, in making an interim
award, has to be satisfied that a victim is likely to
receive a final award.
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Notwithstanding that impediment, the problem is that
although no specific example came out of the report,
there was a great fear in the minds of some
magistrates — and I understand that Her Honour Judge
Wilmoth, who was then a deputy chief magistrate and a
member of the review committee, indicated that
concern was being expressed by magistrates — that
interim awards would not be made because of the belief
a magistrate may have that a final award may not be
made. That could be for a variety of reasons. It could
simply be on the basis that the material presented to
sustain an interim award may not have been sufficient
to constitute a final award. Given that interim awards
are supposed to be expeditious and to deal with
immediate concerns about things like counselling and
relocation expenses, it is appropriate that this
amendment to the legislation be made.
The most important aspect of this amendment is the
impediment that arises out of the fact that if you do not
get a final award, then it becomes a debt to the state —
that is, you must repay the costs you received in the
interim award. However, ultimate discretion lies in the
hands of the magistrate presiding at the time of the final
award. If it is a frivolous or vexatious claim — and it
does not say this in the legislation, but if it is without
any merit at all — then the tribunal at the time of the
final determination can order the repayment of those
costs. The state is protected in the sense that magistrates
would exercise their discretion. I imagine that in
practice it would have to be in exceptional
circumstances that such an order was made, but that is
at least preserved and is appropriate in the
circumstances.
The next matter deals with the issue of inadvertently
excluding certain people, particularly children. They
may no longer be children, but they may have been the
subject of child abuse. Of course recent notorious
events have highlighted our concern about children
who are subjected to such abuse. An anomaly was
inadvertently created by the original amending bill
introduced by the current Attorney-General in 2000.
Because of the severity of the offence and the serious
way we would all view such an offence, there would be
a natural assumption that such an offence would have to
be dealt with by a judge or a jury. However, there is a
provision enabling such offences to be dealt with
summarily — that is, by a magistrate — and the
reference to a court and a judge in the amending bill in
2000 created an anomaly in that it excluded victims of
child sexual abuse where the perpetrator was not dealt
with in a court by a judge but was dealt with by a
magistrate or indeed not dealt with in any court because
the perpetrator had died in the intervening period.
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Accordingly some victims of child sexual abuse were
excluded from the ability to recover. Again, I am
unaware of any specific examples and that may account
for why it has taken so long for this amendment to
come through. However, the member for Burwood may
know of specific examples. Obviously I do not expect
any great detail, but if he were able to clarify whether
there is anybody who was specifically excluded in
general terms I would be grateful. However, it is a
potential problem and accordingly the opposition has
no objection to this going through, and as I said, it
supports the overall bill.
The next matter is that there is, as with court processes,
a backlog in relation to the ability of the Magistrates
Court, sitting as the tribunal, to deal with urgent cases
and to deal with urgent interim awards so as to enable
awards in relation to counselling and relocation
expenses to be paid. In an attempt to speed up that
process there is now an opportunity to do two things.
Firstly, registrars of the court together with magistrates
are given the ability to deal with urgent applications
essentially on the papers presented without the
necessity of having a formal hearing. Again, the
original amendment dealing with the requirement that
you do not have to be satisfied that you will be getting a
final award coupled with this would clearly speed up
the process. Registrars are given a power they did not
have before. Magistrates, who did have that power, and
registrars are both given the ability to deal with these
things expeditiously on the papers presented without
the necessity of conducting a hearing. Clearly this will
speed up the process and is again something that is
essential in these sorts of matters. Clearly where the
whole purpose and scheme of the legislation is to deal
with a serious need at the time and to ensure that action
occurs in relation to such things as relocation expenses
or counselling expenses, it is a necessary amendment.
Secondly, previously registrars were not presiding
officers but they are now given power to deal with
interim awards and to deal with them on the papers
presented.
The next amendment is in relation to giving to the
Chief Magistrate a power to issue guidelines to be taken
into account by magistrates and registrars in
determining what kinds of expenses are reasonable.
Presumably that would be a list of what expenses
would be traditionally accepted in a court. The
important thing is that they are guidelines. The
emphasis has to be on their being guidelines; they are
not rules of court and do not have that status, they are
only guidelines. Accordingly it is the Chief Magistrate
who makes those guidelines.
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In normal circumstances rules of the Magistrates Court
would be made by the entire Council of Magistrates or
by the Chief Magistrate and the deputy magistrates.
Importantly, in the second-reading speech the
Attorney-General says that this is not to fetter the
discretion of a magistrate and that they are only
guidelines. Accordingly it is some indication of what
may be appropriate expenses. Again, that is
appropriate.
The next amendment deals with what has occurred in
relation to the normal process of taking evidence.
Currently you are able to present medical evidence in
relation to a claim for pain and suffering. There is a
practice that has been adopted in the Magistrates Court
sitting as the tribunal of taking psychological evidence.
Technically speaking psychological evidence is not
medical evidence, psychiatric evidence is. The practice
has been effectively recognised in the amendment to
allow both medical and psychological evidence. There
is no doubt that that sort of evidence has an enormous
amount of credibility and is accepted by the tribunal as
appropriate evidence in such a claim by a victim.
I turn to the final amendment. The current legislation
says that in going through the process a victim is able to
assign their right to recovery in some form of a civil
action or as a victim of crime and may be able to
recover by way of a criminal process. However, in a
particular matter it was provided where they assigned
their actions ‘before’. That has been replaced by ‘after’
so that a victim is able to effectively assign their rights
to the state to enable recovery. Of course there is a
provision for a case where a victim, having assigned
their rights, recovers more than the amount they have
recovered as a result of the provision by the state. In
such a case that amount would be paid to the victim and
the state would recover only the amount of money it
had paid in support of the victim.
As I said, that is a very brief excursus of the various
amendments. The opposition supports the bill. We see
these amendments very much as machinery
amendments to put into effect what both sides of the
house see as a significant and important part of the
ability of the state to support these people. In that case I
indicate our support and wish the bill a speedy passage.
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — On
behalf of the National Party I rise to support this bill.
By way of general commentary I might say that
although the respective sides of the house may have
differed over the years as to the mechanisms by which
recognition is accorded to victims of crime, and
although there have been some debates — sometimes
pretty heated ones — as to the extent to which that
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assistance should be provided and the mechanisms for
doing it, the amounts of it and the like, I do believe that
everybody is of a common view that the fundamental
principle of support for victims of crime is very
important. So it is that we see this bill before the house
as a further expansion of that same fundamental
principle. The member for Kew has summarised each
of the provisions very well.
I will make quick reference to the content of the
legislation. Perhaps it is best to do so simply by
working through the provisions, brief as they are. The
purpose clause in this legislation is very well drawn,
with due respect to those who drew it up. Sometimes
the aim of legislation is not reflected properly in the
purposes clauses, and I have had cause to comment
before about the fact that purposes clauses sometimes
fail. An examination of the purposes clause in this bill
gives a very good summary of what is intended to be
achieved.
The first of the provisions that will have the impact
required by the enactment of the legislation is within
clause 4, which talks about evidence of deemed injury.
This provision will amend section 3(2) of the principal
act by inserting after the word ‘medical’ the word
‘psychological’. It is a significant amendment, small
though it reads, because section 3(2) effectively says
that if a certain type of evidence is made available and
it is found that treatment or counselling is required as a
result of trauma associated with an act of violence, then
the person concerned with those processes is deemed
for the purposes of this act — that is, the principal
act — to be suffering an injury.
That is of pivotal significance, because the fact of
having suffered an injury is by definition a basic aspect
of a person’s being able to access the legislation at
large. The amendment extends the device by which one
can gain access to the principal act, and it does so
properly by adding to the definition contained within
section 3(2). In turn that is allowed to occur by
extending the terms used beyond the expression
‘medical evidence’ to include psychological evidence.
As a matter of passing interest, they are offered as
options as opposed to accumulative positions, so you
could feasibly have people who are the subject of
medical and/or psychological evidence. This is offered
because one could read the provision in one way as
being mutually exclusive. We will not get caught up in
the fineries. The intention is that psychological
evidence will now come into play as a component of
this provision.
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As an interesting aside, expenses associated with
psychological treatment are regarded as being
appropriate expenses for the purposes of the definition
of ‘medical expenses’ in the original act. For some
reason, however, the psychology aspect was not part of
the original section 3(2). That issue is now being
addressed.
This whole process evolved from an internal review
undertaken by the Department of Justice. Presumably,
therefore, the issues covered by this legislation arose as
a result of that examination, either on the basis of actual
events or because of a concern that those events might
occur. As the member for Kew said, it will be
interesting to hear the member for Burwood comment
on the origins of the matters that are now contained in
the bill.
Clause 5 deals with interim awards. This will add
sensible flexibility to the operation of the act and will
enable a much fairer and more equitable system to
apply in the first instance, because interim awards will
be able to be made with more freedom than
previously — and on the basis that they can be made by
a registrar. Each instance is a sensible addition to the
legislation.
Clause 6 provides for the determination of an
application to be made without a hearing. This is a
sensible amendment. In many aspects of the operation
of our legal and administrative tribunals orders can be
made in the absence of the parties and on the basis of
the papers submitted to whatever the tribunal may
happen to be, either judicial or quasi-judicial. It is
sensible, particularly in the circumstance where
unfortunately many of these claims are forthcoming,
that this process has been introduced.
There is another aspect to it that makes it doubly
attractive. For many people having to go along and tell
again their story of the events which gave rise to the
injury which is the basis of the claim is in itself
traumatic. Now there will be a broader ability in the
legislation for orders to be made on a basis which
enables proceedings to occur in the absence of the
applicant, and that is a welcome situation. The
circumstances in which that can happen are qualified to
the extent that they are set out in clause 6. At the end of
the day it is only ever going to happen if it is with the
consent, in every sense of the word, of the applicant.
Again this is a sensible suggestion.
Clause 7 deals with guidelines and enables the Chief
Magistrate to issue guidelines that the tribunal may take
into account. Again the word ‘may’ is of significance.
This is not an instance where the tribunal is bound.
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Rather, the tribunal may think or may not think it is
appropriate to have regard to these guidelines. As a
matter of logic and process one would like to think —
and I am sure it will happen — that the guidelines are
given their proper consideration. This again is a
sensible provision.
The guidelines are intended to cover matters that might
be considered in determining whether expenses of a
specified kind are reasonable. This can forestall the
need for people having to jump into the witness box
and give evidence about the levels of expense they have
incurred or want to claim. It is the sort of provision that
can assist the speedy disposition of a lot of these
mechanical matters without those involved having to go
through the grind of having them heard. The guidelines
are a welcome addition to the operation of the
legislation.
Clause 8 deals with the assignment of rights to the state.
Section 51 of the principal act, under the subheading
‘Assignment of rights to the state’, reflects the fact that:
The person to whom, or for whose benefit, an award is made
under this Act may —

I emphasise ‘may’ —
on or before the making of the award, assign to the State their
right to recover from any other person.

And so on. It is intended that that process, if it is to
happen, will occur on or after the making of the award,
and as a result a couple of things arise. I am interested
in the situation in which the department has
experienced a decision by an applicant to actually
assign those interests, because the use of the word
‘may’ is contained within the provision. I will be
interested to hear the comments of the member for
Burwood. There is no obligation on a party to make that
assignment. There is a right to be able to do it if that
person feels that such is the thing to do.
The other interesting thing about a provision such as
this is that it touches on the principle of subrogation,
which is part of our general law, particularly our
insurance law. This is one of the few instances where,
by the enactment of a provision such as that contained
in section 51, another party can undertake or exercise
the rights of a party in whom those rights are first
vested. In insurance law this right of subrogation is
there, and it is why a person has to have insurable
interests. The person whose vehicle is damaged is the
only one who can institute the proceeding, except that
under subrogation laws an insurer who insures the
vehicle can institute proceedings or take over the right
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of proceeding for the recovery of whatever might be the
damage to the vehicle.
This is in a sense another version of a similar sort of
thing whereby the state can take over that right. If that
happens, then the state is able to be redeemed to the
extent of the payout made under the terms of the award,
and the balance, if there is any, goes to the applicant.
That is a very good provision, because of course it is
often the case, so the statistics say, that the most
deserving in our community — those who do not enjoy
the best aspects of life — are the victims of crime, and
it is very sensible to have this provision.
Clause 9 deals with victims of childhood sexual assault.
In essence this is to eliminate a loophole. When the
principal legislation was enacted and when rights and
benefits were accorded to those who were the victims
of sexual assault it was overlooked with the best will in
the world that sometimes the perpetrators of the
relevant offences are not actually dealt with in a court at
a trial before a jury but rather can be dealt with
summarily by a magistrate in a Magistrates Court
jurisdiction, or alternatively the perpetrator may have
died. This provision will accommodate those events
when they are present. We support that provision as
being a sensible addition to this legislation. I will be
interested to hear the commentary of the member for
Burwood, when presumably he will speak to us
about —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr RYAN — Indeed the member for Burwood, for
reasons which I am sure will be explained, has given
way to the member for Prahran. We will eagerly await
what the member for Prahran has to say in response to
some of the matters that have been raised. We wish the
bill a speedy passage.
Mr LUPTON (Prahran) — I thank the Leader of the
National Party for that kind introduction. I am pleased
to speak in support of the Victims of Crime Assistance
(Miscellaneous Amendments) Bill. I am pleased to see
that the bill has the support of the Opposition and the
National Party, and also presumably of the member for
Gippsland East.
Recognising the effects of criminal activity on the
victims of crime is very important. It has been
recognised in legislation passed by this Parliament for
many years, although the various rights and
entitlements of victims of crime have been changed and
amended from time to time, and have been withdrawn
and then reinstated. I am pleased to say that this bill will
go some way to further reinstating rights that were
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previously taken away from victims. It will also speed
up the administrative processes and enable hearings of
applications by victims to be heard more speedily and
with greater sensitivity.
We must understand that victims of crime may suffer
from a number of different effects — principally,
emotional effects, physical effects and financial effects.
As a community we have a responsibility to assist those
who are victims of crime in our society, and where it is
appropriate to compensate them for the loss they have
suffered.
My personal experience with assistance for victims of
crime goes back many years to the early days in my
career as a barrister back in the mid to late 1980s. I
appeared many times for victims of crimes in what was
then the Crimes Compensation Tribunal. It was
apparent to me back in those days that the effect on
victims of crime was particularly pronounced, not only
at the time the crime was committed but of course when
they had to go back before a tribunal and recount and
relive the circumstances of the crime occurring. Many
of the people whom I represented in those days talked
to me about how the forthcoming hearing of their
application for compensation would mean that they
would relive the experience, and said that nightmares of
physical attacks and so forth would recur to them. It
was quite a traumatic experience leading up to a
criminal compensation hearing, and having to recount
their evidence before the tribunal was something that
caused them a degree of difficulty.
It is in that sort of setting that the kind of legislation we
are dealing with here today needs to be seen because it
deals with many of those particular concerns that have
affected victims of crime in the past. It does so by
allowing in particular for awards to be made on the
papers, as we say, where the tribunal will be able to
deal with an application with the consent of the
applicant in the applicant’s absence. It is an important
reform in that as long as the applicant consents to its
being done in that way you can move to more speedy
and efficient hearing of the applications, with speedier
compensation being delivered to applicants, and of
course less trauma on the part of the applicant because
they do not necessarily need to appear before the
tribunal and recount the sometimes quite horrific
circumstances that gave rise to the application.
The particular provisions that this bill enacts come out
of the Review into Services for Victims of Crime, a
report which was delivered in 2002, and I take this
opportunity to mention the very important work that the
member for Burwood put into the preparation of that
important report. That report forms the basis of the
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legislation we are dealing with here today. The report
showed that the Victims of Crime Assistance Tribunal
needed some modification of its processes in order to
deliver efficient and effective compensation to
applicants. The legislation before us will enact a
number of the recommendations of the report that
require legislation. There are other aspects of the report
and its recommendations that can be implemented by
administrative means, and they are in the process of
being carried through.
In particular this legislation removes restrictions on the
tribunal’s ability to make interim awards and provides
that some interim awards should be capable of being
made by a registrar. That will enable speedier handling
of interim award claims, which are very important
because often interim awards are necessary for very
urgent counselling and assistance. Allowing them to be
made by the registrar will mean they can be made a lot
quicker and will speed up the administrative processes
of the tribunal, so it will be of great benefit to
applicants.
The legislation also widens the circumstances in which
childhood victims of sexual assault may be awarded
special financial assistance. This is an important
amendment to previous legislation, which did not
anticipate all of the circumstances in which people who
were unfortunately the subject of childhood sexual
abuse may be entitled to claim compensation. The
changes brought in by this legislation will effectively
mean that no-one who was the subject of childhood
sexual abuse will be left out of the compensation
process.
As I mentioned earlier, another important aspect of this
legislation is to enable the tribunal to determine a
matter without the applicant’s having to be present in
certain circumstances. That will of course again provide
for a speedier and more efficient hearing of applications
and will play an important part in reducing the waiting
list, not only for those who are heard without having to
appear but also for those who go through a full hearing
by appearing and giving evidence.
There is also another important aspect to this legislation
to do with the ability to rely on psychological evidence.
The act previously limited the ability of the tribunal to
hear evidence of a psychological nature from secondary
victims. Those victims were limited to calling medical
and psychiatric evidence. An amendment in this bill
will enable psychological evidence to be called on
behalf of those victims. Those familiar with the
workings of the tribunal will understand that
psychological evidence is in fact a very common form
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of evidence in that tribunal, so an amendment to allow
that evidence to be taken into account is important.
All in all this is a very important piece of legislation,
and although its particular sections are somewhat
mechanical in detail they really do go to the very
important rights of victims of crime in this state to be
properly compensated in a speedy, effective and
sensitive manner. It is an important principle that we do
understand that victims of crime have rights in this
jurisdiction. Those rights are important, and they
deserve to be dealt with sensitively and with dignity.
This legislation will go a long way to supporting those
rights.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr PERTON
(Doncaster).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

COURTS LEGISLATION (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 1 May; motion of Mr HULLS
(Attorney-General).
Opposition amendments circulated by Mr McINTOSH
(Kew) pursuant to sessional orders.

Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — This is a bill that the
opposition will not oppose, but it has a genuine query in
relation to the proposed pension scheme, which I will
discuss in a moment. The issue of fixed terms of five
years for the deputy chief magistrate is also something
that causes the Liberal Party a great deal of concern.
Accordingly, I have circulated some amendments that
will make this bill a lot more workable. In effect they
will delete the clause relating to fixed terms. However, I
will go into that in some detail in a moment.
I will deal with the provisions of the bill in a general
way. Firstly, there are provisions that ensure there is a
pool of talent, if you like, from which the government
can choose and take to the Executive Council — the
pool of talent being judges currently serving on
interstate or federal courts. We would agree that it is
necessary to have that sort of talent. If people are able
to bring particular expertise to the Victorian state
courts, including the County Court and the Supreme
Court, it would certainly enhance our administration of
justice, and certainly nobody would deny the worth of
that sort of opportunity.
The current scheme allows that to occur; however, there
is a penalty which a judge transferring from an
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interstate or federal court to a state court, the County
Court or the Supreme Court may have to pay. It is a
pretty substantial penalty, in that the time to be served
for the accrual of a judicial pension entitlement has to
start again. Accordingly the amendment that deals with
that particular part of the bill will now enable the prior
service of a judge in an interstate court to be taken into
account. It would have to be a court other than a
Magistrates Court, because as we know magistrates,
apart from the Chief Magistrate, do not have judicial
pensions and come under a different pension scheme;
so it would have to be an equivalent court, such as the
District Court or the Supreme Court of New South
Wales. So they will be able to bring their particular
expertise to a state court, the County Court or Supreme
Court, and their prior service can be taken into account.
As I said, the opposition does not deny that people
demonstrate their capacity in the courts, and if they
fulfil certain criteria there is the opportunity to expand
the pool of talent. It is uncommon for judges to be
appointed from different jurisdictions, but it not
completely without precedent. In this state, certainly in
my time at the bar, a number of judges have left the
state courts and gone to the Federal Court. I know that
Her Honour Justice Kenny and His Honour Justice
Weinberg were both appointed to the state Court of
Appeal and then transferred to the Federal Court.
Indeed our own Chief Justice, in the reverse way, has
been through three changes. He was a judge of the
Supreme Court of Victoria, and from my recollection
he was appointed back in 1984. At that time I had the
great honour of being his first ever associate in the first
court in which he ever sat. I was the associate to the
then Chief Justice of Victoria, and I was lent to His
Honour as his associate for about a week. Having said
that, His Honour was then appointed as a director of the
National Crimes Commission, which I think it was then
called. He was made a Federal Court judge by the then
federal Attorney-General, and he retained that post for a
number of years until he was ultimately appointed as
the Chief Justice of Victoria some years ago. So he has
been through three guises.
We have seen in recent times people such as Her
Honour Justice Williams being appointed to the
Supreme Court from the County Court; and indeed Her
Honour Judge Wilmoth, who was a magistrate in the
Magistrates Court, was appointed to the County Court.
These days it is not uncommon — it is not a career
path — for people to be appointed to a number of
different tribunals, and it is certainly not beyond the
realms of possibility for judges to be moved from, say,
the Federal Court to a state court. Indeed it would not
be beyond the realms of possibility for people to be
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moved from, say, the New South Wales Supreme Court
or District Court for whatever reason to the Victorian
Supreme Court. As the Attorney-General has said, the
aim of this bill is to expand the opportunity for the
government to appoint the best possible people to a
court. That is an important factor, because we would all
want to ensure that the highest calibre of people are
serving on our courts.
The provisions under part 2 of this bill allow that to
occur by enabling prior service at an interstate court or
a federal court to be taken into account in determining
eligibility for a judicial pension at the time of
retirement. They would have to go through the normal
qualification periods, and there is a minimum age
requirement.
There is just one matter that is a little unusual, and I
certainly have not been able to ascertain the precise
answer to it and seek some guidance on it from the
government. I refer to the pension issue. If a judge
serves a period of time, say five years, on an interstate
court — say the District Court in New South Wales —
he or she makes contributions to the pension scheme in
that state, but it being a defined benefit scheme with a
defined benefit at the end of the period, a lot of the
money that goes towards that benefit for retirement
may be picked up by the state. As it is with the
parliamentary pension scheme, the vast amount may be
picked up by the state, and the pension does not really
reflect the contributions or the interest.
It is unclear from the bill whether a judge who serves
five years in New South Wales and makes a
contribution to that state’s judicial superannuation
scheme — I see there is a provision about double
dipping, and I accept that — creates an obligation that
is passed on to the state of Victoria when the judge is
brought back to Victoria without receiving any proper
consideration. Is there an interstate agreement or some
other issue that deals with that matter? I would be
grateful if the government could clarify that.
I move on to the next two matters, which do not cause
the opposition any great concern. The first deals with
the diversion program that maybe available for minor
traffic offences. I understand concern has been
expressed in the Magistrates Court about people
coming to court on minor traffic offences under the
current scheme perhaps not being able to participate in
one of the diversion programs available for first
offenders. The opposition has no qualms about
supporting this provision. Any sentencing option that
will increase the discretion of a presiding magistrate is
supported by the opposition. In this case, if it is an
appropriate extension of the discretion we see that as
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clearing up an anomaly and enabling the magistrate to
provide one of those diversion programs.
The most important thing to note is that the demerit
point system for minor traffic offences stays and
happens automatically. It relates to minor traffic
offences such as careless driving and has nothing to do
with alcohol, drugs or dangerous driving, so it is at the
low end of traffic offences. That begs the question why
anyone would want to participate in this diversion
program; however, having said that, the power is
available in a discretionary way.
In relation to the PERIN fine defaulters scheme, the
Attorney-General amended the act to enable a person,
who having been dealt with as a fine defaulter may
have incurred a term of imprisonment, to explain to the
court the particular difficulties he or she has and be
given the opportunity of undertaking some form of
community-based order as an alternative to
imprisonment. This was done because concerns were
expressed that some people may not know the nature
and effect of what is occurring. Again it is the extension
of the discretionary powers of a judge, which is
appropriate.
Concerns were raised about the anomaly where a ‘sane
person’ would have the same benefit extended to them.
I understand the practice is that it is, and that people
who do know the situation but are recalcitrants but who
should be given the benefit of community-based orders
in the past have been given that benefit, but there is an
anomaly that has been raised and should be clarified.
The bill clarifies that anomaly or ambiguity and makes
it clear that a fine defaulter has the opportunity of
presenting reasons why a community-based order may
be a credible alternative as a sentencing disposition in
the case.
The last matter, which is the nub of the Liberal Party’s
concern about this bill, is the appointment of the deputy
chief magistrate. The way the scheme operates at
present is that a person is appointed a magistrate by
order of the executive council. Once a person is made a
magistrate he or she is eligible for appointment to the
position of Chief Magistrate or deputy chief magistrate.
I understand there are currently only three deputy chief
magistrates because of the elevation of Her Honour
Judge Wilmoth to the County Court, where normally
four deputy chief magistrates would have been
appointed. The numbers are not the issue, but there are
certain entitlements and emoluments that go with the
job.
The Chief Magistrate is entitled to be paid a sum of
money as well as participating in the judicial pension
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scheme as if he were a County Court judge. The deputy
chief magistrate, while not getting the benefit of the
judicial pension scheme, is paid about $6000 to $7000
more than a magistrate. There is also the prestige going
with the position. At the moment magistrates are
appointed for life — life, of course, expires for
magistrates at 70 years of age. They are required under
the legislation to retire at that age, which has been a
standard clause in Victoria for a number of years. More
importantly, the deputy chief magistrate is appointed
for the remainder of his service on the court. The
Liberal Party is concerned that for various reasons, and
I will go through the reasons in a moment, a magistrate
is appointed for life, or until he or she retires or reaches
70 years of age.
Sitting suspended 6.31 p.m. until 8.04 p.m.

Mr McINTOSH — Just before the break I was
about to deal with the major grievance the opposition
has with this bill. As I said, our major grievance relates
to the appointment of a deputy chief magistrate for a
renewable five-year term. This strikes at one of the
fundamental tenets upon which our judiciary operates.
Of course the ‘separation of powers’ is an overused
term in this house. Indeed I have actually heard a police
minister say that there is a tradition of a separation of
powers between a police minister and operational
command. However, while I may feel a bit incredulous
about that, there is no doubt that our judiciary — a
judiciary we all want to maintain — has the highest
integrity. This may only be a small matter but it is the
thin edge of the wedge. I am terribly concerned about
the impact it may have on the Magistrates Court and its
credibility and integrity.
I point out that Lord Justice Brooke of the English
Court of Appeal recently indicated in a paper what he
thought the notion of judicial independence was all
about. He outlined what a modern English court — and
by application an Australian court — would see as the
four fundamental tenets under which an independent
judiciary would operate.
First, it has to be independent of the executive and the
legislature. Second, subject to health or age
considerations, a judge should not be removed except
by an address passed by both houses of Parliament.
This is the case in England and in the County Court and
Supreme Court here in Victoria, although a magistrate
is removed by presentation to the Supreme Court by the
Attorney-General. Third, they should be immune from
any form of civil suit or criminal prosecution in relation
to the job they do. Finally, they should be paid a high
enough salary that they can be financially independent.
These four principles are of course his Lordship’s
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interpretation, but the one that I am highlighting here is
that subject to health and age considerations a judge
should not be removed except, in extenuating
circumstances, by an address to both houses of
Parliament.
In 1997 all Supreme Court justices signed a document
entitled ‘Declaration of principles of judicial
independence issued by the chief justices of the
Australian states and territories’. In that document the
chief justices adumbrated in two pages what they
thought the fundamental principles of judicial
independence are. I will highlight their first principle,
that a person appointed as a judge to those courts:
… should be duly appointed to judicial office with security of
tenure

The third principle reads:
The holder of a judicial office should not, during the term of
that office, be dependent upon the executive government for
the continuance of the right to exercise that judicial office or
any particular jurisdiction or power associated with that
office.

The fourth principle says there should be no objection
in principle to the executive government appointing a
judge to hold some sort of extra-judicial function, as
long as that is associated with the judicial function. For
example, a Supreme Court judge might hold the office
of chairman of the Adult Parole Board of Victoria as
long as the judge consents, the head of the
jurisdiction — in the case of the Adult Parole Board,
the Chief Justice of Victoria — agrees, and most
importantly the appointment is for a substantial term
and is not renewable.
The notion of separation of powers, and the
independence of the judiciary which flows from it, is a
matter of fine interpretation, but to have it you do not
need to talk about the specifics of problems that may be
created by a provision such as clause 5 in this bill. I am
concerned that at the moment we have given
magistrates the integrity of being appointed and having
tenure for life except for cases of failing health,
inappropriate conduct or conviction for an indictable
offence, as set out in the Magistrates’ Court Act.
A Chief Magistrate is appointed on the same basis: they
are appointed as a magistrate and as Chief Magistrate
with all the emoluments that go with it. A deputy chief
magistrate is also appointed for life. Limiting that
tenure places the credibility and integrity of the
Magistrates Court very much in jeopardy. It is a
fundamental tenet of the independence of the judiciary
that there should be an absolute separation of powers.
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Under the current regime it is a decision of the
executive to appoint for a five-year term, but it is also
the decision of the executive whether to reappoint for a
five-year term, and that is totally inconsistent with what
Lord Justice Brooke of the Court of Appeal said, and
also what our own chief justices said about judicial
independence in Australia.
Mr Ryan interjected.
Mr McINTOSH — Yes, under the proposed
regime. I understand it is a small matter, but it
challenges the independence of the judiciary. It could
very well be that, because the state is the major litigant
in Victoria — certainly in the Magistrates Court, where
something of the order of 90 per cent of all criminal
cases are dealt with — it is open to abuse. I cannot
point to any specific abuse, nor should I. The most
important thing is the potential for this provision to
undermine the independence and integrity of the
judiciary in this state.
The other problem I have is that in his second-reading
speech the Attorney-General basically said it would
provide flexibility and enable people to move in and out
of the administrative roles of the courts. That in itself is
not satisfactory. We asked about that at the briefing, but
we were not provided with a reason. Ultimately after I
asked the question I was provided with a very brief
indication. I was told that both the Chief Magistrate and
the Attorney-General want this particular provision,
without any further justification. So without any further
adumbration and without further enlightenment as to
the reasons, I think this is a significant breach of the
true interpretation of the separation of powers. It
impacts on the independence of the judiciary, and
accordingly the amendment the opposition has
circulated proposes that this term be deleted from the
bill. Apart from that, as I indicated, the opposition will
not oppose the bill.
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — I wish
to make a brief contribution to this bill. In so doing I
take up the position most recently put by the shadow
Attorney-General, the member for Kew, particularly in
relation to the provisions in clause 5. That clause, by its
intent, would see the capacity for the appointment of a
deputy chief magistrate for a period of five years, which
is to be specified in the instrument of appointment. It
would also provide that any such appointee would be
eligible for reappointment.
There are fundamental issues involved here. The first of
those, as has been said, is the separation of powers. The
second, as a corollary to the first, is that this is not about
the actuality of what may or may not be occurring or
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what might be the fact of things in time to come. The
real issue here is the perception in the eyes of the public
of an appointment of this nature.
One of the elements that is open to interpretation in the
application of this provision is that the deputy chief
magistrate appointed under the terms of this provision
would have to satisfy the executive of the day,
irrespective of political persuasion, as to the appropriate
performance of his or her role if issues of
reappointment were under consideration. That is a
perception which can well be attached to a provision of
this nature.
The practical fact is that, going back to the first point
about the separation of powers and the fundamental
role that it plays in our system of democracy, this
provision is unacceptable. You cannot have a situation
where an appointment to a judicial role in the way this
provision contemplates should ever be regarded as
being under the hand of the executive government in
the sense of being dependent on performance.
It is for that reason that we in the National Party object
to this provision and will support the amendment
proposed by the Liberal Party. We think this particular
provision should be deleted from the bill and that other
avenues should be explored. For example, if it is
intended that others who are appointed as magistrates
should have experience in the role in question, surely
there is some mechanism whereby that could be done
administratively and internally without the necessity of
a formal legislative provision being brought into play
such as this bill contemplates. It could be done in other
ways to achieve whatever the desired result might be.
As I have just heard, no-one on this side of the house is
even sure what the end result is intended to be. No
explanation, fulsome or otherwise, has been given of
the merits of this provision and why it should be so.
Rather the totality of the explanation appears to be that
it is the desire of the Chief Magistrate and the
Attorney-General jointly that this should happen. With
due respect to them, they of all people should know that
with this style of appointment the commentary that is
attached to it in the second-reading speech and the
limited form of explanation of these matters themselves
are enough to cause the concerns that I just described.
Therefore, the National Party is opposed to that
particular provision.
We are conscious of the decision of Lord Justice
Brooke, which has been referred to, and the four
fundamentals which His Lordship attached to the
appointment of those in judicial roles. They are very
much of relevance to the points of discussion here, and
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we believe they again show that the provision should be
deleted.

WRONGS AND LIMITATION OF ACTIONS
ACTS (INSURANCE REFORM) BILL

Another matter in this bill concerns judicial pensions.
The bill will make amendments to appropriate
legislation so that Supreme and County Court
appointments can be made in a fashion which gives
Victoria equal status across the border and so we can
recruit people or have people come to our bench from
other jurisdictions without their having to suffer
penalties in their pension entitlements. That is
something we support. The actual working of it will be
interesting to follow when one has regard to the
complexities involved.

Second reading

There is a provision that talks about the application of
diversion programs, essentially with traffic offences.
We think the operation of diversion programs in other
areas has been successful and should be pursued.
Finally there is the question of the amendments in
clauses 7, 8 and 9 which would see, among other
things, the insertion of a section 85 provision. It is a
provision that our current government when in
opposition detested and often spoke about, yet here we
have it appearing in another of its pieces of legislation.
Mind you, it is appearing in circumstances where there
is a complete justification for its presence!
I want to finish by commenting on the report of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee on the
first issue to which I referred — namely, the
appointment of a deputy chief magistrate for five years.
Having considered the situation of this bill the
committee said:
The committee notes that currently there is no tenure
limitation or renewal applying to the position of deputy chief
magistrate and that the bill seeks to introduce a renewable
fixed five-year term appointment to the position of deputy
chief magistrate. The committee is concerned at the
implications that this may have in respect to the fundamental
principle of judicial independence.
The committee will write to the Attorney-General to seek
further clarification whether such renewable tenure provisions
may infringe or prejudice judicial independence and whether
they may constitute an undue abridgement of the doctrine of
the separation of powers which would ordinarily require
judicial functions to be exercised free of executive influence.

I believe that is a very apt and precise summary of the
sorts of concerns which lead the National Party to
support the amendment the Liberal Party has circulated.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr MILDENHALL
(Footscray).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The reforms contained in this bill are designed to
balance the rights of people to have access to the courts
to sue for personal injuries and the need to access to
affordable insurance.
Insurance is one of the underpinning institutions of our
society. It spreads the balance of risk when things go
wrong and ensures that the consequences of wrongs can
be compensated. It makes sure that we can rely on
access to doctors, that we can enjoy a walk in a national
park, that we can take part in a local football team or
raise some funds for a local school at a fete.
A working system of insurance is vital to a secure
society and a strong economy. Government must be
watchful that the system of insurance — and the
associated law around compensation for wrongs —
works well. It needs to work well — on balance — for
everyone. It needs to work well not just for insurance
companies, medical defence organisations, claimants
and their representatives; it also needs to work well for
everyone who is affected by their decisions and their
behaviour.
Because everyone relies on insurance to run a business,
to see a doctor, to give birth to a child, to play sport on
the weekend, to support a local fete and indeed to
receive fair compensation for injury, government needs
to ensure that insurance works well both against a set of
legal principles of fairness and justice and in terms of
the real, practical human consequences of the workings
of the insurance system. Dealing with those practical
human consequences is what this legislative package to
reform insurance is all about.
As members know, in terms of practical human
consequences, the community is facing serious issues
today with the functioning of our system of insurance.
A series of events since the collapse of HIH in early
2001, including the events of 11 September 2001 and
the effects of the deterioration of equity markets on
insurers’ reserves, has placed great pressure on the
insurance industry and our community. At the same
time there has been a pattern of rising claim costs.
Rising payouts and worldwide pressure on the
insurance industry have created an environment of
unaffordable premiums and sometimes unavailability of
insurance which all states have had to address.
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Since 2001, affordability and availability problems
have developed for several key insurance products
including: builders warranty; public liability;
professional indemnity; and medical indemnity. In turn
these problems have affected the operations of a range
of service providers, businesses and community groups.
Insurance premiums are becoming unaffordable not just
for doctors but for tourism operators, small business
and community and sporting associations like pony
clubs and local football clubs. In some cases insurance
is not available at all because insurance companies are
refusing to write policies where they believe the risk is
too great. In other cases insurers are writing policies
with significant exclusions, making them ineffective for
insured parties and claimants.

forums towards such a nationally consistent system. In
the meantime, we have announced that we will
implement most of the Ipp report’s recommendations,
with the necessary legislation to be introduced in the
spring 2003 parliamentary session.

We have a responsibility to strike the right balance
between protecting people’s rights and ensuring a
viable insurance industry in Victoria. Already the
government has responded to the difficulties
experienced in the insurance market in a range of ways.
In all cases this response has balanced the legitimate
interests of consumers with those of businesses and
professionals providing services.

After careful consideration of all the arguments and of
the impact on all members of the community, the
government has decided to implement a threshold for
access to general damages — that is, damages for
non-economic loss.

Government action to date has ranged from information
provision, including facilitating new insurance
arrangements for community groups, to changes to
institutional and regulatory arrangements as
appropriate, to providing insurance of last resort for
limited periods and finally to an extensive package of
legislative reforms.
The reforms contained in this bill are designed to
balance the rights of people to sue for personal injuries
and the need for access to affordable insurance. The
reforms will provide greater certainty for providers of
medical indemnity and public liability insurance.
It is important to get the balance right between the
needs of people injured through negligence, and the
needs of businesses, individuals and community groups
to have access to insurance. These reforms strike that
balance.
As honourable members will be aware, with the support
of the states and territories the federal government
commissioned a review of the law of negligence by a
panel chaired by Justice Ipp, whose report was
submitted last year.
The Victorian government has previously announced
that Victoria supports a legislative environment in
which there is national uniformity, or at least
consistency, in the way the law of negligence is
applied. Victoria will continue to work in national

However, two areas in which the Ipp report made
recommendations that the government considers need
to be implemented as a matter of urgency are:
thresholds on general damages — that is, damages for
non-economic loss; and limitations on the
commencement of actions — what is more generally
known as ‘the statute of limitations’.
Threshold for recovery of general damages

Let me stress this point: there will be no threshold test
for access to other types of damages, such as loss of
earnings, medical treatment or legal and property costs.
The threshold will only be applied to general damages.
General damages are an important factor in the cost of
claims, and hence in premiums for claims below the
catastrophic injury level. For small claims — that is,
$50 000 or below — half of the damages paid are
general damages.
Some groups, businesses and professionals, concerned
about the cost of meeting a succession of minor claims,
or if they cannot obtain insurance, not willing to operate
without it, are withdrawing their services, to the
detriment of themselves, their communities and their
customers. Others are cutting their costs by operating
without insurance cover and punting that they will not
be hit by a claim — a very poor outcome for claimants,
consumers and the community.
The bill therefore provides that general damages are
only recoverable where a claimant has suffered
‘significant injury’. ‘Significant injury’ comprises one
or more of:
whole-of-person physical impairment of more than
5 per cent, assessed using the 4th edition of the AMA
Guides;
psychiatric impairment of more than 10 per cent,
assessed using the gazetted psychiatric clinical
guidelines prepared by the Melbourne Medical Panel
(Psychiatry), and excluding secondary psychiatric
impairment;
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binaural loss of hearing of more than 5 per cent,
assessed in accordance with the procedure developed
and published by the National Acoustic Laboratory;
loss of a foetus; or
loss of a breast.
In addition, personal injury claims for general damages
in relation to sexual assault or misconduct will not be
subject to a threshold test.
Assessment of whole-person impairment using the
AMA Guides requires that the injuries to be assessed are
stable and are unlikely to change in future months in
spite of treatment. This is important both to claimants
and defendants, because if the claimant’s injuries have
not stabilised the claimant could be undercompensated
if the injuries subsequently deteriorate, or
overcompensated if the injuries subsequently improve.
It is important to stress that this threshold acts only as a
gateway for a court to determine whether damages for
non-economic loss can be awarded to a plaintiff. The
threshold does not in any way affect the need for the
claimant to establish that his or her injuries resulted
from a defendant’s negligence. It does not in any way
affect the ability of a court or the parties to determine
the damages that may be awarded for economic loss —
that is, medical expenses, loss of income and the like —
if negligence is proved or agreed.
Finally, unlike the schemes that have been implemented
in some other jurisdictions, the determination of the
amount of general damages that can be awarded,
provided negligence is proved and the plaintiff has
satisfied the threshold requirements, remains at the
court’s discretion, subject only to the cap that was
enacted last year.
The bill sets out pre-litigation procedures that enable
claimants and respondents to determine whether a
claimant’s injuries will enable him or her to recover
general damages. The bill provides that the medical
panels established under the Accident Compensation
Act 1985 will provide independent determination for
the courts and the parties of whether a claimant has
suffered ‘significant injury’ and therefore has access to
general damages. The bill restricts the medical panel’s
role to determining whether the greater than 5 per cent
threshold has been reached.
Honourable members will be familiar with the use of
the AMA Guides, the psychiatric impairment guidelines
and the hearing loss assessment procedures from their
use since around 1990 in the Workcover and Transport
Accident Commission (TAC) statutory compensation
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schemes. The levels of impairment required in this bill
for recovery of damages for non-economic loss are
significantly lower than those required in the
Workcover and TAC schemes for access to statutory
benefits for non-economic loss. The reasons for the
thresholds in this bill being lower than those applying
in the statutory schemes are:
the TAC and Workcover schemes are no-fault
schemes, so it is not necessary for a claimant to
prove negligence on the part of another person
before receiving compensation; and
therefore, those statutory schemes are able to provide
statutory benefits for economic losses to injured
persons more quickly than receipt of damages for
economic losses usually occurs in common-law
claims of negligence.
I stress that the no-fault nature of the statutory schemes
and the existence of statutory scales of benefits, rather
than court-determined damages, for most injuries under
those schemes, means that the level and purposes of the
thresholds in the Accident Compensation Act 1985 and
the Transport Accident Act 1986 are not directly
comparable to those in this bill.
The proposed bill provides that the threshold will apply
to any proceeding seeking general damages for
personal or bodily injury where that injury occurs on or
after today or, if the injury occurred before today, to
any proceeding commenced on or after 1 October 2003.
This commencement provision allows those already
injured and currently engaged in pre-litigation
processes, or contemplating commencing a proceeding,
at least four months in which to lodge a writ.
I reiterate that the government’s aims in implementing
thresholds for general damages, consistent with other
measures already implemented and those that will be
implemented in spring, are to:
reduce the level of general damages paid in respect
of minor injury claims; and in so doing, to
increase the certainty that community groups,
businesses and individuals can get access to
reasonable cover.
The government recognises that the bill is likely to lead
to an increase in availability of insurance, as insurance
providers can more confidently price their risk.
The government recognises that the community expects
close scrutiny of actual insurance market outcomes of
the implementation of a threshold for general damages
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to ensure that the expected benefits in improved
availability and affordability are being delivered.
On 20 May 2003, the government wrote to the
chairman of the ACCC, Professor Allan Fels, to ask
him to monitor the impact of our reforms and ensure
that insurance companies pass those on to consumers.
In addition, honourable members will recall that last
October’s legislation included a provision for the
Essential Services Commission (ESC) to collect
Victorian-based statistical data on insurance claims. As
the government agreed then, the ESC and the
government will work closely with Australian
Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) and any other
data collection agencies to establish complementary
data collection requirements, both to minimise the
burden on insurers and to ensure that Victorian-based
information can be benchmarked against nationally
based information.
Limitation of actions
Now let me turn to our aims in modifying the statute of
limitations.
Part 3 of the bill implements a number of reforms to
limitation of actions based, in part, on the
recommendations contained in the Review of the Law of
Negligence chaired by Justice Ipp. As the review noted,
a workable limitation system needs to provide fairness
to both plaintiffs and defendants.
Plaintiffs need sufficient time to appreciate that they
have claims, to investigate their claims and to
commence proceedings.
Defendants have a strong interest in ensuring that
claims made against them are litigated within a limited
period to —
ensure that relevant evidence is not lost due to the
passage of time; and
allow them to arrange their affairs and utilise their
resources on the basis that claims can no longer be
brought against them after a certain time.
The public also has an interest in ensuring that disputes
are settled as quickly as possible.
The Review of the Law of Negligence indicated that it is
desirable that the limitation periods relating to all
actions for personal injury and death, irrespective of the
formal causes of action on which they are based, should
be the same. The bill inserts a new part IIA in the
Limitation of Actions Act 1958. Part IIA establishes
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new periods of limitation for an action for damages for
personal injury or death whether the action is brought in
tort, in contract, under statute or otherwise.
Part IIA provides that the general limitation period
applicable to an action for damages for personal injury
or death is whichever of the following periods is the
first to expire —
the period of three years from the date on which the
cause of action is discoverable by the plaintiff (the
post-discoverability limitation period); or
the period of 12 years from the date the act or
omission alleged to have resulted in the death or
personal injury with which the claim is concerned
(the long-stop limitation period).
A cause of action is considered to be discoverable
under part IIA when the plaintiff knows or ought to
know of all of the following facts —
the fact that the death or personal injury concerned
has occurred;
the fact that the death or personal injury was caused
by the fault of the defendant; and
in the case of personal injury, the fact that the
personal injury was sufficiently serious to justify the
bringing of an action.
Under the Limitation of Actions Act 1958 the concept
of discoverability only applies where the injury which
is the subject of a claim for personal injury damages is a
disease or disorder. The concept of discoverability
recognises the difficulties faced by plaintiffs who have
latent diseases or disorders in bringing claims within
standard limitation periods. For other types of injuries
the limitation period currently runs from the date the
injury is sustained. Part IIA will extend the concept of
discoverability to all injuries and in this sense is more
generous than the current limitation periods.
The same limitation periods are applicable where a
person is under a disability at the time of the act or
omission, except that the post-discoverability limitation
period is six years. The Limitation of Actions Act 1958
already deems a minor or a person of unsound mind to
be a person under a disability. The post-discoverability
period of limitation is longer for injured persons within
this group in recognition of the special needs of this
group. This post-discoverability limitation period for
persons under a disability must be able to accommodate
the difficulties presented where injuries are sustained at
birth. Six years allows the parents or guardians of a
child more time to ensure that the consequences of an
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injury are fully manifested before they must commence
an action on behalf of the child.
Currently the Limitation of Actions Act 1958 suspends
a limitation period for a person under a disability for the
period of disability. Consequently a limitation period
does not commence to run against a person injured
while a child until they reach 18. Part IIA also provides
that where a person is under a legal incapacity the
running of the limitation periods is suspended for the
duration of the legal incapacity. However, the
suspension of a limitation period during incapacity will
not apply to a child who is in the custody of a legally
capable parent or guardian or to an incapacitated person
who is a represented person. It is reasonable for the
community to expect that parents and guardians will act
in the best interests of their children and commence
proceedings within six years of discovering an injury to
their child.
Part IIA also protects the interests of a minor where
there is a close relationship that may prevent a parent or
guardian from bringing legal proceedings on behalf of a
minor.
In the interests of justice the court will retain a
discretion to extend any of the limitation periods set out
in part IIA.
The government is particularly concerned to protect the
interests of those people suffering a dust-related
condition or tobacco-related disease which would often
go undetected until after the expiration of the long-stop
limitation period. Consequently, part IIA will not apply
to plaintiffs with a cause of action based on a
dust-related condition or tobacco-related disease.
Plaintiffs in this category will remain subject to the
provisions contained in sections 5, 23 and 23A of the
Limitation of Actions Act 1958. This means that people
in this category will have three or six years from the
date on which they first knew they had suffered the
injury to commence proceedings. An application for
extension may be made under section 23A.
Before I move on to discuss other parts of the bill I
would like to briefly discuss the transitional provisions
that apply to the changes to the limitation period.
The government wants the reforms to limitation periods
to have immediate effect, and this is reflected in the
transitional provisions. Part IIA will apply to a cause of
action arising out of —
an act or omission that occurred on or after 21 May
2003; and
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an act or omission that occurred before 21 May 2003
where proceedings have not been commenced before
1 October 2003.
The government made a formal announcement about
the proposed changes to limitation periods on 20 May
2003. The government recognises that the transitional
arrangements may have an adverse impact on persons
who suffered an injury prior to 21 May 2003 and who
do not, for whatever reason, commence proceedings
before 1 October 2003.
In some circumstances a cause of action that is still
within the limitation periods set under the current
provisions of the Limitation of Actions Act 1958 will
become statute barred under part IIA. This will be the
case where the 12-year long-stop limitation period has
expired before the commencement of part IIA. People
in this group will need to make an application to the
court for an extension before they can commence
proceedings.
This represents an appropriate balance between the
rights of individuals and the need to ensure the
availability of insurance, and thus enable providers of
goods and services and organisers of community
activities to continue to do so without fear of being
bankrupted by liability claims.
The bill also establishes proportionate liability for
purely economic loss and limitations on damages for
gratuitous attendant care.
Proportionate liability for economic loss
The bill implements ‘proportionate liability’ in place of
joint and several liability for purely economic losses —
that is, losses that do not relate to death or personal
injury. This means that persons or entities, including
government, will each only be liable for the proportion
of economic loss caused by their own negligence. They
will not have to be responsible for the whole amount of
economic loss damages awarded if they did not cause
100 per cent of the loss.
Proportionate liability has operated satisfactorily in the
building industry in Victoria for some years under
specific provisions in the Building Act 1993. The bill
repeals those provisions, as claims relating to the
building industry will now be covered by these general
provisions that relate to all non-injury claims.
The move to proportionate liability for economic loss
comes after extensive research and consultation over
the last decade by attorneys-general and others across
Australia.
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Gratuitous attendant care
In line with recommendations of the Ipp report, the bill
restricts access to damages for gratuitous attendant care
to those cases where the need for this care is clearly the
result of the injury and the care is required for at least
6 hours a week for at least six months. The maximum
amount awardable for gratuitous attendant care is
limited to payment for no more than 40 hours a week at
an hourly rate that does not exceed one-fortieth of
average weekly earnings in Victoria. This provision
mirrors those being introduced in most states.
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Section 28LZO states that it is the intention of
sections 28LE, 28LZH, 28LZI and 28LZL to alter or
vary section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975.
Section 28LE restricts the recovery of damages for
non-economic loss in proceedings to persons who have
suffered significant injury.

Statements under section 85(5) of the Constitution
Act

The reason for the restriction on the courts’ ability to
award damages for non-economic loss is to restrict the
cost to the community of claims for minor injuries
through establishing a more reasonable balance
between the impact on victims of injuries caused
through another’s negligence and the amount of
damages they receive.

I wish to make the following statements under
section 85(5) of the Constitution Act 1975 of the
reasons why it is the intention of this bill to alter or vary
that section.

Section 28LZH requires a court to accept a
determination by a medical panel of a threshold level
for the purpose of determining the threshold to the
recovery of damages for non-economic loss.

Clause 3 of this bill proposes to insert new
sections 24AI, 24AL and 24AQ into the Wrongs
Act 1958.

Section 28LZI provides that there is no appeal on the
merits to a court from an assessment or determination
by a medical panel.

Section 24AQ states that it is the intention of
sections 24AI and 24AL to alter or vary section 85 of
the Constitution Act 1975.

The reason for requiring a court to accept the medical
panel’s determination and to prevent appeals on the
merits from medical panel assessments and
determinations is to streamline the procedure for
determining the threshold for recovery of damages for
non-economic loss and to ensure that the courts do not,
over time, substitute non-medical criteria in place of the
opinions of panels of medical experts on medical
matters.

Section 24AI provides that the liability of each
defendant who is a concurrent wrongdoer in
proceedings involving an apportionable claim is to be
limited to an amount reflecting that person’s
responsibility for the loss or damage in question. It
provides that the court may give judgment against each
defendant for not more than that amount. It also directs
the court not to take into account the comparative
responsibility of concurrent wrongdoers who are not
parties to the proceedings except in certain
circumstances.
Section 24AL restricts the power of the court to join a
person as a party in a proceeding in relation to an
apportionable claim if the person was a party to any
previously concluded proceeding in relation to the
apportionable claim.
The purpose of these provisions is to restrict the powers
and authorities of the court to ensure that the new laws
relating to proportionate liability operate as intended.
Clause 4 of this bill proposes to insert new
sections 28LE, 28LZH, 28LZI, 28LZL and 28LZO into
the Wrongs Act 1958.

Section 28LZL applies division 3 of part III of the
Accident Compensation Act 1985 to a medical panel
appointed for the purposes of the new part VBA.
Section 63(6) of the Accident Compensation Act 1985
which is applied by section 28LZL provides that a
matter or thing done or omitted to be done by a member
of a medical panel or the convenor of the medical
panels in good faith does not subject the member or
convenor personally to any action, liability, claim or
demand. Section 65(10) of the Accident Compensation
Act 1985 which is applied by section 28LZL gives the
convenor and a member of a medical panel the same
protection and immunity as a judge of the Supreme
Court.
The reason for providing for medical panel members
and the convenor to have the immunity provided by
section 63(6) is to enable them to perform their
functions effectively without the threat of vexatious
legal actions. As a medical panel is a tribunal providing
opinions affecting legal rights, it is appropriate as a
matter of public policy for the convenor and the
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members to have the protection and immunity of a
judge.
Clause 7 of this bill proposes to insert new
section 28J(2) into the Wrongs Act 1958.
Section 28J(2) states that it is the intention of
section 28D (as affected by the amendments made to
this part by this bill) to alter or vary section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975.
Section 28D provides that a court cannot award
damages contrary to part VB (personal injury damages)
of the Wrongs Act 1958.
Clause 6 of the bill inserts new sections 28IA and 28IB
into part VB. New section 28IA limits the
circumstances in which damages may be awarded for
gratuitous attendant care services — ‘Griffiths v.
Kerkemeyer damages’. New section 28IB sets out the
limits for the award of damages in those circumstances.
The purpose of limiting the power of the court to award
damages is to limit excessive awards in these cases,
particularly having regard to the fact that the plaintiff
suffers no actual financial loss as the services are
provided gratuitously.
Clause 14 of this bill proposes to insert new part IIA
into the Limitation of Actions Act 1958.
Clause 16 of the bill proposes to insert a new
section 38A into the Limitation of Actions Act 1958.
Section 38A states that it is the intention of part IIA to
alter or vary section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975.
Part IIA establishes new periods of limitation for an
action for damages for personal injury or death whether
the action is brought in tort, in contract, under statute or
otherwise. Part IIA will also have application to:
a cause of action that survives for the benefit of the
estate of a deceased person under section 29(1) of
the Administration and Probate Act 1958; and
an action under part III of the Wrongs Act 1958; and
an action for personal injury damages under the Fair
Trading Act 1999.
Part IIA will apply to a cause of action arising out of:
an act or omission that occurred on or after 21 May
2003; and
an act or omission that occurred before 21 May 2003
where proceedings have not been brought by
1 October 2003.
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Part IIA provides that the general limitation period
applicable to an action for damages for personal injury
or death is whichever of the following periods is the
first to expire:
the period of three years from the date on which the
cause of action is discoverable by the plaintiff (the
post-discoverability limitation period); or
the period of 12 years from the date the act or
omission alleged to have resulted in the death or
personal injury with which the claim is concerned
(the long-stop limitation period).
The same limitation periods are applicable where a
person is under a disability at the time of the act or
omission except that the post-discoverability limitation
period is six years. Part IIA also sets out special
limitation periods for minors injured by a parent or
guardian or a close associate of the parent or guardian.
Part IIA also provides for the suspension of limitation
periods where a person is under a legal incapacity as
defined in section 27J.
Part IIA provides that the court has a discretion to
extend a limitation period that applies under the part.
However, the discretion must be exercised having
regard to factors specified in part IIA.
The introduction of new limitation periods limits the
time within which proceedings can be commenced in a
court or tribunal. The restrictions placed on the court’s
discretion to extend limitation periods limit the court’s
jurisdiction to award damages where claims for death
or personal injury damages are brought after the
expiration of the relevant limitation period.
The interests of the community are best served when
the limitation system provides fairness to both the
plaintiff and the defendant. Adopting the date of
discoverability and extending it to all personal injuries
and death provides a fair way of dealing with a wide
range of cases. It promotes consistency and uniformity.
Once the plaintiff knows or ought to know the facts
necessary to enable an action to be commenced, a
period of three years for competent adults and six years
for a person under a disability is a reasonable time for
this to be done. There are some difficulties associated
with the date of discoverability. In cases where damage
manifests itself long after the event or in a form difficult
to detect, the date of discoverability could extend
considerably into the future. The purpose of the
long-stop limitation period is to address these
difficulties by fixing a date on which an action becomes
statute barred, irrespective of whether the date of
discoverability has occurred.
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Justice requires that the court have a discretion to
extend a limitation period having regard to a range of
factors that take into account the interests of both the
plaintiff and the defendant before an action can be
commenced.
Conclusion
This bill enacts reforms to proportionate liability,
gratuitous attendant care, the statute of limitations, and
the introduction of a threshold to limit rights to sue for
general damages for non-economic loss.
I reiterate that we believe these reforms strike the
balance between the needs of people injured through
negligence, and the needs of business, community
groups, sporting organisations and individuals to have
access to insurance.
These reforms are a balanced response to a complex
issue.
They build on Victorian and national action to respond
to problems with the availability of insurance.
They deal with the practical human consequences
Victorians are encountering today due to these
problems.
They will ensure Victorians can enjoy the security of a
well-functioning insurance system.
They provide more certainty for people who rely on
affordable insurance to run their businesses, provide
their services, and enjoy their lives.
They are fair.
Importantly, they protect people’s rights to sue for loss
of wages or medical expenses in all personal injury
claims.
They make exception for long-term insidious diseases
such as those caused by asbestos and tobacco.
We have shortened the limitations period to encourage
claims to be made at an earlier time and to provide
certainty for defendants and insurers.
But we have allowed for judicial discretion to extend
limitations where it is in the interests of justice to do so.
Together then these measures are a balanced response
to a pressing problem, and will secure the operation of
insurance as an underpinning activity of our society and
our economy.
I commend the bill to the house.
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Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — Acting Speaker, if this
legislation is to have any effect on the insurance crisis
looming as at 30 June it needs to be passed urgently.
For this reason the opposition is proceeding to debate
the bill forthwith. We believe the second-reading and
remaining stages of debate in this place should be
concluded as quickly as possible. However, in the
course of that debate the bill should be scrutinised very
closely by this house so as to bring as much detail as
possible into the public arena as quickly as possible.
We believe the bill should then proceed forthwith to the
other place.
All interested parties, plus the government, plus the
opposition, should then work intensely over the next
few days, particularly over the coming weekend, on the
various provisions in the bill and on the drafting of the
bill, and then the bill can be debated in the other place
next week. Any necessary amendments can be made at
that stage and the bill can be returned and passed by this
house and presented to the Governor forthwith for royal
assent by the middle of next week.
This will get a law on the statute book as quickly as
possible, which will at least give certainty about what
this particular piece of legislation means to all
concerned.
Insurers can then start finalising the costing of their
cover and deciding on the terms of cover, and those
desperately in need of insurance can get the earliest
possible indication of whether this legislation will allow
them to obtain acceptable cover at an affordable price
and thus whether or not they will need to close their
doors on 30 June. What the government has on this
occasion yet again failed to understand is the real world
of practicability, of deadlines and of the need to make
decisions.
The single most important aim of this bill is to stop
hundreds of doctors, particularly obstetricians, being
forced to cease their practice on 30 June. If the
government continues to meander down the path it
proposes in this bill, it is likely to be at least 5 June and
perhaps later before the bill is passed by the Parliament,
and then perhaps 10 June before it receives royal assent.
In the second-reading speech notes distributed by the
Premier himself, he emphasised that these changes, if
they are going to be effective, need to be implemented
as a matter of urgency. How on earth does the
government expect the necessary steps to take place out
there in the real world, beyond the world of politics and
spin, in just 20 days to allow doctors and others to keep
their practices running?
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Consider what has to happen once this bill receives
royal assent. Insurers have got to take the final bill, the
bill that is the black and white law; they have to
examine that bill and work out exactly what it means.
They have to run the final models on what the likely
claims and costs experience are going to be under the
law as amended by this bill. They have got to structure
and price their insurance products. They have then got
to tell their potential customers — the doctors and other
clients — what cover they are prepared to offer and at
what price, and they have to explain what rules will
apply to run-off cover.
That is of course not the end of it. Once the doctors and
the other people who need insurance get those details
from their insurers, they have to decide whether or not
the prices offered are affordable. They have got to form
a view as to how long those prices are likely to be
available into the future and what the terms of the cover
are and therefore decide whether or not they will
continue to look after pregnant women and other people
with pressing needs in the community.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr CLARK — The Minister for Agriculture says
they know all of that now. Well, politicians’ promises
are not worth all that much these days, coming from the
present government. And even with the best will in the
world, until the final version of this legislation receives
royal assent, insurers cannot finalise the cover, the
pricing and the policies they are prepared to offer.
The first essential is to get this bill circulated, which has
now happened. The second essential is to get it finalised
and get royal assent so there is the certainty that
insurers and others need as they rapidly approach this
deadline of 30 June. Working backwards from the
doctors’ point of view, they are considering the
question: do I or do I not continue in practice after
30 June? By when do they have to make that decision?
They have to tell staff — are they going to lay off their
staff? They have to tell their patients; they have to tell
their suppliers; they have to see if they can sell their
practices or wind up their leases or make other
arrangements. They have to do their best — and this is
perhaps the most important of all — to find other
practitioners who are going to care for their patients.
Where is the time in which all of that can be done?
The more one thinks about it, the more one realises that
this legislation is already far, far too late. Dozens of
doctors will already have made that decision. They will
already have committed themselves to winding up their
practices. They will have gone so far down that path it
will be almost impossible, and certainly very expensive,
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for them to reverse that process. By the time the offers
from the insurers turn up in their letterboxes they will
already have begun turning off the lights in their
practices. It may already be too late for many, too late
because of the government’s dithering, its delay and its
incompetence.
However, we in the opposition are prepared to do
everything in our power as an opposition to ensure that
the anxiety and the uncertainty faced by pregnant
women, by other patients, by doctors, by their families
and staff and by hundreds of community organisations
across the state do not continue for a minute longer than
necessary.
We should never have got to this point. The way this
issue has been handled by the government treats the
Parliament and the community with contempt. This
legislation should have been introduced weeks ago. It
should have been open to extensive examination and
scrutiny and to community debate. There should have
been proper time for the legal and medical professions,
for the insurance industry, for the Municipal
Association of Victoria, for the business community,
for community organisations and for other interested
parties to examine the bill, to have their say and to
propose amendments.
The fact that the government has brought this bill into
Parliament in the second-last week of the sittings, when
it has known for many months of the critical need to act
well before the 30 June expiry of so much existing
cover, is yet another example of its indecisive
meandering, procrastinating and incompetent approach
to governing our state. It has left action until beyond the
last minute yet again.
Let us have a look at some of the things the government
has said in the past about its approach to public liability
and insurance reform. This is not the first time the
government has done this — gone to the public and to
the Parliament and said, ‘Have we got a solution for
you! Have we got the package that is going to knock off
this public liability problem! Aren’t we the ones who
are leading the nation on this!’.
We go all the way back to 21 September 2001, when
the then Minister for Finance and the Minister for Small
Business, after a fair degree of prodding, finally
convened a forum to discuss public liability insurance
issues. Then, after that, they issued their media release.
And what did they say? I quote:
As a result of the meeting the Bracks government has
committed to working with the insurance industry, small
business and community organisations to investigate …
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And they then told us what they were going to
investigate.
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the government to bring some legislation to this house.
The minister concluded this release by saying:
In line with the action plan developed by the Bracks
government last year, we are now in a position to develop
solutions based on cooperation between government,
community and small business groups and the insurance
industry …

Four or so months later, on 30 January 2002, the
government said that meetings with a number of groups
had been held with discussions focused on the
development of pooling arrangements and related
public liability insurance products — in other words,
four months after it said it was getting on with the job it
was still looking at it and trying to flick the blame onto
the insurance industry and the federal government to
cover up for its inaction.

So back on 28 May last year the government was in a
position to develop solutions, yet on 21 May 2003 we
get the end result — or rather a further intermediate
result — of that process.

A bit further on, on 28 March last year, we had a
prophetic statement by the then new Minister for
Finance, in words he may well be regretting today:

On 30 May last year in another release the Minister for
Finance announced that key measures coming out of a
national meeting of insurers in Melbourne included:

Mr Lenders said Victoria would only consider the agreement
between the states to examine broad-based tort reform if there
was clear evidence —

note this, Acting Speaker —
that it would reduce insurance premiums and increase the
availability of insurance.

But as part of that joint communiqué the government
undertook to look at a few things, and presumably to
look at them seriously. The communiqué said at item 3:
Subject to evidence that changes will increase affordability
and availability of cover, the states and territories will
examine:
…
broad-based tort reform; and
legal system costs and practices, such as legal
advertising.

So more than 12 months ago, back in March last year,
the government committed itself to look at the sort of
things that are now turning up in this legislation. It also
promised to collect data on claims and costs and to
provide it to heads of Treasury.

… improvement of legal procedures surrounding claims to
enable quicker, cheaper and less stressful determination in
civil liability disputes …

The minister said Victoria had:
… led the way in responding to problems in public liability
insurance.

We have all that, notwithstanding the fact that
Queensland and New South Wales legislated last
autumn on many of the critical issues facing their states.
That claim was reiterated in another media release of
30 May last year headed ‘Bracks government leads the
way on public liability insurance’. The government
announced that it would:
… take a major package of reforms to the meeting of
insurance ministers in Melbourne …

The minister said the government was:
… committed to working with all jurisdictions to finalise —

and I underline the word ‘finalise’ —
a legislative package that included:
…

Then on 28 May last year the Minister for Finance
produced another media release announcing that he was
launching:
… a new public liability insurance scheme that will provide
affordable insurance for thousands of not-for-profit
community groups including arts and cultural shows,
community festivals and youth groups.

As I understand it that is a scheme that has worked
effectively for a year, but now the reinsurers are saying
that because of the inaction on the legislative front in
Victoria they are not intending to continue their cover,
hence we have one of the catalysts that has finally got

improvement of legal procedures surrounding claims to
enable quicker, cheaper and less stressful determination
in civil liability disputes …

The government intended to introduce that into the
Victorian Parliament in the spring sittings.
We then had a fascinating media release on 12 July last
year stating that:
The Treasurer and Acting Minister for Finance … today
called on the insurance industry to demonstrate further
legislative reforms in Victoria would have a significant
impact on the availability and price of insurance premiums.
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He went on to refer to their intended legislative package
in the spring and then went on to talk about, as he put it:
‘Before we could consider measures that restrict people’s
right to compensation, we need a clear understanding from
the insurance sector that there is an economic benefit from
this move and it will be passed onto the community in the
form of lower premiums.
‘We are not in the business of constraining people’s rights
without a clear and demonstrable public benefit.
‘We are cautious on tort reform because there is little
evidence of caps driving down premiums in the United States
during its ‘insurance crisis’ in the mid-1980s.

Now we come to 2 September last year. This is another
media release entitled ‘Bracks announces second wave
insurance reforms’. The Premier said:
‘There is no quick fix to the problems in the insurance sector,
but these substantial reform measures will help make
insurance more accessible and affordable over the longer
term’, Mr Bracks said.
…
The Finance Minister, Mr John Lenders, said the reform
package was among the most comprehensive in Australia and
would help attack the culture of blame.
‘These reforms will help eliminate small and vexatious
claims, and bring Victoria into line with states like
Queensland …

Later on in the same 2 September release we find that
the then Minister for Health said:
… he had established a working party on medical indemnity,
involving the medical and legal professions to advise on a
range of reforms.
‘Today’s reforms will be bolstered by a further package of
measures specific to medical indemnity arising out of the
Victorian medical indemnity working party, and national
reviews including the Ipp review’, Mr Thwaites said.
‘Matters being considered for further reform include changing
the statute of limitations period and a national system to
compensate people catastrophically injured through medical
negligence’.

We can also refer to things that were said in the
second-reading speech on the Wrongs and Other Acts
(Public Liability Insurance Reform) Bill last year, when
the government proclaimed:
The bill enacts substantial reforms that will provide the
opportunity for significant insurance premium relief. It will
help attack the culture of blame and make insurance more
affordable and accessible over the longer term.

A press release of 11 September last year entitled
‘Lenders asks ACCC to ensure insurance benefits are
passed on to consumers’ states:
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‘The Bracks government’s legislation on public liability and
medical indemnity insurance will provide the opportunity for
significant insurance premium relief’, Mr Lenders said.
…
Mr Lenders said there was no quick fix to the problems in the
insurance sector, but the government’s substantial reform
measures would help attack the culture of blame and make
insurance more accessible and affordable over the longer
term.

He went on to say it would provide significant savings
for insurers, and I quote:
A conservative estimate is that at least $50 million will be
available to stabilise public liability premiums. The
government is particularly pleased that of this $18 million
will be available to assist the current problems with medical
indemnity insurance.

On 2 October 2002 in another press release the minister
promised to closely consider the Ipp report, which he
said provided a detailed blueprint for reforms. On
9 October last year — this will be particularly ironic to
members on this side of the house — the government
issued a release headed ‘Lower house passes landmark
insurance reforms’. It states:
‘The government has acted to ensure to continued availability
and affordability of insurance, as it underpins Victoria’s
economic and social fabric’, Mr Lenders said.
‘These legislative measures will have a tangible impact on
insurance premiums’.

And here comes the rub:
‘That is why it is essential the Liberal and National parties
must promptly pass the bill in the upper house.
‘A number of these measures will have an immediate and
direct impact and must be passed by the upper house as a
matter of urgency’.

That is what we were told on 9 October last year in
relation to that measure. And now we see the
government being prepared to meander along as the
30 June deadline comes even closer.
Let us have a look at what was said in the
second-reading speech on the Limitation of Actions
(Amendment) Bill. The concluding sentence was:
It is committed to considering what further reforms are
required in the forthcoming months.

I suppose that literally ‘in the forthcoming months’
from late last year to May might be correct, but I think
that that form of words was intended to imply a bit
more prompt action.
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The government went out into the community giving
promises and writing to concerned Victorians saying
things such as:
… the Victorian government has now passed a balanced
legislative package of measures which will have a significant
impact on the payout costs of insurers and on consumers who
will pay premiums.
…
The Victorian government will continue to pursue initiatives
in relation to group insurance arrangements, alternative
insurance products and risk mitigation strategies for all
sectors of our community experiencing difficulties at that
time.

Next, a press release on 2 April this year states:
Mr Lenders said the government was considering
professional standards legislation as an added protection for
the public against incompetent or unscrupulous behaviour.
…
Mr Lenders said legislation covering proportionate liability
would be introduced … as part of a third wave of insurance
reform in response to the Ipp report …

Now we see the package that was announced yesterday.
Again there are the grand promises of all the things this
legislation will do to tackle the insurance crisis. We
have heard all those things before. The public has been
told time and again that the various reforms the
government has been making are wonderful, but we
have seen time and again how they have proved to be
inadequate, belated and just temporary, bandaid
solutions.
We now have the situation where an enormous number
of the medical professionals who were surveyed by the
Liberal Party responded by saying that they are going to
cease practise from 30 June, and that is completely
consistent with what is being said publicly. I understand
that the medical insurance working group, which the
then Minister for Health established, met fortnightly
until the last election but since then has met only once.
This inaction has led to desperate pleas for help being
made by many in the community, and in that light I
refer to articles in the Ballarat Courier of 14 and
17 May. I will quote from the article of 14 May:
More than 200 people, including dozens of pregnant women,
attended a sometimes emotional meeting at St John of God
Health Care last night to hear about the concerns of doctors
and the response from Ballarat members of Parliament on the
crisis.
It follows revelations that many doctors in Ballarat, including
specialist obstetricians, will quit private practice before new
legislation is enacted on 1 July, forcing patients into the
public health system.

The article of 17 May states:
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Under-fire state health minister Bronwyn Pike was yesterday
ambushed by a baying mob of 300 people, many waving
placards, as she visited the Ballarat Base Hospital.
She was clearly taken aback by the strong depth of public
feeling as angry expectant mothers jostled to quiz her on how
she planned to solve the ongoing medical indemnity
insurance crisis.

Another headline reads ‘Pike greeted by hundreds of
angry mums’. The minister has told the house that these
mums love her now, but I would have thought that if
the government had any sincere commitment to the
wellbeing of Victorians it would not have wanted to put
any member of the community, least of all an expectant
mother, through the anguish, the concern, the
uncertainty and the distress that hundreds of pregnant
mothers across the state have faced due to this
government’s inability to make a decision and get
things done in a timely manner.
As a result of all of this, the Parliament and the
community have now been presented with this
appalling dilemma, whereby on the one hand this
complex piece of legislation deserves community
scrutiny and debate but on the other hand the time for
action is approaching us with extraordinary rapidity.
The conclusion that the opposition has reached is that
this legislation needs to be advanced as rapidly as
possible.
This bill also shows the appalling hypocrisy of the
Labor Party. We all remember how the Kennett
government’s decision to replace common-law actions
in the Workcover area with a guaranteed no-fault
compensation scheme was portrayed by the Labor Party
as the equivalent of tearing up the Magna Carta — a
fundamental restriction of people’s civil rights. The
member for Mitcham, who is not in the house at the
moment, would probably attribute his by-election win
to that campaign. Now Labor is prepared to do the sort
of thing it campaigned so heavily against when it was
in opposition.
However much some people may have disagreed with
the Liberal Party’s philosophical position on this issue,
the Liberal Party was prepared to stand up and argue
for what it believed in, to say what it believed in, to
defend it and to tell people openly and honestly where
they stood. What do we see now from the Labor Party?
How many people who voted for the Labor Party
would be stunned by the reversal of position we have
seen tonight? If the government says it has
reconsidered, changed its mind and admits it was
wrong, the opposition will give it credit for that. People
are entitled to change their minds on these issues, but
the Labor Party cannot on the one hand continue to
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condemn what the Kennett government did yet on the
other justify what it is doing tonight.
It is a particular irony that so much of what is in the bill
before the house hinges and depends on the very
medical panels established by the Kennett government
under the Workcover legislation which Labor in
opposition was so vehement in decrying. It is those
very medical panels which underpin the 5 per cent
limitations on the right to claim for non-economic loss.
I turn now to the bill and the package of measures
announced by the government yesterday and contained
in the bill. In the short time the opposition has had to
consider the bill, its overall assessment is that there are
many questions about how effective the legislation will
be. It will make some improvements to the insurance
crisis, but how much is debatable. The government has
now abandoned all its prior insistence on clear evidence
of benefit before restricting legal rights. ‘Give us proof’
was its cry when the Liberal Party tried to persuade the
government to agree to our Adventure Activities
Protection Bill, but now the cry is, ‘Trust us: we are
from the government, and we are here to help!’.
As I said at the time of the debate on the Adventure
Activities Protection Bill, it is unreasonable to demand
proof, but it is reasonable to look for persuasive
argument and evidence. Here the evidence the
government has been prepared to put into the public
arena is extremely limited. This is made worse by the
fact that the government has in its hands, data banks
and vaults and in the Treasury a great deal of evidence
that it has not been prepared to put out into the public
arena or trust the public with.
I refer in particular to a list of consultancies for the
period from 1 July 2002 to 31 December 2002 released
under freedom of information by the Department of
Treasury and Finance which includes consultancies by
Ernst and Young Actuarial Business Consultants. One
is referred to as ‘Analysis of medical indemnity
claims — short-term snapshot of trends. In relation to
the current tort law reform considerations’; another is
listed as ‘Analysis of medical indemnity claims —
heads of damages. That contribute to the payments and
costs associated with the various categories of
compensation claims’; and a third is shown as
‘Analysis of medical indemnity claims — detailed
report on characteristics. Medical indemnity costs in
Victoria and advice on likely future costs associated
with compensation payments on a no-charge basis’.
The modelling has been done and the data has been
gathered. It has cost $45 000, $50 000 and $82 500
respectively for these three studies. Where are they?
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Does the government trust the public with them? Does
it trust the Parliament or the interest groups with them?
Or does it say, ‘We are from the government. Trust us,
and don’t ask too many questions!’?
In the absence of this sort of detail — the evidence the
government said last year was needed to justify further
legislation — we need to rely on the various opinions
that were put forward, and there has been a wide
spectrum of them. Brad Matheson of the Municipal
Association of Victoria said he was confident their
reinsurers would stay — and let us hope he is right.
Mukesh Haikerwal of the Australian Medical
Association said the legislation would resolve most of
the profession’s concerns. Sandy Tod, familiar to many
members as the head of the former Mansfield tourism
task force, has described the measures as an
infinitesimally small step in the right direction.
Most significantly, as far as I am aware, there is no
statement on the public record by or on behalf of the
insurance industry or individual insurers as to what
their reaction is to this legislation and what effect they
expect it will have on premiums. They, of course, are
the ones who will have to decide what they are
prepared to offer. It is likely that the legislation will
have some affect, but exactly how much is the open
question. It is a question that should be answered in
debate in this place and the information that the
government makes public. A lot will hinge on how
definite the limitation of actions period is in relation to
obstetrics, because in the medical profession it is the
long tail under the new claims made arrangements that
is a very large part of the problem.
On the one hand the government has got a definite
12-year long stop period, but on the other hand it has a
very broad discretion given to the court to grant
exemptions from that long stop. The court can do so
under proposed section 27K if it decides it is just and
reasonable having regard to various factors that are set
out. On the one hand you may set a long stop, but on
the other hand it may not prove to be effective. It is
clearly a difficult balancing exercise, but who knows at
this point of time what the outcome of the balance that
the government seeks to strike will be. The public and
the Parliament are entitled to know what the
government’s modelling says about this, because no
doubt it has crunched the numbers and has a view on it.
Why will it not tell the community what that view is?
Similarly, in relation to the 5 per cent limitation
threshold the government needs to tell us how many
claims it expects to be affected by this threshold. What
is the quantum of damages that it expects will no longer
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be payable? What number of claims does it expect
people will no longer bother to make or pursue?
I should say at this point that the table released by the
government in conjunction with its press release
yesterday, which purports to give examples of various
levels of impairment and the sorts of injuries that would
fall under them, is an absolute disgrace. If it is not
literally dishonest, it is at bare minimum highly
misleading and deceptive. To suggest, for example, that
stomach ache constitutes a 9 per cent level of
impairment or that occasional constipation associated
with a permanent injury constitutes a 9 per cent
impairment or a minor balance problem constitutes a
9 per cent impairment and that these are typical
examples is absolutely outrageous.
The community may well justifiably make a decision
on this that the 5 per cent threshold ought to be set, but
it is something that the community should do in full
knowledge of the facts and the Parliament should do it
in full knowledge of the facts. Examples the legal
profession has provided on previous occasions give a
better understanding, and I cite some of them. I refer to
the case of a 41-year-old male with a twisted left knee:
‘First arthroscopy with anterior cruciate ligament
trimmed; second arthroscopy diagnoses anterior
cruciate ligament rupture; cruciate ligament
reconstruction; client complains of recurrent pain and
inability to walk or run for long periods of time and
difficulty walking up and down steps’. The legal
profession’s view is that it is a 3 per cent whole-person
impairment.
A 57-year-old male with a crushed left foot was for two
weeks an inpatient at Western Hospital and underwent
two operations, one involving the fusion of the
remaining big toe after amputation of one-quarter of the
big toe: ‘Difficulty standing on left foot; constant pain
in left foot when walking — 5 per cent whole-person
impairment’.
A 24-year-old female sustained a multiple traumatic
abdominal injury requiring the removal of
60 centimetres of bowel: the AMA assessment was
0 per cent, according to this legal advice.
It is a major step that the government is taking in setting
this 5 per cent threshold, and it should not pretend to
the community that it is simply a slips-and-trips
elimination.
Further consequences of this measure that the
government needs to tell the public about include what
impact it will have on health insurance commission
recoveries — in other words, to what extent this will
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pass costs on to the Medicare system, because people
will no longer bring actions and therefore will no longer
reimburse the Medicare system. Similarly with
Centrelink and with the public hospital system in
Victoria, which also has legislation that should in
theory enable the recovery of medical costs relating to
litigation. How much revenue will the government
forgo as result of claims not being pursued?
Similarly, what additional cost burden will be imposed
on the private health insurance system as a result of
those insurers not being able to recover their outlays
through the course of litigation. To what extent will the
litigation that may arise between private individuals
under the scheme put pressure on the statutory
definitions that are used for the Transport Accident
Commission and Workcover systems?
What is intended with serious injuries — that is,
injuries that satisfy the narrative test for serious injury
under the Transport Accident Commission or
Workcover but fall below the 5 per cent American
Medical Association guidelines? Will they be locked
out like everything else? Again, that is something that
the community needs to know about. There are
numerous crucial issues which the government needs to
fully and quickly inform the community about. This
needs to be teased out in debate in this house as rapidly
as possible.
Regarding limitation periods, what will be the role and
responsibility of parents in making decisions on behalf
of their children? New section 27E talks about a period
of six years from the date on which the cause of action
is discoverable by the plaintiff. Does that mean the
child or the parent? Do you have to have regard to the
mental capacity and awareness of the child in satisfying
that test?
How is the proportionate liability measure going to
work? Mandatory reporting of medical errors was one
of the things mentioned in the media release yesterday,
but it does not appear to be in this legislation. How
reasonable is the gratuitous attendant care threshold of
average weekly earnings and the number of weeks
within the first six months that that is permitted?
What has happened to a number of crucial missing
elements? Where are the professional standards
definitions that have been talked about in the past?
Where are the procedural law changes that were in the
bill which had its second-reading speech last year but
which never proceeded due to the election — seeming
to vanish without sight? Where is the fundamental
re-examination of the law of negligence which the
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opposition called for as far back as February 2002 and
which should have been completed by now?
The conclusion is that this is a continuation of Labor’s
piecemeal approach. So many times already it has told
us that it has a solution that will give us peace in our
time, and so many times it has been shown to have
failed. It has still to this point failed to do the hard work
of looking at the fundamental operation of our legal
system and the cost components in the insurance
industry, and it has failed to take the public into its
confidence.
We need to get on with examining this legislation in
great detail very quickly and to get whatever the
outcome of that examination is into legislation as soon
as possible, preferably with royal assent by the middle
of next week. The government has spoken in the past
about its first wave and second wave of legislation. This
presumably is its third wave, and we will have a fourth
wave in spring. The trouble is that while Labor has
been boasting about its waves, hundreds of Victorian
doctors, builders, adventure tourism operators and
community organisations have been forced to wave
goodbye — goodbye to their practices, goodbye to their
businesses and goodbye to their community work. That
is just not good enough.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr RYAN (Leader of the
National Party).

Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture) — I
move:
That the debate be adjourned for two weeks.

Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — I move:
That the words ‘for two weeks’ be omitted with a view of
inserting in place thereof the words ‘until Tuesday, 27 May
2003’.

In brief, as the honourable member for Box Hill has put
very strongly, this is a very important piece of
legislation and the community is entitled to the speedy
resolution of this matter.
As the opposition indicated yesterday, it is totally
inappropriate that next week’s parliamentary sitting is
being cancelled. We believe that the Parliament should
sit next week and that it should sit next Tuesday, and
we will continue to put that point. As the member for
Box Hill said quite clearly, it is within the power of the
government and the opposition to consult appropriately.
We can ensure that the bill comes back into the house
next Tuesday, that each of the clauses is properly
analysed and that this Parliament acts as a parliament
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should. Instead of the legislation coming back in a
fortnight with the debate compressed again and no
chance of a committee stage, what we need is for
Parliament to act like a parliament. This legislation has
come into the Parliament in haste — —
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr PERTON — I ask the member whether he
supports this legislation. The member for Richmond
has been notoriously silent. The question is which
structures within the Labor Party actually dealt with this
legislation. Which committees of caucus dealt with it,
or was this foisted on the caucus by the cabinet and its
leadership?
What this Parliament needs to do is come back next
Tuesday, debate this bill thoroughly and allow it to
move into the committee stage so that each of the
provisions can be tested, so that the reports that the
member for Box Hill referred to can be brought into
this Parliament and so that we can actually see the
statistical analysis of the impact of these provisions and
understand what the change in thresholds means for the
rights of workers to claim, for the insurance premiums
of medical practitioners and, most importantly, for
patients.
We believe the Parliament should sit next week and we
believe this piece of legislation should take priority next
week. That is why I have moved the amendment to
enable this legislation to be considered next Tuesday
and not compressed into a debate over two days in the
final week of the sitting.
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — On the question
of time, Acting Speaker, I am happy to agree that we
should act as a Parliament, and the normal process in
Parliament is that we consider bills properly. Indeed as
the member for Doncaster has just pointed out, there
are a whole lot of implications, which he wishes to have
explained.
I find it amazing that the honourable member for Box
Hill talked on a bill that he has not even read. It is
beholden on us in the Parliament to actually consider
these things properly, with due gravity, due
consideration and proper debate. We do not do these
things very quickly, we do them properly, because
these are detailed and complex changes. We
acknowledge and understand that there is urgency in
this regard, but we want to make sure of the changes,
because they are so complex. This is not an
insignificant bill; we want to make sure that the
member for Box Hill actually has time to read it!
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We are offering certainty to the people of Victoria, and
we are offering long-term solutions in this regard. We
want to make sure that the people of Victoria
understand what is being offered here. We want to
ensure that we put in place something for the future. All
this amendment does is reveal the lack of understanding
in the Liberal Party of insurance matters. There is a
need for the people in insurance companies, for the
general community and for the medical practitioners to
consider these things and come up with their positions
so they can provide information and make
representations to members of Parliament so we can
comment on this bill, as we do. That way we can act as
a proper Parliament, not as we used to act in the
Kennett times, when the government used to ram things
through so quickly no-one even considered these
things.
The member for Box Hill talked about previous
examples. I am reminded of the Mansfield bill which
the opposition tried to ram through last year. The
opposition came up with the knee-jerk reaction of the
American Medical Association’s 30 per cent rule. We
want to make sure that we consider these things as a
Parliament. These are profound changes and profound
issues that need to be considered by the people of
Victoria and by us as their representatives in the
Parliament of Victoria.
We do not rush these things forward without
considering them properly. We want to make sure there
is a reasonable amount of time for people to consider
the issues; we want to make sure people have the time
to read the bill and to be briefed properly. The member
for Box Hill has not yet been briefed properly on this
matter. This will be a chance for him to ensure that he
knows what he is talking about, but he has lost his
opportunity because he has already spoken. I am sure
the Leader of the National Party realises that there are
considerable issues that need to be looked at properly.
Members need to get proper briefings and to consult
people. That is why we have the two weeks — so we
can go out and consult on the details. This is what we
are offering and what we are suggesting.
On the question of time, as I said, we want to make sure
we do not ram things through like the current
opposition did in the Kennett era. We want to ensure
that we come up with long-term solutions, that we talk
to people and that we have plenty of time to consider
these things properly. I support the Leader of the
Opposition — or the Leader of the National Party — in
saying that this debate should be adjourned and that we
should have two weeks — —
An honourable member interjected.
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Mr STENSHOLT — Sometimes you wonder who
the actual opposition is in terms of the quality of the
responses that are given!
We want to ensure that we come back in two weeks
time and consider this in a proper debate with due
gravity, as is appropriate for the Parliament of Victoria.
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — The
rank, appalling and disgusting hypocrisy of the Labor
Party in this part of the debate is something to be heard.
It is extraordinary that we hear this sort of stuff tossed
to us across the chamber after the years in which we
were part of the government and had to suffer what was
put to us by the then opposition.
Of course in all of this there are conflicting views
which are deep seated. But they are no more deep
seated than in my own case, given the background I
have in the law, the people I have represented over the
years and the position that we have put as a party over
the past couple of years since we instigated this whole
discussion.
This issue of time is very significant. I understand the
perspective of the Liberal Party in wanting to get this
legislation passed and dealt with in a manner that gives
people the certainty they have been craving for the past
couple of years. I well understand the opposition’s
frustration with a Labor Party which has effectively sat
on its hands for the past couple of years and done
nothing but which has come in here in the past few days
to introduce this legislation. Labor could not run a
chook raffle, and it has had to cancel next week’s
Parliament in order to try to comply with the process
we are having put to us tonight, which would see this
debate being adjourned for the next couple of weeks.
All of this is happening in an environment where the
main people who are suffering the outcome of all of
this are the people out there in country, metropolitan
and regional Victoria — and most particularly the
young mums and the would-be mums, who are faced
with the sorts of things they have been worrying about
for years while this government has fiddled. This mob
makes Nero look like an activist.
It pains me in the extreme to say that I must oppose the
amendment advanced by the Liberal Party on the
extension of time. If all things were equal, such would
not be the case. However, I believe the content of this
legislation is such, both in its tenor and its detail, that if
we are going to fulfil the role of parliamentarians and
meaningfully play the part which our election to this
place properly decrees, we need to sit back and have a
look at it over the next few days. I say that in two
senses. For those of us who are looking to debate the
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legislation that is an imperative, albeit with the
qualification that I am faced with the disgraceful
prospect of having to stand here in two weeks time and
contribute only 20 minutes of debating time to a piece
of legislation of this technical detail. That is what this
Labor Party has imposed upon me and upon my party.
It is an unmitigated disgrace.
For all those reasons I regret that I cannot support the
amendment moved by the Liberal Party. I understand
the frustrations its members feel about this, but equally
I believe that on its merits this legislation, with all its
aspects, demands that there be a delay before it is
debated fulsomely. I say that with no disrespect at all
for the contribution made by the member for Box Hill,
who fulsomely reviewed the history that has led us to
tonight. So it is that the National Party will oppose the
amendment moved by the Liberal Party on the question
of time and will support the government’s proposition
that this debate be adjourned for two weeks.
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On page 4 of his speech the Premier said:
However, two areas … that the government considers need to
be implemented as a matter of urgency are: thresholds on
general damages, that is, damages for non-economic loss; and
limitations on the commencement of actions — what is more
generally known as ‘the statute of limitations’.

I would suggest to the house that the Premier has put a
very strong argument in favour of the urgency to take
action. Tonight — as the Leader of the National Party
said, after a couple of years of doing absolutely
nothing — we had the member for Burwood standing
up and saying that there is a need for further delay.

Mr WYNNE (Richmond) — I rise on the question
of time — —

The contribution made by the member for Box Hill,
despite the fact that it came as somewhat of a surprise
to the member for Burwood, who clearly does not
know the member for Box Hill and his capabilities,
showed very clearly that if you are on top of the game,
you know what you are talking about and you know
something about this issue you can allow the debate to
continue straightaway. However, given the terms of the
amendment moved by the member for Doncaster, it
certainly could continue next Tuesday. Why is this
government running away from this debate? Why is it
closing down the Parliament next week? It is closing it
down because it is not on top of the game. Members
opposite are not even sure of their legislation because
they have a track record — they have form — of doing
things at the last moment and doing them very badly
indeed.

Mr Cooper — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
the Leader of the National Party has spoken in favour
of the motion. You are now accepting, I am assuming, a
contribution from the member for Richmond, who is
also in favour of it. I suggest that the call should have
come to this side of the house.

Certainly this government wants a couple of weeks of
adjournment for this issue, mainly so it can go over this
hastily cobbled together piece of legislation, because
that is what it is. It has been cobbled together over the
last 10 days or so in a flat panic to make sure there are
no holes in it.

Mr Cameron — On the point of the order, Acting
Speaker, the Leader of the National Party took the call
after the proposition was already put, therefore it was
taken on the basis of the other side.

We know full well, based on this government’s
previous record, that there will be mistakes throughout
this bill. That is why the government does not want to
go on with the debate straight away; it is certainly why
it does not want to go on with the debate even in a few
days time — on Tuesday of next week. That is the
criminal side of the whole thing — that it is in fact
delaying again. Having delayed for a couple of years
while its Labor colleagues in the states of Queensland
and New South Wales put legislation into place
12 months or so ago this government has sat on its
hands and done nothing.

However, I say again that it is galling that as a party we
should be named by a Labor government — which has
performed appallingly in all of this — as supporting the
case it has put here tonight.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! I call the member for Richmond.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! I am prepared to adjudicate on the point of
order. The member for Mornington is correct, and I
need to call him.
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — On the question of
time, I turn to the second-reading speech made by the
Premier tonight when he said on page 3 that:
… these problems have affected the operations of a range of
service providers, business and community groups.
…
In some cases, insurance is not available at all …

Now that we have medical practitioners saying they are
going to close down their practices, that they want
some action and some surety, that they need it now so
they can go out and do the work they need to do and
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insurance companies can do what they need to do to
ensure that these medical practitioners can continue
after 30 June, what do we have from this government?
We have further delays argued for by the very surprised
member for Burwood, who when told, ‘You are on
your feet next’, took hold of the bill and said to himself,
no doubt as we were watching him, ‘My God, what do I
say next?’. What did he say next? The best thing he
could say was, ‘I want to delay the bill. I want to delay
it even further’. Then my colleague the member for
Nepean very unkindly suggested that the member for
Burwood had a continence problem when he was asked
to jump up and speak on the bill very quickly; but I do
not say that. I know he was nervous, though. He did not
know what to say, so the next best thing was to say,
‘Let’s close the debate down. Let’s argue for a further
delay’.
If this government is fair dinkum about solving this
problem, and it is a huge problem for so many sections
of the Victorian community, it will agree with the
amendment moved by the member for Doncaster,
which is that the Parliament will come back next
Tuesday and debate this piece of legislation.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! The member for Bass! And the member for
Doncaster, who has had his chance.
Mr WYNNE (Richmond) — I just want to indicate
to the member for Bass that the cold war is over, the
Berlin Wall has come down, and his renewal —
travelling beautifully!
On the question of time, what a rank piece of hypocrisy
this is. Here is the member for Mornington getting up
and strutting around. Here is another renewal man, the
member for Mornington — travelling beautifully!
Where is he from? Mornington?
An Honourable Member — Mornington.
Mr WYNNE — He gets up here with this bluff and
carry-on about a lack of democracy. ‘Let’s bring it on,
bring it on’, he says. And this from a party that has
sought time after time to — —
Mr Honeywood — Have you been drinking?
Mr WYNNE — That is just stupid, and you know
that. Time after time that party talks about
parliamentary democracy.
An Honourable Member — What is the point?
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Mr WYNNE — The point is a very simple one. We
introduced here this morning a second-reading speech
of amazing substance. A significant amount of detail
has gone into this piece of legislation and the
opposition has been caught unawares through a stunt,
frankly, in attempting to bring this debate on tonight.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr WYNNE — The Leader of National Party is a
person of integrity who, quite frankly, should in fact be
the Leader of the Opposition. He has rightly called this
matter. He has said, ‘No, we need time to consider this
piece of legislation’. We need to consider this piece of
legislation in a reasonable period of time — that is, over
the normal course of a two-week period. We said we
would introduce the legislation, let it lie over and give
the opposition parties an opportunity to consider the
matter in great detail, because it is a serious piece of
legislation.
We all know that there are very significant issues in the
insurance industry that affect whole ranges of groups in
our community. They affect community groups such as
people who are seeking to run fetes and community
events, pony clubs and horseriding groups right through
to adventure tourism operators, and of course the
medical profession. This is an incredibly serious piece
of legislation, and we should not be playing games with
it in this ridiculous way.
In its ridiculous way the opposition is trying to play
stupid, petty politics with an incredibly important piece
of legislation. The government has introduced this
legislation with goodwill. Last night the Leader of the
House indicated that we sought to have a two-week lay
over, and the opposition was very clear what that lay
over of two weeks was about. We have stopped
Parliament sitting next week because we need the
two-week period to deal with this piece of legislation,
yet the opposition has come in here tonight with bluff,
carry-on and nonsense, trying to catch up with the
government. We hope the opposition parties will treat
this legislation seriously, that they will not seek to make
cheap political points over it or try to play some
catch-up game in a pathetic attempt to be relevant. We
hope that over the next two weeks opposition members
will have a mature look at this legislation.
Certainly, as was indicated by the member for Ripon,
we know that the National Party will. We hope we will
get a better contribution from the opposition. The
shadow Treasurer at least made a decent attempt to
have a go at it, but as for the rest of the rabble over
there, they should not play cheap politics with this
because it is a piece of legislation that is important to
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whole sections of our community, and this government
is putting forward a credible and balanced response to
the problem. I call on opposition members to show a bit
of decency, to show a bit of respect for the people of
Victoria and to use the two weeks to get themselves
properly prepared to debate this legislation in two
weeks time.
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — We are
consistent here on the question of time. Only yesterday
when the Premier rushed the first reading of this bill
into this place the Leader of the Opposition called on
the Premier to bring on the second reading of the bill.
What did the Premier do? He reacted by prevaricating,
by bumbling and saying, ‘Oh no, we are not ready’. In
other words, even yesterday the government did not
have its legislation ready. We are consistent. We called
on the government yesterday to bring it on, and we
have been consistent tonight.
The Johnny-come-latelys in this crucial issue have
brought this on tonight. They had months to do it. We
know the Minister for Planning had months to bring on
the green wedge legislation, and it took her forever. It
has taken the government years to bring this on.
Premier Carr in New South Wales fixed up this
problem but this government has waited until the end of
the sittings to bring it on, while women in the third
trimester of their pregnancies are worrying themselves
sick at the moment about whether this legislation will
go through. Women in the final stages of their
pregnancies are phoning any number of media
organisations and asking, ‘When is this legislation
going to get through?’. What does the government do?
It fiddles around, because that is the only thing it is
good at doing.
The member for Burwood, of all people, argued that the
opposition needed more time — we thank him for
arguing on our behalf! — to consult on this bill because
of the radical changes, he said, to ensure the liability
systems envisaged. One of the main so-called radical
changes to this bill is the reintroduction of medical
panels. Who opposed medical panels when we brought
them in under the Workcover legislation?
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr HONEYWOOD — On the question of time, do
honourable members remember the previous member
for Broadmeadows — a great leader — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! The member for Ripon and the Minister for
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Agriculture are both out of their seats. They will get
their opportunity at a later stage.
Mr HONEYWOOD — On the question of time, no
less an authority than the great former Labor leader, Jim
Kennan, raised a similar motion on the Accident
Compensation (Workcover) Bill in 1992. So we have
the precedent of one of the government’s own people
raising a similar motion on a Workcover bill that the
ALP opposed because it brought in the radical change
of medical review panels, which the Labor Party itself,
having opposed it, is now bringing back. Talk about
hypocrisy, Acting Speaker. The government opposed
medical review panels, and it is now saying that as a
radical change it is bringing them back in.
On the question of time, we find that this government is
a Johnny-come-lately on this issue in Australia. This
government was offered the chance yesterday to bring
the bill on. The Premier was invited to bring it on, but
what did he do? He said the government was not ready.
If the government was so committed to getting this
legislation through with the appropriate consultation,
the Premier could have offered the opposition a briefing
before he second-read the bill this evening. That would
have given the opposition more time to consult. But did
he? No! Instead, he was so ill prepared for his
second-reading speech that he had not read it
beforehand and he mumbled and stumbled over every
single paragraph of it. He did not even know what was
in it.
Members of the government would not have a clue
what was in the bill, particularly the Minister for
Planning, because she does not read items in her
in-tray. She is known for not even being able to read
her own legislation. She is the only member of
Parliament in history to do two second-reading
speeches on the same legislation. She would not have a
clue! Two second-reading speeches on the same — —
Mr Andrews — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, this is a debate on the question of time. The
honourable member for Warrandyte is not relevant, and
I ask you to call him back to the question before the
house.
Mr HONEYWOOD — On the point of order, the
honourable member for Richmond spent half his
contribution making personal attacks on members from
this side of the house, and you put up with that. That is
hypocritical — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! There has been a fair bit of robust debate on this
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matter. I ask the Deputy Leader of the Opposition in his
last 13 seconds to talk on the topic being debated.
Mr HONEYWOOD — The Premier is ill prepared
for this legislation. On this side of the house we are
prepared. The honourable member for Box Hill made a
superb presentation on the issues surrounding this bill,
and we ask — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! The member’s time has expired.
Amendment negatived.
Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until Wednesday,
4 June.
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for Geelong after the function, and the attendees were
pleased with the Premier’s contribution to making
Geelong a safer, healthier, smarter place to live.
I do not want to go on ad nauseam about the 800 new
police and the safety aspects, but I will indulge a
number of my colleagues. When people get sick of it
you know that the message is getting through, and we
are certainly not sick of it yet.
The 800 new police across the state will add to the
government’s heavy emphasis on a safer community. In
terms of my previous occupation, we also added to the
number of firefighters and ambulance personnel across
the state.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

APPROPRIATION (2003/2004) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 20 May; motion of Mr BRUMBY
(Treasurer).

Mr CRUTCHFIELD (South Barwon) — I am
happy to join the debate on the Appropriation
(2003/2004) Bill. I note that the honourable member for
Geelong is here. We held a luncheon in Geelong on the
Friday after the budget, and the Treasurer attended. It
was Geelong’s budget, by the way, and I will elucidate
that as I give my speech.
We had a record number of attendees at that function.
There was broad representation from the business
community, with attendees from the Geelong Business
Network, the Geelong Chamber of Commerce and
private businesses; there were representatives from
Barwon Health, Barwon Water and also the Committee
for Geelong. It was a record attendance for a budget
function in Geelong. In my recollection and that of the
other five members who were there, the number of
people attending the function was greater than in any
other year.
The Treasurer was a man with a plan. It is not just the
Attorney-General who has a 10-point plan; the
Treasurer is a man with a plan, and he elucidated it in a
very articulate way. The message was about financial
responsibility and getting on with the job. It was about
a smarter, safer, healthier and greener Geelong, and
those adjectives apply statewide.
The feedback from that was first rate. When I spoke to
the other five members of the government who
represent the Geelong area and who attended that
function, they had some exceptionally positive
feedback. The Premier himself met with the Committee

Sitting continued on motion of Mr CAMERON (Minister
for Agriculture).

Mr CRUTCHFIELD (South Barwon) — This
budget puts emergency services in their rightful place,
not one where they are threatened by privatisation or by
the closure of police stations or the non-renewal of fire
or ambulance stations. The government recognises that
emergency services have a place in this state in
ensuring that we all have a safer and healthier
community.
In terms of a healthy community, the government has
increased the number of nurses and has continued to
add to their number. They were a dying breed, just like
our teachers during the seven dark years that ended
some three and a half years back. The government has
added 3300 more nurses. We have also added a hospital
demand strategy and a number of other initiatives that
make Victoria, and particularly Geelong, a healthier
place to live in.
I welcome the Treasurer to the house, and I am sure he
would be able to add to the comments about the
Geelong community.
Mr Brumby — Absolutely!
Mr CRUTCHFIELD — The Treasurer heard from
the Geelong community first hand. He was brilliant,
and the Geelong community responded in record
numbers. I wanted to bring that to the attention of the
house.
The budget provides funding for more than 3000 extra
teachers. Their occupation was certainly not one of note
under the previous government. Opposition members
have talked about being intellectual greens, but it is
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going to take a very long time for communities in
Geelong and Victoria to actually believe them.
My parents were teachers. Education has been the no. 1
priority for this government, and it is again in this
budget. The message out there is that this government
continues to endorse education, continues to endorse
Victoria as a smarter community and continues to
acknowledge Geelong’s place in the state as a smarter
community. The problems facing primary school
teachers resonated in the broader educational
community as well as in primary schools. They were
under increasing pressure from the welfare side of
educational demands. Again that was a welcome
commitment, which the government has honoured for
our communities.
The majority of my colleagues have touched on lower
class sizes and speed safety zones — I think it was the
member for Morwell who touched on that issue.
Mr Stensholt interjected.
Mr CRUTCHFIELD — It was actually the
member for Geelong. I congratulate him, and he
certainly needs to be congratulated by all members on
an initiative that has been expanded not only
throughout Geelong but right across Victorian
communities.
There is also the concept of a greener state, and in
particular a greener Geelong. Water programs are being
implemented, and we are tackling such problems as
weed control on private land. The role of park rangers,
including those in the Otways, was ably addressed by
the Minister for Environment. Perhaps the Liberals
misunderstood that some of those park rangers were
going into the new national park that will extend from
Anglesea to Cape Otway.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr CRUTCHFIELD — There will be $14 million
for the Otways to reduce logging and woodchipping by
some 25 per cent, definitely phasing it out by 2008. I
want to bring a matter involving the Otways to the
attention of the house. The two members for Geelong
will be pleased to hear of an article that appeared in the
Geelong Advocate on Tuesday, 13 May. A Liberal
member of the upper house, Mrs Coote, is reported as
saying in the article and later in Hansard that she
welcomed the extension of the national park and the
long-term cessation of logging. She described herself as
an advocate for the Otways. It is certainly refreshing to
see at least one member of the Liberal Party who has
become greener — and perhaps even intellectually
greener — although I note that the response from the
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Leader of the Opposition shows that that particular
viewpoint has not changed and that the opposition
opposes a national park in the Otways.
I turn to matters of infrastructure. Again my colleagues
from Geelong have talked about the additions to a
three-year program of infrastructure builds in and
around Geelong. We have $2.9 million for Belmont
High School, $1.1 million for Grovedale High School
and $1.1 million for Barwon Heads Primary School.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr CRUTCHFIELD — That is not this time. It
builds upon that.
There is $2 million in the budget for Ocean Grove High
School, and that will benefit my Barwon Heads
community. The police station at Ocean Grove has
almost been completed, and that is a $5 million project.
There is also $5 million for the Grovedale railway
station, which is in my electorate. There is $4.1 million
for the Geelong bypass, and some $15 million for the
port of Geelong.
I draw the attention of the house to a couple of articles
in the Geelong Advertiser. I quote from an article that
appeared on Monday, 12 May, which was headed ‘Libs
heavies hard to find’. The writer refers to Geelong:
We saw how their negative and unimaginative approach to
their role in opposition led to voter disillusionment.
Voters want positive policies, preferably stimulating and
exciting, which meet their needs and dreams, and Labor hit
the right note with its health, education, housing, transport
and law and order offerings.

Thank you, Geelong Advertiser! The article goes on to
mention the Liberal Party in Geelong, whose wipe-out
at the last election was due to an inability to shake off
what some see as an arrogant belief in its own divine
right to rule. They have still got it.
I bring to the house’s attention the visit to Geelong by
the opposition. I have a photo here, and it could be
mistaken as a photo of F Troop. There is the Leader of
the Opposition, Captain Parmenter, and it looks like the
member for Doncaster, Private Vanderbilt, right down
the back on his own.
An article in the Geelong Advertiser of 13 May talks
about the Liberals down there. Talk about a policy
desert! The article is headed ‘Party draws up 10-year
plan for Geelong’ and ‘City blueprint’ and states:
A fresh Liberal Party 10-year blueprint for Geelong will hit
the drawing board today as the state opposition descends
en masse on the city.
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They descended en masse — and they scared little kids
and old women.
I also refer to an article in the Geelong Advertiser of
14 May headed ‘Libs vows to return’, which states:
On the subject of what the plan may include, Mr Doyle spoke
about … the western wedge plan …

That is part of the 10-year plan. And the bypass? Are
you joking? That is something we committed to last
year. We put $4.1 million into the design — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr CRUTCHFIELD — I hear the interjections. It
may be different in the Liberal Party, but you have to
design before you construct. I know it is a new concept
but you have a design first, and then you look forward
to construction.
I note that the Liberal Party leader was calling the six
Geelong Labor members duds. Certainly I would like to
be a dud again and deliver a similar budget to that
provided to Geelong by the Treasurer. Geelong people
appreciate it, and the six Geelong members appreciate
it.
The contribution made by the opposition during the
election campaign was a xerox machine policy
development. In my electorate alone, let alone the rest
of the region, they stole the ideas, including Grovedale
railway station. What else? The Torquay police station,
Geelong hospital, Grace McKellar and Barwon Heads
Football Club. But in their haste to travel down the road
to do the numbers on the poor old member for
South-West Coast with the former member Alister
Paterson in Torquay they forgot that it might be quicker
on the bypass. Travel to Torquay during the summer
period and during peak periods would be quicker if
there were a bypass.
The two election commitments they forgot to xerox
were two of the strongest messages that resonated in
South Barwon. On the issue of a bypass they did not lift
a finger. They had no idea. They talked about a bridge,
a tunnel — anything but a bypass. The second was the
Otways — they forgot about and did not provide for the
Otways.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr CRUTCHFIELD — They did want both.
There were some elements that wanted a tunnel, a
bridge and a western wedge. I am sorry, it does not
work like that. The man with the plan is down there. I
look forward to a 10-year plan for Geelong.
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The opposition is talking about — would you believe
it? — appointing a non-elected politician in Geelong to
represent the Liberal Party. I do not know how the two
words go hand in hand, ‘non-elected’ and ‘politician’,
but apparently they are searching far and wide. And
who are they coming up with?
Mr Brumby — Alister?
Mr CRUTCHFIELD — No, the Leader of the
Opposition’s best mate: they are talking about Jeff
Kennett. They are talking about bringing him back to
Geelong. The ex-minister for Geelong! Didn’t he travel
nicely! Didn’t he deliver for Geelong! I am going to be
excited when Jeffrey turns up again. He can call me a
poison dart for as long as he likes, but I will enjoy
having him turn up.
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — It was interesting to
listen to some of the mirth on the other side during the
debate on the serious issue of the Appropriation
(2003/2004) Bill.
Mr Andrews — You were laughing, Noel!
Mr MAUGHAN — There were some good lines.
Let me just say that I believe in giving credit where
credit is due. This budget is a little bit like the curate’s
egg — it is good in parts. There are some good parts of
it and there are some parts of it that deserve our strong
criticism.
Let us start with some of the good parts, because I
welcome the additional funding for nurses and teaching
that has been provided in this budget. All sides of the
house acknowledge the importance of education and
health. In education there is universal acceptance that as
a state we must continue to invest in education — in
our schools, in our TAFE colleges and in our
universities. The 450 teachers are welcome, as are the
256 student welfare officers in primary schools.
Mr Perton — How many schools in Rodney will
get one?
Mr MAUGHAN — I do not know that.
Mr Andrews interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) — Order!
The honourable member for Mulgrave! The honourable
member for Rodney without assistance, and without
interruption from the government benches.
Mr MAUGHAN — The very valid question is how
many of these I am going to get in the electorate of
Rodney. I do not know, and I challenge government
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members to find for me in the various budget papers
what we will achieve in a whole range of different
areas. Even large projects like the Echuca-Moama
bridge, with an expenditure of $15 million, does not
rate a single line entry in the budget.
In terms of finding out whether or not we will have a
welfare teacher in a number of schools in the Rodney
electorate, who would know? What I do know is that
the budget allows for 256 in the state of Victoria. If you
work that out I would guess that I am going to get only
a few of them in Rodney. We certainly need them, and
I hope we can get them. It poses the question: why is it
that we need these 256 welfare teachers in schools? I
would argue that it is because we are not spending. I am
not blaming this government but successive
governments have not spent enough in early childhood
development and preschool education, because that is
where we set the pattern. I am passionate about
increasing expenditure for early childhood development
and preschool education.
This government, like previous governments, has spent
nowhere near enough in that area. We are dealing with
the symptoms rather than the causes.
Mr Wynne interjected.
Mr MAUGHAN — The member for Richmond
agrees with me, and I am delighted to hear that. I hope
we can get a consensus that we spend more money not
just on preschool education but on those important
early intervention services like speech pathologists,
child psychologists, occupational therapists and so on.
Let us look at a few figures. This year the budget in
round terms is about $26.5 billion. Funding for child
protection services for this year is $270 million and for
early childhood services is $184 million. When that is
broken up it includes about $117 million for preschool
services and $41 million or thereabouts for early
childhood services. When that is all put together and
family and community support is added in you come up
with a figure of $545 million to $550 million, which is
about 2 per cent of our total expenditure.
This is the area that is really setting the pattern for
future years. The early years of a child’s life — those
first critical four, five or six years — are so important in
the development of confident, self-assured young
people, and the antisocial behaviour, drug and alcohol
abuse, youth suicide and vandalism that plagues our
community is in many cases a symptom of inadequate
attention in the early childhood development years.
Do early childhood services receive a high enough
priority? The answer is definitely no. If you try to get a
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speech therapist in the public system in Echuca, for
example, you could well be waiting 18 months. That is
totally unacceptable for a child with a slight speech
impediment who just needs a little bit of assistance to
help him over those early years. If children do not get
that assistance, they go on to primary school feeling
they are not up to their peers. It is not because there is
anything wrong with them intellectually, it is the
problem they have with their speech that needs that
little bit of attention in those early years.
I am passionate about trying to get more money for that
early childhood development area, because I believe it
will be money very well spent. I am a great believer in
spending money on prevention rather than on dealing
with the symptoms later — and we are dealing with
this.
I have not looked up the figure in the budget for
juvenile justice or the corrections system, but off the
top of my head it is probably about eight times more
than what we would spend on preventing the problem.
So I make an impassioned plea to increase the
percentage of the budget spent on those preventive
services, particularly in the area of early intervention.
In health, clearly all Victorians want and demand
high-quality and accessible health services.
Mr Nardella — They’re getting them!
Mr MAUGHAN — I do welcome the extra
funding. They are getting them, and I acknowledge that
in this state we have a health system which stacks up
with the rest of the world and of which we can be
proud. We can all argue that there should be more
money spent in a whole range of different areas, and I
will argue that in other forums. But I note that there is
$464 million over four years to recruit and train an
additional 900 nurses and health care staff.
Now that is not going to solve the whole problem that
we have. It is essentially about the management of our
health systems, which is where this government is
falling down. There are a range of things that can be
done to better utilise the funding that is being provided.
I note that we have an ever-increasing number of
people presenting at public health clinics, at a huge cost
to the hospitals. In my own area of Echuca that is
becoming a real problem, and the local health service
has recently decided to limit the amount of people that
can actually turn up and get a doctor of their choice.
Previously they were able to get a doctor of their choice
at Echuca Regional Health. That is no longer available,
partly because there is then no incentive for people to
look after themselves with private health insurance.
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One of our problems is that there are people with
private health insurance who are turning up in the
public health system, not declaring that they have
private health insurance and going in as public patients,
at a cost to that particular hospital and to the health
system. We need to do far more than we have been
doing in terms of management. As I say, the budget is a
bit like the curate’s egg, and I have mentioned a couple
of the good things.
As for the bad things, the $1.8 billion that this
government inherited when it came into office is all
gone! The interesting thing is that it has been spent on
salaries and a whole range of things that are gone
forever, rather than on infrastructure. There is a
$790 million increase in this budget in taxes and
charges. This government is bringing in higher taxes
and charges, and what is more, it has indexed them. It
will cost the public another $570 million over four
years just for that indexing.
The thing we all should be concerned about is that
spending on public service wages has grown at a much
faster rate than revenue. So we are back into the old
Cain and Kirner days, with the public service growing
or increasing its recurrent expenditure well ahead of the
revenue that is coming in. You cannot go on doing that
forever.
I note that this budget, like the previous budget, would
not be in surplus if it were not for the windfall gains
that this government has collected from a very hot
property market, which has meant that considerable
amounts of money have been coming in from stamp
duty. This is also the government that railed in
opposition about gambling. What has it done? Have a
look at this budget and at the forward estimates. The
revenue from stamp duty and gambling taxes together
is about $3.5 billion, and this government is budgeting
for that to go on increasing. So much for all the
crocodile tears that it shed in opposition about what it
was going to do to reduce government’s take on
gambling. Labor has not reduced it. In fact as a
percentage of the budget, the take from gambling has
increased.
Land tax revenue has gone up by 17 per cent, and
government mismanagement has cost the public
millions. The Seal Rocks proposal —
An Honourable Member — Your contract!
Mr MAUGHAN — Yes, it was our contract, and it
was a damn good project. If it had been managed
properly, it would have been a great tourist icon for
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Victoria to add to the penguins and all the other great
things we have down at Philip Island.
But because this government rails against anything that
the previous government did, it could not bring itself to
accept that this was a project that needed to be
supported, and because of that philosophical objection
it cost the taxpayers of Victoria $44 million. Likewise
with the $77 million the government blithely shelled
out to stop inspectors coming into the Melbourne
Cricket Ground project — and one could go on with a
whole range of other proposals. If it had not been for
stamp duty, this budget would not have been in surplus.
Let us come to the Rodney electorate. As I indicated
earlier today, Rodney has been suffering from a severe
drought and we have had very little assistance from this
government. We need far, far more. I was talking to a
dairy farmer tonight, an average dairy farmer milking
about 150 cows. He has already sold 50 cows and lost
$80 000 this year, and he has accumulated losses. He
has cashed in life assurance policies and is looking at
cashing in his superannuation. He is not sure if he is
going to make it. I have attended many drought
meetings, and it is a common story.
What has this government done? It certainly would not
come to the party with paying for irrigation water,
which farmers have to pay for, which was not
delivered. I think that is an indictment of this
government and shows how much it cares for the
people of country Victoria.
The person I was talking to tonight said, ‘Challenge the
Premier to come up and have a look. Let him look at us
eye to eye and tell us we do not deserve more
assistance’. If we do not get greater assistance from this
government, the $8 billion of economic activity in
northern Victoria that depends on the farming industries
is all at risk.
What has happened with natural gas? The government
has promised $70 million over four years — nowhere
near enough. The National Party promised
$150 million, and had we been in office — —
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr MAUGHAN — Okay, you can laugh. Every
candidate in the last election promised an extension of
natural gas. You, Acting Speaker, would be well aware
of the promises that were made about Nathalia. We
need to get natural gas to Nathalia; that is one of the
projects that needs to be done. The other ones that are
urgent are Heathcote and Rushworth. Both are towns
where this government sold out the timber industry and
left the communities for dead. Those people desperately
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need natural gas. The same is true of Leitchville and
Cohuna, which need to get natural gas. Elmore is
another such town. All those towns deserve natural gas.
That $70 million is not going to go very far.

the area, and I would like to thank him — although he
is unfortunately not in the house at the moment, but I
am sure he is listening — for coming out to the outer
east. It was greatly appreciated.

It is damned hard to find any joy in this budget for
country Victoria. In Echuca we were expecting
$7 million to help with part of the $25 million Echuca
hospital redevelopment — but not a single cent
appeared in this budget for that.

The budget builds on the strengths and achievements of
our first term in government. We delivered in health, in
education and in community safety. We delivered over
3300 extra nurses. We delivered on hospital
upgrades — and I want to particularly mention the
Maroondah and Angliss hospitals, which service my
electorate and which benefited from significant
upgrades in our first term of government. We delivered
800 extra police and 65 new police facilities. We
delivered over 3000 extra teachers for our schools,
unlike those opposite, who sacked teachers and closed
schools during the seven dark years of their watch.

Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr MAUGHAN — No, you show it to me. There is
not a single cent in this budget for the Echuca hospital
redevelopment project. The same is true of the
Echuca-Moama bridge. That campaign has been going
on for many years. This government’s Minister for
Transport has committed to pay whatever it is, and it is
about $15 million, but it is not in this budget — not a
single word. I was referred back to last year’s budget.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr MAUGHAN — You moan and groan, but have
a look at last year’s budget. It contains a single-line
item that mentions three bridges with a total figure —
nothing about what is in it for Echuca-Moama, for
Cobram or for Robinvale. They are all lumped in there
together, so somehow or other we have to try to sort
that out.
The final matter I want to raise is the Kyabram police
station. We were hoping for funding for a new police
station in Kyabram, which is badly needed. Police
numbers are depleted in that whole Kyabram–
Rushworth–Stanhope area. We should have a police
force of about 15; we have 7 officers. There have been
some efforts to increase that, but nowhere near enough.
This budget is like the curate’s egg: it is good in that we
have a budget surplus, and it is bad in that a whole
range of those capital projects that we were depending
on in country Victoria are simply not going to be
delivered by this city-centric government that really
does not care about country people.
Ms ECKSTEIN (Ferntree Gully) — It gives me
great pleasure to rise to speak in support of this budget.
I would like to congratulate the Treasurer, the Premier
and the government generally on bringing down an
excellent budget.
I thank the Treasurer in particular for attending a
briefing last week in the outer east where he spoke on
the budget to 130 business and community leaders.
That was very much appreciated by the community in

We lowered class sizes. We invested over $800 million
to build better schools, including three schools in my
electorate which received upgrades in our last term of
government: Heany Park Primary School, Ferntree
Gully North Primary School and Wattleview Primary
School. Those upgrades are nearing completion and
those school communities are very pleased with and
appreciative of the support provided by the Bracks
government. We increased year 12 retention rates,
which had fallen abysmally when those opposite were
in government.
In this term of government, and starting with this
budget, we build on and strengthen this work in health,
education and community safety. We also take a
number of important steps in the area of the
environment, particularly in relation to water — our
most vital and valuable resource.
As the member for Bayswater said when he was
speaking on the budget recently, this is a budget for all
Victorians. This is a financially responsible budget. It
maintains a healthy surplus of $245 million in 2003–04,
and it continues the important work of improving and
strengthening our vital community services.
However, there is still more work to be done. We are
still working hard to undo the damage wreaked by
those opposite, in particular the damage to our health
and education systems during the seven long, dark
years of the Liberal government.
In education we are providing, over four years,
450 additional teachers in our schools, 256 student
welfare officers to primary schools — a particular
interest of mine — and $107 million for new schools
and school upgrades.
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This budget also provides $6 million over four years for
languages education. This is an area close to my heart,
as some members will know, and something that I had
a bit to do with in another life before I entered this
place. This initiative provides for three centres of
excellence that can offer a wide range of languages and
in-depth language studies and enable students to study
more than one language at a time.
The budget also provides funding for five additional
centres for the Victorian School of Languages in
country Victoria. The Victorian School of Languages
teaches over 15 000 students each week, and this
allocation will enable even more students to be catered
for by that very important and valuable institution. It
will make languages more accessible to country
students, and it will also support students in country
Victoria learning languages through distance education,
which is not an easy enterprise at the best of times. That
is something I learnt many years ago, and I know
students who take languages through distance education
are the most committed students and deserve to get
more support.
The budget also allocates funding for an increase in the
per capita grant to community-based after-hours ethnic
schools, which teach languages to 31 000 primary and
secondary students each week.
This initiative, which involves $6 million over four
years, reflects the government’s commitment to the
teaching and learning of languages for school-age
students in Victoria. It comes out of a major analysis of
language teaching undertaken in 2001 and 2002 under
the leadership of the present Minister for Energy
Industries in the other place and published under the
title Languages for Victoria’s Future. I trust the
member for Bulleen, who unfortunately is not in the
house, has taken note of this report, because he seems
to regularly quote from outdated documents that have
no official status — perhaps that is the only information
available to him these days.
In the area of health the government is providing
funding for 900 extra nurses and health care staff; an
extra 35 000 patients will be treated in our public
hospitals; extra funding is being provided for new
biomedical equipment; extra funding is being provided
to improve radiotherapy facilities; and extra funding is
being provided to upgrade critical infrastructure.
In community health the funding being provided
includes $71 million over four years to improve home
and community care services for senior Victorians;
$63 million over four years to improve mental health
services; and $21 million over four years to improve
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dental health. Recently I attended a briefing at the Knox
Community Health Service on the important public
community health services it provides, including dental
health services. That briefing impressed on me the
importance of dental health for general health and
wellbeing. The increased funding will be an important
step for improving access to public dental services.
Waiting lists are clearly still too long, but they would
not be nearly as long if the federal government had not
pulled out its funding from public dental services some
years ago.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms ECKSTEIN — That is right; it was an
absolutely reprehensible step by the federal
government.
The budget also provides funding for an additional
600 police as well as over 200 additional metropolitan
and Country Fire Authority firefighters over four
years — they are really important additions to our
emergency services and much needed.
In relation to our environment and our most precious
resource, water, this budget delivers a range of
important initiatives. It allocates $93 million over four
years for projects to encourage sustainable water
management; $14 million to protect the Otways; and
$13 million over four years for greenhouse-friendly
strategies, including the use of green power and
energy-efficient products.
In my own electorate pensioners will benefit from a
$2 million pilot program, which will be trialled in six
municipalities, including the City of Knox. The scheme
will help pensioners replace existing water fittings such
as single-flush toilets, repair leaking taps, install
AAA-rated shower hoses and so forth. The program is
designed to help Victorians who may not have the same
capacity as others to invest in water-saving devices but
who wish to make a real contribution to water
conservation. It is my experience in my electorate that
all in the community want to make a strong
contribution to water conservation, and this will
encourage and assist those who are least able, given
their financial means, to make that contribution. It is a
very important initiative.
Finally, I would like to address the Kennett
government’s surplus, which we hear so much about
from those opposite. I remind members opposite that
the money belongs to the people of Victoria, to the
Victorian community, and not to the Liberal and
National parties. Governments collect taxes from the
community in order to provide those services that it
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makes sense to deliver collectively to the whole
community. These important community services
include schools, hospitals, community health services,
police and so on.
There is no point in collecting taxes and accumulating
huge surpluses if those funds are not going to be used to
deliver the services the community expects. The Bracks
government has delivered on the community services in
its first term. Moreover, it continues to deliver on them
in this budget. Those opposite clearly have not learnt
what Victorians want from the government — to
deliver on important community services in health,
education, community safety and the environment. That
is why the Liberal and National parties are in
opposition. That is why the people of Victoria
re-elected the Bracks government so overwhelming at
last year’s election. They want us to deliver on
important community services. We did so, and we will
continue to do so. I commend the budget to the house.
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — I begin my contribution
by discussing what is revealed in the budget papers
about that great white elephant, Industrial Relations
Victoria. The budget papers reveal a cut in funds to that
august body. That is a welcome cut because the saving
of a little under $1 million from a budget of $12 million
may be better spent in some other area. That is
particularly so when one looks at the outcomes.
On its timeliness on giving advice to the government in
relation to industrial relations it had an expected
outcome this year of 100 per cent and a target next year
of 100 per cent. In relation to education and
communication strategy its outcome this year was
100 per cent and its target next year is 100 per cent. In
relation to industrial relations briefings it achieved
100 per cent this year and next financial year has a
target of 100 per cent. With public sector public
relations policy advice it achieved 100 per cent and
next financial year has a target of 100 per cent.
When one looks at client satisfaction it is around 85 per
cent. That means it gets 15 per cent wrong. When you
examine why the client would not be satisfied you can
understand why it has had a budget cut, and perhaps
one can expect Industrial Relations Victoria to lift its
compatible game. We all know that this unit was
involved in the great Melton Saizeriya project. Have
you been out there over the last few years?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) — Order!
The member will address the Chair.
Mr McINTOSH — I apologise, Acting Speaker.
The most important thing about that is that we had a
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major industrial relations dispute, a demarcation
dispute. The National Union of Workers and the
Australian Manufacturing Workers Union were having
a dispute as to who would have final coverage of the
site. That industrial relations dispute effectively delayed
the project for some 18 months. The government
brought in the big guns — Industrial Relations Victoria.
What a fine job it did. We have the phantom plumber
and union picnics. The worst example was that the final
completion date for Saizeriya was moved from
November 2001 to August 2002. The cost of that was
borne by the Victorian government — paying the
workers, rewarding them for the delay. All the extra
overtime and all their salaries were paid by the
government of Victoria. What a great piece of advice
was provided by Industrial Relations Victoria.
Then there was the employment of Michael Paynter.
What a great consultant they employed! You can look
at the original budget cost of some $90 000 and the
little deal with the phantom plumber — who was
supposed to be employed by Saizeriya at Melton but
who did not do the work at Melton but did it for a
football club. No-one can work out what the
arrangement was with the football club, but Saizeriya
was expected to pay for it. When in about May last year
the company baulked and said, ‘We don’t want to see
Industrial Relations Victoria or Michael Paynter again
on the site’ a bill mysteriously came in for $126 000,
which was approximately the amount of money over
and above the original budget and contract price, and
was almost exactly the same as the amount the phantom
plumber wanted to have. The government has
participated in the process. What great advice from
Industrial Relations Victoria!
In October last year I was telephoned by the managing
director of a company called OMV, an Austrian
company which was investing over $100 million in this
state in relation to a gas plant, a pipeline and offshore
well. You do not have to talk about the benefit another
producer of gas would have for the state. For the first
time we had a non-Esso-BHP company proposing to
cross the coastline from Bass Strait with gas coming to
a plant. The managing director of this company said, ‘I
have been to see the Minister for Industrial
Relations’ — now the Minister for Finance in the other
place — ‘and asked him to intervene in relation to this
industrial dispute’, something former ministers did all
the time in important industrial relations cases in the
state.
Ministers have the right to appear, and time and again
ministers of the Kennett government appeared at
significant industrial relations cases before the
Industrial Relations Commission which affected
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Victoria. This was a case that would affect Victoria
because it was a significant project, but what did the
government do? It said, ‘We are not interested; we
can’t intervene’. This dispute had nothing to do with
OMV and nothing to do with Transfield, the company
that was building the gas plant, but it had to do with a
secondary boycott because the unions did not like the
fact that the managing corporation, Upstream
Petroleum, was contracted to operate the plant. It had
entered into individual contracts with the employees
and the unions baulked — the Australian Workers
Union, the Australian Manufacturing Workers Union
and the Electrical Trades Union. It had to go back to the
Federal Court because the unions refused to obey a
return-to-work order by the industrial relations
commission.
Ultimately the employees went back, commenced work
and finished the construction. The most important thing
that came out of it was that there was nothing from the
government about upholding the law. There was
nothing from the government about trying to ensure
that a major project for this state that was worth
$100 million would proceed. We only have to talk
about Longford to know how vulnerable we are to
problems with gas distribution, but this promised
something else. It would have meant that someone else
could supply up to 10 per cent of this state’s gas
requirements. What did Industrial Relations Victoria
do? Nothing. What did the minister do? Nothing. A
significant major project for this state was involved, but
the government did nothing.
Perhaps the client could be dissatisfied with Industrial
Relations Victoria, but what do we get out of these
budget papers? This is something that the minister has
signed off on. It states in the papers that Victoria was
represented in major industrial relations cases — and
the outcome this year was 100 per cent. The unit was
not involved with OMV, which was a significant
matter. The outcome was a $300 000 fine for the three
unions imposed by the Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission. That demonstrates that the
government does not care about the law. It is not
interested in involving itself in a union dispute.
Just last week at the Labor Party conference delegates
preferred to go out the back and bang it out between
mates. You stood there gobsmacked by the whole
process. You say the unit was involved 100 per cent in
major industrial relations cases. No, it was not?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) — Order!
The honourable member will address the Chair.
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Mr McINTOSH — The government has not been
involved in those matters, which is an absolute
disgrace.
Mr Nardella interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) — Order!
The member for Melton is bellowing out across the
chamber. He will cease interjecting and allow the
member to make his contribution.
Mr McINTOSH — We have seen the government
throw away money in relation to the Melbourne Cricket
Ground (MCG), putting in another $77 million of
taxpayers money simply because it could not sign on to
the national building code of conduct. Why not?
Because its mates in the Construction, Forestry, Mining
and Energy Union (CFMEU) want a closed shop there.
That is $77 million of Victorian taxpayers money, and
you are crying poor about roads!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) — Order!
Through the Chair.
Mr McINTOSH — The government is crying poor
about the amount of money that it is not getting from
the federal government. All it had to do was sign the
national building code of conduct and it would have
been entitled to $90 million of federal money to support
the MCG project. On top of that the government signed
an open-ended indemnity for amounts over and above
$450 million, and that indemnity can be called upon. If
there is a problem at the MCG in the lead-up to the
Commonwealth Games, you can bet your bottom dollar
that the CFMEU will be cashing that cheque. It is on
the gravy train, and it knows perfectly well that the
government will do nothing about it. Industrial
Relations Victoria will not appear in any significant
industrial relations dispute that may arise out of the
MCG redevelopment, but you can bet your bottom
dollar that the CFMEU knows that it is on the gravy
train!
I want to touch on the Attorney-General’s portfolio. If
you look through the budget you can see the smoke and
mirrors in relation to things like the minimal
increase — $68 million this year — in the Magistrates
Court budget. Out of that you have the lowest staffing
levels anywhere in Australia. The staffing level at the
Magistrates Court is one-third of the staffing levels in
comparable states such as New South Wales, all
because of this government. On top of that the
government is cutting the budget for the County Court.
What do you get from that? From its own budget
papers you can see that while the efficiency level
relating to the disposal of criminal cases within
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12 months was 90 per cent two years ago, now it has
dropped to 75 per cent. Only 35 per cent of civil cases
will be disposed of inside 12 months. That is the effect
of the government’s budget cuts. What it is doing is
depriving litigants of their rights. The government talks
about litigants’ rights and all those things, but it is not
delivering on them.
I want to deal with a couple of matters arising out of my
own constituency. I have referred to the Kew Primary
School on numerous occasions in this house. It is a
small school in physical size, but it has a burgeoning
population. This government wants to see perhaps
2000 extra people come into the Kew area at the Kew
Residential Services site. Many of these will be young
families with young school-age children, and the Kew
site is right in the catchment of Kew Primary School.
The government had a unique opportunity to buy a
piece of land that came up for sale two years ago, but it
procrastinated and did nothing about it. It came up for
sale again about 12 months ago. This time we had an
indication from the regional education offices that the
department may be prepared to contemplate purchasing
that site to enable Kew Primary School to expand. It is
ever-burgeoning, and its long-term enrolments are
certainly well above what you would consider
appropriate in that area.
Again the land came up for sale, but unfortunately the
opportunity has passed. I raised it with the minister
informally, not wanting to get terribly agitated. She
considered the matter, but nothing has been done about
it. Yet the government is still going to progress with the
Kew Residential Services site development, which will
no doubt have an enormous impact and place an
enormous amount of pressure on roads, schools and
infrastructure around the place. The issue is that, again,
we are dealing with a double standard. The Premier has
talked about not disposing of public land at Point
Nepean. Yet the government will treat the Kew
Residential Services site quite differently because it
happens to be in a reasonably good Liberal seat.
There will be 1200 to 2000 new apartments on the site,
with people and cars. What will Kew get? Nothing in
relation to traffic control. On numerous occasions I
have raised the issue of traffic in my electorate. Indeed,
up to 7000 cars a day can travel up and down Walpole
Street, a minor arterial road. It is a quintessential
suburban street. It is tree lined, it has houses, a few
apartments and a local synagogue, and it is very
narrow. Cars park in the street, and up to 7000 cars
come up and down it. What has the Labor government
done about it? Nothing — because it is not interested. It
took nine months for the Minister for Transport to
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answer one of the queries I raised in the adjournment
debate.
This budget promises nothing; it is all smoke and
mirrors. It has great performance reviews, but at the
coalface there is no delivery of court services or
industrial relations services. The Treasurer will have to
find $1 billion in the next 12 months just to pay the
increased wages bill of the public servants the
government is employing.
Mr HARKNESS (Frankston) — It gives me
enormous pleasure to speak on this bill. I certainly
would like to acknowledge the presence of the
Treasurer in the chamber, because this is a beautiful set
of figures, as he said himself. I have to say that it
compares so favourably with the federal budget which
was handed down recently and which stooged Victoria
on so many different counts.
An Honourable Member — Frankston is doing
well.
Mr HARKNESS — Frankston is doing well, and I
would like to get to that shortly. But first I would like to
make some general remarks about this fourth and very
good Bracks budget. It continues to deliver greater
access to health services, which is very important;
better transport links to the suburbs, which is crucial in
Frankston; and a significant boost to education, one of
the key and most vital priorities of this government. We
are getting on with the job, and we are looking forward
to the future — strengthening communities around
Victoria and supporting families.
I will focus my comments on six key areas. First and
foremost, this is a budget that demonstrates yet again
that Victoria is leading the nation. It is a very strong
budget which has provided a substantial surplus. It is
providing more jobs for Victorians and allowing the
economy to grow. It should be noted that the Bracks
government is committed to delivering a surplus in
every budget, and that has proved to be the case in this
circumstance.
Mr Lupton interjected.
Mr HARKNESS — A responsible surplus — it is a
responsible government, as the member for Prahran
indicates.
In regard to health care the Bracks government is
committing $1.4 billion to building a healthier Victoria.
Some 900 extra nurses and health care staff will be
recruited to treat an additional 35 000 patients each
year. A further $284 million will be provided for
state-of-the-art medical equipment and for computer
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systems to upgrade hospitals, and an additional
$21 million will be provided for dental care.
In Frankston this comes on top of the $21 million
allocated in previous budgets to the Frankston Hospital,
some stages of which have already been opened. I see
the member for Hastings nodding — she knows well
the great benefits the upgrade of the Frankston Hospital
has meant for the local community not only in
Frankston but also on the Mornington Peninsula.
As I indicated earlier, education is another crucial area.
Specifically in Frankston this budget provides
$2.363 million for further upgrades of Frankston High
School. Former and current students alike have told me
that they are very grateful for this, because finally
Frankston High School will be able to have a
state-of-the-art junior campus.
Ms Buchanan interjected.
Mr HARKNESS — I will pick up the
interjection — I think you will find that the former
member for Frankston was lying on the couch and not
doing very much for the electorate. She certainly was
not standing up for Frankston.
This $2.363 million will provide six extra classrooms,
specialist classrooms and student toilets at Frankston
High School. The school is refurbishing five general
purpose classrooms and providing an additional lecture
room. It is refurbishing the fabrics and home economics
spaces with auxiliary spaces. It is creating an extra
drama area within the existing school hall, refurbishing
the four technology spaces, constructing new student
locker spaces and refurbishing existing toilets for
students. This is a great outcome. I was down at the
school only about a week or so after the budget was
delivered, and the principal, Marion Heale, was
cock-a-hoop. She cannot believe it. She has been
wanting this for so long, but the previous member
would not do anything about the situation — she did
not care.
Mr Nardella — She was hopeless.
Mr HARKNESS — A hopeless joke. She would
not do anything for education in the Frankston
electorate. She let it go to rack and ruin because she
was lying on the couch. It has taken the Bracks
government and a strong local member of Parliament
for Frankston to get on with the job of delivering for
education in the Frankston electorate. The Frankston
people want somebody to stand up for them, and that is
the job I am doing.
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This budget will also facilitate better literacy and
numeracy within our schools and provide increased
opportunities for students in their quest to achieve
better learning outcomes and increased retention rates.
Specifically, 450 extra secondary college teachers will
be delivered across Victoria, along with 256 student
welfare officers for our primary schools. Speaking of
behalf of all of the schools I have visited on a number
of occasions over the course of the past five months, I
know that they are over the moon about getting these
extra welfare officers to take some of the burden off the
existing teachers.
The budget provides $107 million for new and
upgraded schools. I know that the member for Hastings
is pretty excited about this and will want to get up and
make great mention of an extra Somerville campus for
Mount Erin Secondary College for years 7 to 10. This
is something people have been crying out for for a long
time in a growing and expanding part of the state.
The budget also contains $88 million for new
preschools and better services in maternal and child
health.
I turn now to the extra assistance which has been
provided to road funding in the area. Road safety is
very important. Many members would be aware that I
am on the Road Safety Committee, along with the
members for Geelong and Ivanhoe. The committee is
looking at ways of delivering safer roads for Victoria.
One specific undertaking in this budget is the provision
of $6.8 million to provide a third lane on the
Moorooduc Highway between the Frankston–Flinders
Road and Tower Hill Road. There are two lanes there,
and it is absolutely crucial that we take the pressure off
that road. The $6.8 million for this important road
project is part of the $28 million arterial road project. It
comes on top of the $14.5 million in the period 1999 to
2002 which the Bracks government spent on black spot
funding and which compares well to the miserly
$650 000 spent during the period 1996 to 1999.
The 2003–04 budget delivers on the Bracks
government’s election commitment to build a smarter,
healthier, safer and more environmentally sustainable
Victoria. At the last state election Victorians told us to
get on with the job of delivering what matters and
building a sustainable future, and that is exactly what
we are doing in this budget. In health $464 million is to
be spent to recruiting 900 additional nurses and health
care staff. Education remains our no. 1 priority —
another 450 teachers in our secondary schools and
256 student welfare officers. To help make Victoria an
even safer state, $126 million is to be spent on an extra
600 police officers.
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An honourable member interjected.
Mr HARKNESS — We know what the Frankston
police station was like during your watch!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) — Order!
The honourable member will address the Chair. I would
prefer him to address the Chair and not respond to the
honourable member who is interjecting.
Mr HARKNESS — I know, he is a pain. I am
sorry, Acting Speaker.
Many people in this place would be aware that
Frankston police station was downgraded to such an
extent that it was the first and only police station to
have a police walkout in 1999. We have added an extra
66 per cent of police staff to Frankston police station
and now people in Frankston can walk the street safely
at night. They have an extra police station right in the
heart of Frankston and people are enjoying that. They
will have 600 additional police officers on top of what
we have already promised. It is a $126 million
investment in the police force.
As part of the government’s counter-terrorism measures
a further $60 million will be provided to the Victoria
Police emergency response capacity, and $66 million
will be provided for 16 new and replacement police
facilities in regional centres, growing suburbs and small
country towns. A further 219 metropolitan country
firefighters will also be employed.
This is an absolutely great budget for the people of
Frankston and for the people of Victoria. It just needs a
government that is committed to those key basic
services, such as providing better health services — a
decent health service and access to it; and providing a
decent education for our children — for our
kindergarten students and even into the higher
education sector. The budget is about providing extra
police on the beat so that people feel safe as they travel
around the state, particularly at night. This is about
making sure the environment is protected for future
generations so we are not living just for today. This is
about generating growth and providing jobs for
Victorians. This budget is about investing in Victoria. It
is about ensuring that Victorians can have a sustainable
future.
I think this is an absolutely terrific budget. It is a
marvellous outcome, and I have no hesitation in
commending it to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mrs SHARDEY
(Caulfield).
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Debate adjourned until next day.
Remaining business postponed on motion of
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer).

ADJOURNMENT
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Community business employment program:
funding
Mrs SHARDEY (Caulfield) — I raise an issue for
the Minister for Employment and Youth Affairs. The
action I ask her to take is to consider a reversal of the
recent Bracks government decision to cease funding to
the community business employment (CBE) program. I
have been asked to raise this issue by Jewish Care in
my electorate, but I appreciate that a large number of
other multicultural communities are deeply concerned
about the closing down of this program, because it
provides vital services to their communities.
I received a letter from Jewish Care in which it outlined
that on 7 May a meeting of all CBE providers was
called by the Department of Innovation, Industry and
Regional Development to discuss the outcomes of the
Victorian budget. The letter states:
It was announced that the CBE funding will cease for all
programs and organisations as from 30 June 2003. This will
include the Jewish Employment Network, which is funded
solely from CBE funding and is one of the personal support
programs provided by Jewish Care.

The details given include the announcement that all
agencies will be given a three-month transition period
in which to finalise services, that the transition period
will commence on 12 May and be finalised on
12 August, that no new clients may be registered and
that no consideration will be given to compensating
agencies for any costs.
The letter also states:
In addition it was announced that the community jobs
program which provides funding for supervised placement
and work experience will also be reduced …
The termination of the CBE funding along with the change in
the community jobs … programs will result in a complete
loss of employment support to those most in need of
assistance within the Jewish community.
The Jewish Employment Network has been in operation since
1994 and during that time has placed nearly 1000 clients in
employment while assisting many more to improve their
job-seeking skills.
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As the Jewish community has a high percentage of migrants,
this has been uniquely critical support as the Job Network and
Centrelink are often unable to provide the individualised
support necessary for a successful outcome.

simply duped out of the money in her bank account,
which she had saved to have some maintenance done
on her home.

Any person who is a recent migrant under assurance of
support is ineligible for broader mainstream services for two
years and therefore is unable to access Centrelink and the Job
Network during this time. The role of the community-based
employment program in meeting the needs of migrants, youth
and mature-age workers cannot be underestimated.

This is a similar case — similar things can take
place — and it is not a laughing matter. It is very
important, because I know a number of people in my
electorate with Filipino backgrounds who hold that
surname in high esteem and who would assume there
was some truthfulness in the scam.

There are 239 clients currently receiving support from
the Jewish Employment Network, and 158 have been
put into new jobs.
I urge the minister to reconsider. The new programs
will not provide for the needs of this community, and
the team put together by Jewish Care will disappear.

Consumer affairs: email scams
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) — I raise for the attention of the
Minister for Consumer Affairs in another place a matter
to do with email scams, and in particular an email that
has been going around recently which purports to come
from Mrs Louisa Estrada, the wife of Joseph Estrada,
former President of the Philippines, and which talks
about her investing money.
I ask the minister to highlight this matter to the people
of Victoria so they will not be trapped by these email
scams. I am sure the member for Doncaster could assist
quite well by advising on the sort of information
technology that could be used to deal with the operators
of these email scams, particularly once they have your
email address and you have been hooked into their
computers. I will leave that to the member for
Doncaster to expand on.
I am asking the minister to help, as some people in our
Filipino community might feel there is a genuine and
real reason for helping — foolishly or otherwise —
having been misled by the Estrada name, which still has
a popular following in the Philippines and also here in
Australia. The name could be misused by unscrupulous
operators who intend scamming the Victorian people.
Scams are continually operating using email, preying
on innocent or foolhardy people.
Mr Perton interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The member for Doncaster should not encourage the
member for Keilor.
Mr SEITZ — One listens to various radio
programs. Recently I heard of an old lady who was

Therefore I am asking the minister to warn the wider
community, not just the Filipino community, and I
would like to find out how they got the names of
members of Parliament and others in order to email the
message to them. I am sure other members of
Parliament have received the same message.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr SEITZ — I am quite safe because I do not have
money to invest, unlike Liberal Party members. There
is no problem in my case, but I do warn people, and I
ask the minister to take the appropriate action.

Lyrebird Forest Walk, Mirboo North
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — I wish
to raise a matter for the Minister for Environment. It
relates to Lyrebird Forest Walk. This beautiful facility
is located adjacent to Mirboo North, a delightful town
situated atop the Strzelecki Ranges in one of the most
glorious parts of the state. The people of the township
of Mirboo North have a very proud and well-earned
history of being able to move with the times and do
what is necessary to ensure that their community
continues to flourish, and I have had the pleasure and
honour of working with them to achieve some great
results over the years.
This situation offers another challenge for the people of
the town. Lyrebird Forest Walk was established a little
over 30 years ago. It traverses several kilometres of
some beautiful bush country adjacent to Mirboo North.
Last year the facility was closed — temporarily, so the
local people thought. That temporary closure has now
become permanent. People in the area want to do what
is necessary to have this invaluable facility reopened.
The problem, which was discussed at a public meeting
on 12 March this year, is that there are two bridges over
certain sections of the walk that need to be replaced,
necessitating expenditure in the order of $58 000. There
are also some boardwalk areas which traverse some
swamp that need to be replaced. No doubt some
commitment of capital would be required on behalf of
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the department in order to restore the Lyrebird Forest
Walk.
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Western District Health Services: service
designation

The basic point is that the people in and around Mirboo
North have worked very hard over several years to not
only maintain and enhance their local assets but to also
broaden them so that they can ensure their continuance.
Lyrebird Forest Walk is one of those many local assets,
and people are very anxious that it be re-established.
These matters have been brought to my attention by Liz
Morris, who is associated with a group called Friends
of Lyrebird Forest Walk, and Lindsay Oates, who does
a lot of voluntary work with Mirboo Country, a local
development group.

Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — The issue I
raise is for the Minister for Health, and the action I seek
is to change the designation of the Western District
Health Services at Hamilton Base Hospital from an
urgent care service to a regional trauma service. The
Hamilton Base Hospital is the regional health service
for western Victoria and covers the area from Lake
Bolac to the border and from the coast to Cherrypool in
the north. The Hamilton Base Hospital has the medical,
nursing and other professional health care staff to meet
the standards required to be a regional trauma service.

I ask the minister to examine all possible options for the
reopening of this marvellous facility, because Lyrebird
Forest Walk deserves to continue functioning.

West of Melbourne regional trauma centres already
exist at Geelong, Ballarat, Horsham and Warrnambool.
However, this leaves a vast area of western Victoria a
long way from the nearest regional trauma service.
Indeed there are almost 50 000 residents in the shires of
Southern Grampians, Glenelg and West Wimmera
alone which are serviced by Hamilton Base Hospital.

Plenty Road, South Morang: upgrade
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park) — I ask the
Minister for Transport to take action to approve funding
for noise reduction, resurfacing and repair works for the
section of Plenty Road adjacent to the housing estates
around Highview Drive in South Morang.
The residents have sought my support and assistance in
their concerted campaign to improve the amenity and
livability of their neighbourhood. They petitioned last
year for a solution to the significant noise problems
they experience due to the high volume of traffic along
this busy section of Plenty Road.
Plenty Road is heavily used by vehicles following the
rapid growth in development to its north, south, east
and west. Some 24 000 vehicles a day use Plenty Road
in the vicinity of the Gorge Road intersection. The
section of Plenty Road near Highview Drive is at an
unusually elevated level vis-a-vis the housing estate
adjacent to it, and this means that waves of noise
generated by the high volume of traffic carry down into
the houses. As a consequence many residents suffer
sleepless nights and there is an undesirable impact on
the livability of the neighbourhood.
I take the opportunity to commend the minister for
responding to the problems of high traffic volumes and
congestion along Plenty Road by committing to
duplicate Plenty Road from Centenary Drive, Mill
Park, north to Bethany Court, South Morang, in this
term of government.

The ministerial task force on trauma and emergency
services said that trauma patients should be triaged to
the hospital best able to provide definitive care within
30 minutes. The Hamilton Base Hospital must be
designated as a regional trauma service to meet this key
life-saving goal. As I stated, these people live a long
way from the other regional trauma services at Ballarat,
Geelong, Horsham and Warrnambool, so it is
absolutely vital that Hamilton is designated to that
status.
Hamilton Base Hospital meets all the essential
requirements of a regional trauma service according to
the latest Department of Human Services guidelines. In
August 2002 the Western District Health Services
Hamilton Base Hospital put forward a comprehensive
proposal to be upgraded from an urgent care centre to a
regional trauma service, and it is urgently waiting a
positive response from the minister. I call for the
minister to make a positive response as soon as
possible, preferably tonight.
Why is this important? It is important because the
people in south-western Victoria deserve to have proper
access to a regional trauma service within 30 minutes of
having a major trauma emergency. Minutes are vital in
life-threatening situations, and it is essential that the
people in south-western Victoria are not denied access.
Quick access to a regional trauma service can be best
provided by the Hamilton Base Hospital. It is important
to ensure that the hospital is properly resourced to
maintain proper emergency facilities to meet the
standards required of a regional trauma service.
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It is also important to ensure that ambulance services
know they can take serious trauma cases to Hamilton
Base Hospital and they can get the proper standards of
a regional trauma service. We do not want ambulances
bypassing the hospital and putting patients’ lives at risk.
If the hospital were designated as a regional trauma
service the ambulance services could go there knowing
they would get excellent service and that patients’ lives
would be saved. I urge the minister to respond to this
matter positively.

Berwick hospital: ministerial visit
Mr WILSON (Narre Warren South) — I raise a
matter for the Minister for Health. I call on the minister
to visit the Berwick hospital site to meet and to discuss
the development of the hospital and the provision of
future health services with the community reference
group and other local residents.
Dr Napthine — You haven’t built it yet!
Mr WILSON — The walls are up, thankfully.
I congratulate the government on the commencement
and the rapid progress of the building program for the
new 229-bed hospital. Having visited the site several
times I am very pleased with the progress and the sight
of the walls reaching ever higher. The 229-bed facility
will provide many services, including a 24-hour
emergency department, a high-dependency unit,
maternity beds, a mental health unit, rehabilitation beds
and other health services. I note that this is the hospital
which was promised by the Kennett government as a
private hospital but which was never built.
I pledge to work with the new hospital, the Berwick
private hospital, as well as with local general
practitioners in the area, the City of Casey, the Shire of
Cardinia and Caseywide Community Health Services to
ensure quality health provision in the electorate. The
Dandenong, Hallam, Hampton Park, Cranbourne and
Berwick areas all suffer from insufficient numbers of
general practitioners. To provide an effective health
system the residents of the Narre Warren South
electorate need more general practitioners, at a cost our
families can afford.
This hospital will provide important health services for
local residents and add to the statewide service
improvements being put in place by the Bracks
government, including the facilities at the Austin and
Dandenong hospitals and at the Monash Medical
Centre in Moorabbin. I am pleased with these service
improvements, along with another sector — that is, the
roads in the area, including the Hallam bypass, which is
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nearly complete; the Scoresby freeway; the Pakenham
bypass, which will be finished in 2008 — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The member can raise only one issue on the
adjournment.
Mr WILSON — I am talking about service
improvements. With the growth in the City of Casey
and the Shire of Cardinia amounting to more than
90 families per week, I am sure members are aware, as
the government is, of the need to provide services to
meet their needs. I note the appointment of the
consultative committee for the new hospital. I know
that many members of the community are working very
hard on this consultative panel. Can the residents have a
report on the activities of the consultative panel? I again
congratulate the Minister for Health on achieving these
improvements in hospital services, and I look forward
to being informed of future achievements in this
important area.

Electricity: domestic works
Mr SMITH (Bass) — I refer the Minister for
Energy and Resources in another place to a pretty
serious issue regarding electrical works that have been
done by an unqualified person. The Chief Electrical
Inspector has recently put out a press release which was
published in the Sunday Herald Sun and which called
for inspections of electrical systems in homes that are
being considered for sale. Constituents of mine recently
bought a home in Billings Drive in Korumburra. They
had some concerns while digging in the garden about
the electrical wiring of their garden lights and the
bollards at the end of their driveway. The drive is a
couple of hundred metres long, quite a considerable
length.
The wires were put in the ground just under the surface,
but not in any conduit. My constituents went to their
local solicitor to find out what they could do, and he got
an independent report on the problems. The report
listed the areas that needed urgent attention and the
reasons why the wiring is extremely dangerous. The
report referred to rewiring and classified the work as
dangerous. It also classified the rewiring of two sheds
as dangerous. The wiring had no protection whatsoever,
having been pushed through the wall. The list went on
and on; there were nine separate items. The quotation to
fix the job amounted to $8230.
This issue was referred to the office of the Chief
Electrical Inspector, who acknowledged it and sent out
a couple of his inspectors. The Chief Electrical
Inspector then wrote to the previous owner of the
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property, Mr Albert Zuidema, in Leongatha, who
admitted that he did not hold an electrician’s licence to
perform that work. The Chief Electrical Inspector then
wrote to Mr Zuidema and told him that that electrical
work had not been licensed and that the work he had
done could incur very large costs as far as fines are
concerned.
The part that really gets up my nose is that the Chief
Electrical Inspector let him go with just a letter of
warning. This guy quite easily could have killed the
people in this house. No safety switches were
connected. These people could quite easily have been
digging in the garden and cut the wires, because there
was no protection covering them.
I would like the minister to talk to the Chief Electrical
Inspector and to have him review this case, because we
cannot afford to have people who are prepared to do
illegal electrical work and put other people’s lives at
risk. It is an important issue and one that the minister
should take up quickly.

Prahran: community-based services
Mr LUPTON (Prahran) — I raise a matter for
action by the Minister for Community Services. I seek
action from the minister to ensure that
community-based agencies, including those operating
in the Prahran electorate, are supported into the future
and continue their invaluable work in assisting at-risk
Victorian families and children.
I recognise the need for strong partnerships between
government and community-based agencies, especially
to help those children and families who are most
vulnerable. Victoria has a strong network of
non-government agencies which work with the
government to help the most vulnerable in the
community. I refer to Anglicare, the Children’s Welfare
Association of Victoria, Jesuit Social Services,
MacKillop Family Services and Berry Street Victoria,
to name but a few of them.
Berry Street Victoria recently unveiled its integrated
home-based care program in Windsor in the Prahran
electorate. This new office facility will contribute to
providing high-quality care for young people in the
inner south. Berry Street is an agency which has had a
long and solid history of providing critical services for
children and families spanning 126 years. It is a
Melbourne institution and an integral part of
Melbourne’s social fabric.
I value and respect the work of those agencies, and I
know the Bracks government is committed to working
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in partnership with them to repair the damage done to
Victoria’s social fabric by seven years of Kennett
government neglect.
Berry Street in particular provides a number of
community services to people at risk — with a
particular focus on families, children and young
people — such as family support and family violence
services, including assessment, advocacy, counselling
and other services for families, specifically targeting
women and children who are experiencing family
violence. It also provides education support services for
vulnerable young people who are displaying behaviours
requiring support and intervention. It supplies a vast
array of out-of-home care services for children and
young people who are unable to live with their families
due to abuse or neglect. Those services include foster
care, intensive residential care for children and young
people with multiple and complex needs and
challenging behaviours and specialised case
management and support aimed at preventing
placement breakdown and assisting with reunifying
children with their parents.
I also note that one of Berry Street’s long-serving staff
members, Jenny Cummings, was last month successful
in being recognised for outstanding service as part of
this year’s Robin Clark Memorial Awards. These
awards were first held last year as a celebration of
Robin’s legacy of excellence across the whole child and
family welfare sector. Jenny Cummings has been
involved in many initiatives designed to improve
outcomes for young people and promote a better
understanding of their needs. In the light of these
contributions I call on the minister to support these
agencies to continue in the future.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The member’s time has expired.

Victorian certificate of education: online
examinations
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — I would like to
address the matter to the Minister for Education
Services, but I suspect she will flick pass it to the
Minister for Education and Training.
Ms Allan — Could it be because it is not in my
portfolio?
Mr PERTON — It is hard to say because the
minister is responsible for online services and IT
infrastructure. The action I seek is that she or the other
minister implement their promise to have Victorian
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certificate of education (VCE) examinations online this
year.
Internet online examinations for some VCE subjects
were promised by the Minister for Education and
Training. However, May has nearly passed and no
work appears to have been done to make this a reality.
VCE examinations need to move online to reduce the
opportunity for cheating and to allow most students to
work in the medium they use all year, which is the
computer keyboard.
Melbourne University’s centre for the study of higher
education has said this year: ‘Online assessment is an
unparalleled opportunity for rethinking assessment in
higher education. This applies with equal force at the
secondary school level’. As I understand it, the
department has resumed pilot programs and further
committee reviews into online examinations. The
delays of the Bracks government in this area have been
unconscionable. When it was elected in 1999 Victoria
was already one of the most advanced places on earth
in its preparedness for online examinations.
I recently read a South Australian government report
which cited a 1998 speech by Sam Ball, the then chief
executive officer of the Victorian Board of Studies, and
said that he had demonstrated Victoria’s commitment
to preparing its junior secondary students for
examinations at senior secondary level through a trial of
the Victorian student assessment monitor (VSAM)
which was, according to Ball, ‘a world first interactive
assessment using the net across the whole state’. He
then went on to say that the trial received a positive
response from teachers and students. I am informed that
the department was trying to market VSAM overseas
while the Australian Education Union was resisting its
introduction in Victoria.
Online examination technology has the potential to be a
lucrative export product, but four years of delay by the
Bracks government has set us behind our American,
British and Asian competitors. This area does not need
more pilot schemes and reviews. The technology is
here and available, and Victorian VCE students should
have the benefit of the examinations they prefer — on
computers, which they use for their everyday school
tasks.
Online examinations will reduce the chance to cheat,
but more importantly will permit students to use the
tools they feel most comfortable with, which they use
for essay writing and assessment preparation. Victorian
certificate of education students in my area have told
me they would prefer to type their answers as most of
their work is already done on computer keyboards. In
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many subjects corrections could become speedier and
more accurate. There would be better feedback to
examiners, teachers and students on the quality of
examination questions and answers, and it would
enhance analysis — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The member’s time has expired.

Aquatic facilities: Cardinia
Ms LOBATO (Gembrook) — I raise a matter for
the Minister for Sport and Recreation in another place. I
ask that the minister investigate the apparent need for
an aquatic centre in the Shire of Cardinia and support
the funding application made by the shire.
In 1990 the need for an aquatic centre became apparent
due to limitations of the existing facilities. The
Pakenham outdoor pool was closed in 2000 due to
major structural problems and the existing Pakenham
bicentennial pool is currently at capacity. The current
need has obviously been exacerbated by the increasing
population. Some townships within the shire form a
substantial part of the south-east growth corridor,
especially the towns of Officer and Pakenham and part
of Beaconsfield. Given the size of the shire, it is
expected that a centrally located aquatic centre would
accommodate people from all the townships within the
Cardinia shire.
After extensive planning and consultation, the shire
submitted a funding application under the Bracks
government’s Better Pools funding program for
$2.5 million to enable the development of a new
aquatic and recreational facility. I am informed that
following overwhelming community support the
facility will be developed as an extension to the existing
Pakenham Indoor Sports Complex and will include an
indoor 25-metre, eight-lane pool, a hydrotherapy
program pool, a leisure pool, a gymnasium, a crèche, an
expanded foyer, a cafe, administration, first aid,
storage, toilet, change facilities, and an outdoor
recreation area. This facility will cater for a large
cross-section of the community, including people with
a disability who currently have to travel to either
Dandenong or Warragul to use hydrotherapy facilities.
Cardinia is a rapidly increasing young community. A
very high proportion of its population is under 19 years
of age. I can vouch for the benefits of an aquatic centre
for the youth of the area. I regularly swam at Monbulk
Aquatic Centre, and that certainly kept me out of
mischief during my teenage years and kept me very fit
as well. For these reasons I ask the minister to support
the Cardinia shire’s application.
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Responses
Ms PIKE (Minister for Health) — The member for
South-West Coast raised a matter with me requesting
that the Hamilton Base Hospital be designated as a
regional trauma service, and I will seek advice on that
matter and get back to him.
The member for Narre Warren South has requested that
I meet with the community reference group for the new
development in Berwick, and I must say that I very
much look forward to discussing the progress of the
new Berwick hospital with the group, as well as the
possible name for the hospital. I am pleased that there is
a community reference group which has been meeting
on a bimonthly basis and is following the progress of
this development very closely.
As the honourable member knows, the residents in the
south-east are beginning to see the benefits of the
Bracks government’s investment in our health services
as the walls go up on the Kangan Drive site. I was
delighted to have the opportunity to visit there recently
and be part of pouring some concrete for the new
building. Of course they were delighted to see me
multiskilling!
We know that the Casey and Cardinia areas are the
fastest growing in the south-eastern corridor and the
population is expanding very rapidly. That is why it is
so fundamental and important that we bring health
services to the places where people live and where
communities and families are growing together. We
think they should have access to the services that other
people in Melbourne take for granted.
The Berwick hospital is going to be a fantastic
development. It will be a 229-bed facility managed by
Southern Health with a round-the-clock emergency
department of 28 cubicles, a capacity to treat up to
30 000 patients a year, a helipad, a 4-bed
high-dependency unit and a 23-bed obstetrics unit able
to cope with around 2000 babies per year — and in that
fast-growing community they will have their work cut
out for them. There will be four operating theatres
enabling 3000 elective surgical operations to be
performed each year.
All this will be delivered to this community on budget
and on time, and will provide employment in the local
community, as part of our government’s ongoing
commitment to building, growing and sustaining a
viable health system in Victoria.
Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Community
Services) — The member for Prahran raised with me an
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issue about working with non-government
organisations in the community services sector. The
member for Prahran is a very active local member who
is very involved and interested in his local agencies. In
particular he mentioned Berry Street Victoria, which
has a proud tradition and a long history — about
126 years I believe — and which enjoys bipartisan
support. It has been providing outstanding services to
vulnerable children and their families for all those
years. It is a service that works very hard in my
electorate as well, and I appreciate that it does a great
job there.
This government is committed to its partnerships with
agencies in the non-government sector. It has been
working with them to repair the damage done during
the Kennett years when there was a policy of setting
these agencies in competition with each other and
pushing them away from government. The Labor Party
has seen itself very much as working in partnership
with them.
Of course we are working in partnership with other
agencies such as Anglicare, the Children’s Welfare
Association of Victoria, which is a peak agency,
MacKillop Family Services, Jesuit Social Services and
a host of others as we address the considerable
challenges in family support and child protection and
placement. People such as Sandie De Wolfe and Paul
Linossier, Canon Ray Cleary, Coleen Clare and Bernie
Geary have all lived through the dark Kennett years,
and their leadership will be absolutely invaluable in this
sector and in rebuilding our social capital.
With respect to Berry Street under Sandie De Wolfe’s
leadership, the Bracks government in this current
financial year is funding it to the extent of over
$16.5 million, and in the southern region, which the
member for Prahran represents, we have funded it to
the extent of more than $4.7 million. That funding goes
to a wide range of programs — critical family support
programs that work with vulnerable young children and
try to keep families intact so that problems do not
escalate into more serious crises. It provides financial
counselling and a wide range of placement and support
services. It is specialised and has a great reputation in
dealing with the most vulnerable, complex and difficult
of those children.
On 1 May I was very pleased and proud to announce
our Take 2 program, a new, intensive therapeutic
services program for the most severely damaged and
abused children. It is a program that puts in place a
range of intensive services. It is a $20 million program
over four years, and it will identify and treat about
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700 children and young people who suffer the worst
abuse and neglect.

and I certainly acknowledge that that includes culturally
and linguistically diverse communities.

That has been done in partnership, and in this case the
partnership includes Berry Street Victoria and the
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre’s child,
adolescent and mental health service. It includes
Mindful, the Victorian child psychiatry training
department, and the La Trobe University school of
health sciences. There is a collaboration that will bring
a great number of skills and a great deal of experience
and a multidisciplinary approach to providing services
for these children.

I want to take up in particular a couple of points that the
member for Caulfield raised. Firstly I would like to
point out for the benefit of the honourable member and
the house that the employment programs division is
now within the responsibilities of the Department for
Victorian Communities, not the Department for
Innovation, Industry and Regional Development. The
member also referred to the community jobs program,
which is continuing to be a key element of our Jobs for
Victoria program. The community jobs program has
certainly been a very successful program. It met the
target we set for it in the first term, and the government
has actually allocated additional funding over the next
four years to continue this incredibly successful
program. Briefly, we are refocusing our employment
programs on the most disadvantaged in the community,
in particular the migrant communities.

Recently I had the pleasure of opening a new office for
Berry Street in Windsor, and I was able to present to the
southern region manager for Berry Street the award
mentioned by the member. In conclusion, can I say that
this government is committed to strengthening those
partnerships with the non-government agencies. We see
ourselves working together absolutely for the
improvement of services for children and their families.
Berry Street is a good example of such a partnership
working very well.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The Minister for Education Services, responding to the
members for Caulfield and Doncaster.
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Education Services) —
Just the member for Caulfield, Acting Speaker, as the
matter raised by the member for Doncaster is the
responsibility of the Minister for Education and
Training. I am sure she will more than ably respond to
the member for Doncaster.
However, the member for Caulfield has raised a matter
regarding the community business employment (CBE)
program. The budget brought down by the Treasurer a
couple of weeks ago includes our refocused and
retargeted Jobs for Victoria program, where we have a
$155 million package of new funding in employment
and training. When you look at the economic climate
we have here in Victoria, you see that the Bracks
government has worked very hard in its first term and
continues to work hard to reduce levels of
unemployment. The budget has provided an
opportunity to really look at the provision of
employment programs and to put in place a set of
employment programs that meet the needs of the
Victorian market. The elements of the community
business employment program that target the most
disadvantaged will be part of the key elements of the
new Jobs for Victoria — as I said, part of our
refocusing of the employment programs we are
targeting at the most disadvantaged in the community,

The member raised the matter of the Jewish Care
organisation in particular. However, there are
11 ethno-specific organisations that are funded to
deliver services to multicultural job seekers across
Victoria. These organisations will have the opportunity
to access funding though the new Jobs for Victoria
program and certainly will be able to provide a range of
services to multicultural communities and in particular,
as I go back to the issue of the disadvantaged
communities, to newly arrived migrants, which is one
group that we will target for ongoing assistance under
Jobs for Victoria.
This is a matter that was raised by the Ethnic
Communities Council of Victoria when we met with it
last week. We have been talking to it about this
program in particular in focusing on the recently arrived
migrants.
It is incredibly hypocritical of the member for Caulfield
to come in here and raise this matter when you consider
that the opposition, in its policy promises at the last
election, committed only $1 million to its employment
programs in Victoria. It did not make a funding
commitment to the community business employment
program, so it is on shaky ground on this matter.
We have a commitment for the employment programs
division to work with the Jewish Care agency, and
indeed all agencies, during this transition phase. I note
for the information of the member and the house that
the Job Network service provided through the
commonwealth has also made some changes that will
come into place from 1 July this year that will expand
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services that are available to migrants and people from
culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.
The Leader of the National Party and the honourable
members for Keilor, Mill Park, Bass and Gembrook
raised matters for various ministers. I will refer those
matters to those ministers for their attention.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 11.46 p.m.
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BRIDGE INN HOTEL MOTEL
LETTERHEAD

INCORPORATION—DRSYKES(BENALLA)

The Bridge Inn Hotel Maindample would gladly shout a seafood
lunch with fresh lobster’s etc., for Mr Brumby, Mr Hulls and all the
front bench if he can present a cheque for 30 million to upgrade
the Eildon dam wall. It’s a small price for the Bridge Inn to pay to
benefit the whole area.
Peter Moore
[Signature]
PUBLICAN

